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This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7037(197) through
SP-7037(208)] published by NASAdudng 1986.
Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1987
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC
This index is available as NTISUB/141/093 from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 at the price of $11.50 domestic; $23.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(197) through NASA SP-
7037(208) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing
organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N86-10000).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A86-10000 series).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, corporate source, foreign technology, contract
number, report number, and accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the





2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,





In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same subject
term. For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.





HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section
citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does
not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover
of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 257 will be found in Supplement 200
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering Supplements is
found in the Introduction to the most currently issued Supplement.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are
available to the public for reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of Aeronau-
tics and Astronautics, Technical Information Service, 555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New York, New York
10019.
EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the
British Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British
Library Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European
requesters may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those
identified by both the symbols # and * from ESA -- Information Retrieval Service European Space Agency,
8-10 rue Mario-Nikis, 75738 CEDEX 15, France.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 50
regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference
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The subject heading is a key to the subject content
of the document. The title is used to provide a
description of the subject matter. When the title is
insufficiently descriptive of the document content,
the title extension is added, separated from the title
by three hyphens. The (NASA or AIAA) accession
number and the page number are included in each
entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in
the abstract section. If applicable, a report number
is also included as an aid in identifying the
document, Under any one subject heading, the
accession numbers are arranged in sequence with
the AIAA accession numbers appearing first.
A
A-10 AIRCRAFT
A review of pilof workload _ tachniques used
on the A-1O single seat night attack teat Wogmm
[SAE PAPER 841492] p 327 A86-26016
A-3 AIRCRAFT
la there life after 10,000 flight hours?
p 254 A86-22402
A-300 AIRCRAFT
Take-off prediction for the Airbus A300-600 end the A310
compared with flight test results p 804 A86-49121
A_lO AIRCRAFT
A comparison of solutions of the complete potential
equabon and the Euler equations for the trensoflio flow
around the DFVLR-F4-wing
[DGLR PAPER 85-121 ] p 475 A86-35171
Dynamic response of the A.310 in flight to
control-surface loading
[AAAF PAPER NT 85-18] p 797 A86-48467
Comparative evaluation of redundant flight data
recorded by e Digital Airborne Integrated Data System
Recorder (DAR) on board an Airbus A-310 aircraft
p 439 N86-22575
Advanced composite stnJctures in cornmerc_l transport
aircraft
[AI/TE3-384/82-1SSUE-2] p 451 N86-22648
Control systems for the Airbus design and functional
experience- cockp_
[ETN-86-g6936] p 653 N86-28094
A-320 AIRCRAFT
Airbus Industrie stresses technology, availability of
A320 p 98 A85-16000
The A320 wing - Designing for commercial success
p 286 A86-23799
The 7J7 - Boeing's answer to the Airbus A320
p 426 A86-31039
Details on the optimization Of cruising drag of the Airbus
A320
[DGLR PAPER 85089] p 487 A86-35152
pSOg AM-,%583
A320 f_llt controls p724 Ae6-44946




Integrated wing _ system (IFAS), phase 2
[BMFT-FB-W-85-O06] p 151 N86-14257
Msk_m_t comrola-- Airbus[SNL_S-eSl-t11-_11] p SS3 NSS-_S0eS
Anemof)mn_W inr,,_t¢ontrot.A-320=xodynamio-.
The tudnomectors ai" inlat
[SNIAS-861-111-114] p806 N86-31565
The A-320 immdynarnk_. The furboresctor air inlet
[NOTE-427.02t/86] p 806 N86-31567
AIRCRAFT
Nrcmtt (Iselgn -- B(x_ p161 A86-16213
A4 AIRCRAFT
Blended blown flapQ and vectored thrum for iow-apsed
Night
[AIAA PAPER 84-2199] p 221 AB5`20157
A-7 AIRCRAFT
DIGITAC _ control laws -- for mllifaty aircraft
[SAE PAPER 851826] p 594 A86-38332
ABRASION
Abrasion behavior of _dundnum and _ skin
coupons, _lflened ¢dns and el_fened
reprsear_tive of _ _ el_ofurse
[NASA-TP-2520] p 100 N86-13316
ABRASION RF.SlaTN_E
_ raq.lmm_n= _ 0se futURe engin_
p 173 A86-174gO
ABSORPTION
Me_._mNmt ol pretarential molatom ingre_ in
compoeltewing/spujoints p 116 A86-16100
An Internal variable assisted formulation of moisture
soq_on models for polymera and cornpoaitse
p 515 A86-34650
Effect Of molatu_ on themml ixoporties Of ¢ompoelta
matedels for esmepace _plicaUons
p 661 A86-40345
ABSTRACTS
Catalog of air weather sewice technical documents
[AD-A159881] p 324 N86-18912
Pu_catlons of the Nstional Bureau of Standards, 1984
catalog
[PB85-245678] p 402 N85-2t435
The Shock end Vibra_on Digest, vblumo 1B, no. 1
[AD-A165726] p 612 N86-27468
The Shock end Vibrelion Digest, volume 17, no.'8
[AD-Af65t15] p 612 N86-27471
AC GENERATORS
Digital simulation of regulated electrical power supplies
for military applioa_orm p 669 A86-40775
ACCELERATED UFE
F/A-18 Hornet - Reliability development testing
p 225 A86-22400
A survey of accelerated vltxatory _t_ua test method
of aero-engine compressor blade
[ASME PAPER 85-1GT-105] p 317 A85-23904
Accelerated testing as a means of ensudng the reliability
of aircraft equipment p 335 A86-28306
Substantiation of regimes for accelerated equivalent
tests Of gse-tudelne aaroengines p644 A86..4154g
A method tot'the analylP_.eldetermination of accelerated
test schedules for compressor blades working in a
cowosive medium p 673 A86-43411
Engine controt reliability and dursbility improvement
through accelerated mission environmental testing
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-52] p 813 A85-48132
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Optimization and acceleration guidance of flight
trajectories in a windshear
[AIAA PAPER 86-2036] p 822 A86-47425
Acceleration pedom_nce of helicopter engines
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-121] p 814 A86-48180
Cdticel analysis of turbulence restitution from
acceleration measurements -- aircraft consVuction
[ONERA-RT-3/3567-RY-C40-R] p 227 N86-17340
Compressible, unsteady lifl_ theory for S
_ rotorin_wrd m_t
[NAS_TP-250_] p 277 NM-t828e




Altitude end scoele_ifon _ system for high
pedomlance a/reaR p 217 A85-19314
Promum_ = mu_pkHx_sehydr_u_cd_e_r
[/_D-A159428] p 181 N86-15328
ACCELERATION _ _Y)
Development Of an elecUo-pnoun_ ardI-G v_Jm _.
high performance fighter ak'omtt p 218 A86-19317
Effect of seat cu_hlons of human rsepom_ to +Gz
_=aof p32s /u_-2,rAs2
G protaofionby=n ==rime crouchpo_on
[AD-A1570_l] p 91 N86-12213
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
G _ bym ext'emeoro_h potion
[AD-A157081] p 91 N8_-12213
NASAmt e_p_ent =mdocoudantrsepomes
p 39O N1_-2198_
impact dynlmlioe _Uorl p 392 NI_-211MB
Cra_Hm_ m_met llmit-ioedopifmiz_ thro_h
dym._ te_ w_ cedars
[AD.A164828] p 5(_ N86-LN_6
AODELEROMElrEIq$
Op_c_ datam_na_on Of the effeofsOf a n_cme_nkature
a_er on rasenance Of asma. elr_l
p 6e8 A86-40712
Ider_ifica_on and e_na_on Of the random orror modeb
for kwlkd accelerometar and hem-ammet_
p 717 A86-43481
BLR studies on conic mortal with IDA in FL-1 wind
tunnel p 87 N86-12434




Proceedings Of the 12th I_iennMI (3uk:lance Tset
_ held at _ AFB, New Mmd_ on 22-24
October 1985, volume 1
[AD-A161996] p 425 N86-23583
ACCEPTABILITY
Development snd evaluation of a microburat test
N)paratus for use u a minimum destructive test for
parachute material
[AD-A158110] p 123 N8_12620
Technical support of the Well Street/Bstt_ _ city
heliport MLS (Microwave landing System) WO_
[AD-A165073] p 575 N86-27273
ACCESS CONTROL
Dependable mdonio data tr_
p362 Ne5-20405
LQG/LTR design of a robust flight conVotlor for the
STOL F-15
[AD-A164111] p 512 N85-24708
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
General aviation creshworthiness project, phase 3:
Acceleration Iseda and velocity changes of survtvld_e
oener_ avia_on aCck_nts
[NTSR/SR-85/02] p 280 N86-18306
Resulta Of the tachr_ investig_t_ Of _cci_ during
the operation of German aircraft at home end abroad, and
of foreign aircraft in Germany p 420 N86-23578
Aircraft accident reports, bdef format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation Issue Number 3 of 1984 ac_
[PB85-916922] p 570 N86-26303
Aircraft accident reports, brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation Issue Number 4 of 1984 accidents
[PB85`916923] p 570 N85-26304
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 10 of 1984 accidents
[P_86-91Bg06] p 634 N85-28070
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
The market pdco for air safety p 633 A86-40228
Systems safety: Phantom or reality
[SNIAS-852-422-103] p 215 N86-17330
A-1
ACCOMMOOATION
DFW (Dtitt-.Ft. Worth) _ on Aulutt 2. 19eG
[NASA-CR-tTST94] p r_ Nee-2se_
ACCOMMOOAllON
Robum _ kx _mor
fMume
[NASA-CR-17471)7] p 256 N06-16488
detection, leole_n end |ccommodatfon for
wmor fslkns
[NASA.CR-174825] p 722 N86-30732
ACOUmUI.AllOIm
Electroetdc hazwdo of uretham pecked fuel tanks
[AD-Atee803] p 7t7 Ne6-3072S
AOOURACY
Meeuurmnm_ a_cumcy vdth 30 Imer velodrnet_
(ONERA. TPNO. lgeS-t7_] p3t8 _e-2464e
The accum_ Wof)l_, of n_Um. ck_k_xmmt _rce
U._ng In ayom_c wind tunm_
[AIAA PAPER 86-0776] p 310 A86-24765
NaUon_van_x_cfecityMac_,numberW_wn
p 597 A86-38076
Expan_mtal and meomtkml _udy of me effect of wwe
prope_Uon on the po_icn_ Eancy of Omega
rm_on in Germany--Gemm thin
p 572 A86-38974
Fllght _nlng _Jlaton_ Sffe_ of tin.in accuracy
o. mukmd _W _e qu_
[AD-A160905] p311 N86-18333
Relative acoumcy of N.PEX _rcmft dat_ An evJudon
of the ALPEX Interoompadson flight with the NCAR
(Na_n_ Center for A_xx_e_ Rmeerch) Bec_ _e
NOAA (NI_ Ocew_c and Am_ohe_c AdnVn_raticn
P3 and the DFVLR (Deut.che Fomcflungs- und
vomuchuu_m_t fuer Leff-und _ Fak_n
[PB86-100e23] p 394 N86-22067
Increments In aerofoil nvudmum lift ooefflcieflt clue to
[E.SD_..e5033] p4so Nee-25325
ACEE PflOORAM
Subscale-model and full-scale engine mixed-flow
ex_,_t _em _ comp_
p 106 A86-14528
_ in todays and tomom_e U.S. Ulln_rs
p 841 A8647603
Integrated ,_:,tic_Uo_ of _ Cor, trofs (U_)
technology to an advanced sul_onlc tmnsp_ project:
Test act Wstem de_dpticn
[NASA-CR-172221] p 176 N86-14277
ACOUSTIC A_UATION
Acoustic _ of models of etector
_,_ppre_onl of jet noise p129 A86-13416
I._omto_y study of _e effects of sidewall vestment,
mxce _ and tompen_tum on me Intedor noise
ot a 10_ alr_eff _s_,m
[AIAA PAPER 86-0390] p 219 A86-19651
Lsbomoo/study of cabin acous_ name.s installed
in an aircndt flamlage p221 A86-20158
The effect on the _ loss of a double wall
pan_ of u_ng heb:m gas in me gW
p855 A86-48590
_ousec gu_e for no_ _mmm_n tes.ng of
skoraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13111-I-CU] p 332 N86-20086
ACOU_rlc DUCTS
Coliccaticn foe an integral equation arising in duct
p682 A86-43038
A _tudy on me mmsrnlmon of _und thro_h flow ducts
of ve_ng cro._ sec_on
[NLR-TR-83128-U] p 683 N86-29636
ACOUSl"IC EMISSION
_eement of m_,r_ dm_e in compos_,u .tizing
ecous_ emimion ted',nok)w p 521 ._6-35651
_n _ of_s.c er_Jon _ted dur_ fo_.e
teeting of an skcnlft p670 A86-41596
Interact;on of airborne and _ noise radiated
byp_t_ Vok_met: ._c_ m_y
[NASA.TM-87746] p 683 N86-29633
A_ EXCITATION
Toneexcitedlets. l-lntroduc_on p193 N_6-16466
Tone excited jet_ IV. Acous_ melmurements
p 193 A86-16469
Nonllnur rnu,_ode response of clamped rectangular
pl_t_ to acous_c iceding p457 A86-32973
ACOtmTIC FATIGUE
Prof2ems in the dynanlk= of a_raft stmctoms exposed
to intanetve acous_c icedlng p384 A86-28316
Effects of nonNneer damplng o_ random response of
boan_ to acoust_ iced_g
[NAA PAPER 86-1004] p 609 A86-38945
_ and measured strain response of rectanguidr
penofs due to acous_ ic_ing
[AIAA PAPER 86-1931] p 751 A86-45421
RemmN of wmmet_ rectangular compoe_
Imnlnat_ wl_ nonlinear damping subjected to ecousUc
[NAA PAPER 86-1933] p 738 A86-45422
A-2
l_l_llod_lndV'll_lllo_l_llfln_. Ptet 1: WdomnL
k_no_ _m. invmd t_:x,m,i_flo_ anddmmg
[AD-Alfl02_] p 258 INlSe-t_16





A new m0_indon of _l_ve no_e c_x_ll_on -- in
aeouo_c ben'kn p2e2 ABe-22628
IN$1"ABII.ITY
Lon0a.di,_comb.e_ mt_.m in n.qet _01m.,
_ of _ou_c modes p440 A86-31586
_ MEAmJIREMENT
ToneexcttodjetlLl-lnlzlxk_ p193 A86-t6466
Tone exdted Jetl. IV - Acou_c _
p 19_ A86-16469
The _ and callbraflon of an acou_c wall
nmmn_ te_t eecticn
[AIA_ PAPER 86-0759] p 514 .N_6-37090
oot_ of w_ of ek,p_ne_n_c'_xea_o._c k_dlng
in fllght tm_ng p804 A8649129
Aeroacoustic research in the _ rofated to
s_r_t _
[NLR-MP-84049-U] p 265 N86-170_1
Intm_n_ C_ A_on (:_WW_n He,copW_
Mmm_nant _ Progr_n: US trot relx_ Bel
20eL-t, nobe _ _Ight t_t
[AD-A159896] p 333 N86-20090
B-52G crow nobe expo_re _udy
[AD-A161112] p333 N86-20094
Expedmantal study of me acoustic fleids for and near
a MicmbJdOOTRS 18 tud)omector
(ISL-R-113184] p 333 N86-20095
Free jet feulblllty study of a thereto acoustlc shield
ooncept for AS'rlVCE _ flow.
_datamporL Volume 1: Trot nozzkmand
,t,,*,,
[NASA-CR-174817] p 469 N86-23371
Free-jet fealbtty study of a thermal acot_Uc adlleid
concept for AST/VCE appllcatlon-dual stream noz_e_.
_datam_ort. Vofume2: l.mwvelodmeter
and luplxels_. Base Ixessum data
[NASA-CR-174818] p 46@ N86-23372
Modiflca_ons to the 4x7 meter tunnel for acoustic
r_mrch: En_e_ng foe_b,.y mdy
[NASA..CR-178079] p 470 N86-24394
Wind-tunnel _ousflc reeults of two rotor models with
_r_ ,p de_gn_
[NASA-TM-8769_] p 682 N86-28701
Stmctumbome no_e in alrcndt: Modal tuts
[NASA-TM-87739] p 757 N86-31339
_ -ridv_nds of noim0,rotated _ a Wo_
in a woke
[NASA-TP-_609] p 757 N86-3134t
N,Ix_no inm_l_ d_ec_on _nsid_ra_ns
[DE86-00646_] p806 N86-31576
Mw41urement and exlTac'_on of recurring wavefomls: For




A numericaJ modet of acousUc ohokl_g. II - _
solu_ons p 265 A86-20795
Wealdy nonl_ew _coustlc and _hock-wwe the(xy of
me no_.e of advan_e_ h_H_eed t.rbo_n_)_
p 534 A86-35146
_ of longltudlnJ anou_c modN mmodmed
wlthprmmumoecmaticnsinranl/_ts p59t A86-39079
A_ PROPERTIES
p_k, oed _ _d wk_ d_or_du-, rotoUonp_s of
[AIAA PAPER 86-0467] p 856 A06-49566
Hov_ and fon_rd fllght acous_s and pedonmm_ of
a small-scale helicopter rotor system
[N_S_-TM-88584] p 295 N86-19314
Intemdonal Civil Aviation Oration Helicopter Noise
Me_.nme_ RqaeatabiUty Program: US test report, Bell
206L-1, no@e musurement fllght test
(N:)-At59ege] p333 Ne6-20090
Flame driving of longitudinal instablii_es in dump ty_e
r_ combustors p658 N86-28239
Acoustic-vortex interactions in an idealized ramjet
combuat_ p 659 N86-28242
Acoustlc treatment of the NASA Langley 4- by 7.meter
tunnel: A femdbllity study
[NASA-TP-2563] p 757 N86-31337
ACOUSTIC RETROFITnNG
Battle of the hushkits - NI quieter on western front
p 440 A86-31349
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Aooustic-bad_scattedng stmlkm of Vanwen,e crocks in






De_ o0ndd,,,mt'ono for q_'_ticn of Imnin-' Row
controlmto_lmeporta#mldt pl_t Nee-l_./0
Tdlxll dlxlflon Wltlm p 257 Ne6-1(_47
Techn_ ev_Jum_n report on the Fluid Dymm_ Panel
Pmm_m
[AGARD-AR-213] p 279 N86-1_29e
HOV_ and k_nrd fl_t ecou_c_ and per_nmmce of
a m.l-_slo heloop_ rotor Wmm
[NASA-_] p 296 Ni_-t_t4
Modegng mo effoots of wlnd tunn_ wal abanq_n on
tl_ _ _ _,otsdst_ of pml_0_rs
[NASA-1"M-87333] p e_3 Nee-29e3)
Acou_ro.op11c_
ser_v_y, no_ and o_d ormm_ in hetemdyne
anoum..optk_ _ proc_mxn p 74o Aee-4eT0t
ACQUISmON
M_t_bds and manufoctudn0 proceues for _dvanced
jet englnm p106 A86-13173
recommand_om
[_1e170_] p 3at Nee-20_
_n oxmm_on of ,_e _ mmott oqu_mant
d_m_0mantand_on Wocm
lAD-A162241] p 463 N86-24221
The C-17: An attompt at Inoree_d _lfl v_nm_lty
[AD-AlS4822] p 540 H86-26280
Tho u_oh for an mJwm_id _e_. A hi_ory lrom tho
XF-10_ to the Im'venced _ flght_
[AD-A168724] p (187 N86-29764
ACRYUC RF._N_
Rm-mtordant decora_ve inks for _rcreff intsdors
[NASA-TM-88196] p 313 N86-18441
ACIWE CONTROL
For.Wk,m.d m -- con_n_of mm_ he_optm
p 175 A86-17175




Ths M_,'_vo,_ss of vadous cor_r_ sudacm in
[ONERA, TP NO. lge5-147) p 306 A86-24633
Trands of m (x)ntrof tochnofow
p 307 A86-25213
He_p_ rot,de mbW_ ._ng
p 307 A86-26170
Kinen_tic of_en_m for rotor control
p 366 A86-27064
Fin_ m modeffng of m_oela_c m fix ax:_ve
_ _- Amnem th_xy
p444 A86-33249
NLR experience in the application of active flutter
suppression and gust load allevlaUon, applied to a
wlnd-bJnnel model p444 A86-33250
convofWmm foe gust k_d amMa_onand _m_
p 445 A88-33251
Helk_ gust slle_a_)n, attitude _ablzatlon, end
a conventinral mmsh l:_ate p510 A86-3_04
A wind tunnel _Jdy of m control technolow on a
[AIAA PAPER 86-0956] p 594 A86-38_30
Dymmc_mc_em _m_eeeecevecon_ W_W_
and a tie,hie _Vcmft structure
[AIAA PAPER 86-0960] p 594 A86-38932
Ac_ve oont_ of Wo_k_ induced no_e flek_ ndde
a flex_e cy_nd_
[AIAA PAPER 86-1957] p 711 A86-45442
Active mlnlmlestlon of aoou_c potential energy in
m.monk_ exceed cy_ddc_ anck_ed mound flek_
• [AIAA PAPER 86-1958] p 752 A86-45443
A f_._ty mudy on me numerk_ mode_ng of _
no_e flek_
[AIA_ PAPER 86-1862] p 754 A86-45482
Emmymm wnth_s _ m _ mp_m_ on
an oUique-Mng alrcn_ft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2243] p 824 A86-47491
Aoflve flutter eul)lXe_ton p832 A86-49004
p_ A86-4_005
Deelg_ng a load aIloda_n Wst_n for a modom ofvll
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Small defect dnmactetization in powder metallurgy
materials p 526 N86-25373
Advanced quantitative methods for nondestructive
evaluation p .519 N86-25376
Comparative study of nondestructive pavement testing,
WES 0Naterways Experiment Station) NDT
(nondestruc_e tests)
[AD-A163379] p 610 N86-26480
Use of NDE to evaluate reflection cracking in airfield
pavements
lAD-At64880] p 599 N86-27293
Concepts for the development of • nondestructive
testing and evaluation system for rigid airfield pavements
[AD-A165055] p 599 N86-27294
NONEQUIMBRIUM FLOW
Effect of the nonequilibdum character of the flow around
s blunt plate with a bend on its eerodyrmmk::
characteristics p 768 A86J,8783
Separated Inmsentc airfoil flow calculstions with e
nonequilibr_m tud0ukmce model
[NASA-TM-86830] p 152 N86-15247
Numerical analysis of nonequilibrium flow elx_Jt aidoil
in thin shock kr/er approxlmation p 343 N86-22258
NONFLAMMABLE MATERIALS
Nonflammable fluid and 8,000 psi technology for future
aircraft hydraulic systems (22 CFR 125.4 /b/ /131
spplP.ab_)
[SAE PAPER 851909] p 580 A86-38364
Hydraulic pomps for high pressure non-flammable fluids
-- for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 8519tl] p 580 A86-38366
NONI_ENTROPICn'Y
Profiling of supersonic ducts with specified nonieentroplc
parameters at the exit p 79 A86-13375
NonisentTopic unsteady three dimensional small
disturbance potential theory
[AIAA PAPER 86-0863] p 552 A86-38898
Nonisentropic unsteady three dimensional small
disturbance potential theory
[NASA-TM-87726} p 479 N86-24663
An entropy correction method for unsteady full potential
flows with strong shocks
[NASA-TM-87769] p 694 N86-29777
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
Nonlinear analysis of pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines
[AIAA PAPER 86-0001 ] p 363 A86-26601
Nonlinear potential analysis techniques for
supersenic-hypersenic aerodynamic design
[NASA*CR-172299] p 417 N86-23569
NONMNEAR FILTERS
Noise immunity of signals with minimum FSK
p 383 A86-27492
Optimum maintenance of aircraft systems on the basis
of their condition with allowance for measurement e_ors
p 354 A86-28310
Markov jump-dlttusaion models and decision-making
rise filtering _ air traffic control
[NLR-MP-83067-U] p 264 N86-17046
A sophisticated tracking algorithm for Air Traffic Control
(ATC) sur4ellience radar data
[NLR-MP-84004-U] p 216 N86-17334
An efficient filter for abruptly changing systems
[NLR-MP-84071-U] p 264 N86-18056
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING
Direct trs_ecto_f optimization using nonlineer
programming and collocation
[AIAA PAPER 86-2000] p 841 A86-47902
NONMNEAR SYSTEMS
On the nurnedcal selution of nonlinear problems in fluid
dynamics by least squares end finite element methods.
II - Applicatioos to trs_SOniC flow smlulations
p 144 A86-17886
An introduction to the theow of nonlinear vibrations of
Jr_ft struct_es -- Rusekm book p 187 A86-18739
Liapunov function for studying the stability in the whole
of nonlinear systems p 331 A86-23576
Equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients for
squeeze film dampers p 319 A86-25751
A nonlinear model of aeroelsetic behaviour of rotor
b_dse in fi_¢ard fli_t p 290 A86-26139
Nonlinear analysis for dynamic bet'mviours of a coupled
rotational vibratio_ system near its critical speed
p 291 A86-26143
Stability of a nonlinear stooi_astic system under pedodic
excitation -- for helicopter rotor vibration
p 444 A86-32657
Estimation of the state parameters of nonlinear dynamic
systems p 465 A86-33047
Synthesis of sys-tem responses - A nonlinear
multivertable control design approach --- for engine
conth_ p 501 A86-35412
The effect of random forces on nonlinear oscillating
systems p 535 A86-36710
DecoupEng of nonlinear systems, noncommutative
gecera_ix ser_s, and Lie elge_es p618 A86-37395
Effects of structural nonline_ on limit cycle response
of a_ic surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 86-0899] p 585 A86-38910
The design of s si_ng mode controller for dutch roll
damping in a non-linear aircraft system
p 651 A86-40766
MATRIXx Plus with HYPER-BUILD - Accelerating ccr_trol
design, analysis, and simulation -- for F-14 flight
simulation
[AtAA PAPER 86-2085] p 853 A86-47505
Design of a nonlinear lever-type mechanism for aircraft
control systems p 835 A86-49139
Nonlinear dynamics of a helicopter model in ground
resonance p 177 N86-15284
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with
applications to helicopter vibration control
[AD-A161457] p 370 N86-21551
A methodology for airplane parameter estimation and
con_noe intervel detormk_ttion in nonlinear setimalk:)n
probldme
[NASA-RP.1153] p 445 N86-22579
Couptk_ _ed tar-_l_ld bounda_ conditions with
nonlinear truer-field sofutions in transenic flow
[AD-A162334] p 417 N86-23573
Application o1 CFD techr_lues toward the vaik:_.tion of
nonlinear aerodynamic models p 565 N86-27265
KRASH85 user's guide: input/output format
[DOTIFAAICT-85110-REV] p 618 N86-27926
Nonlinear control of aircraft
[NASA-TM-89225] p 655 N86-28958
A canonical form Ior nonlineer systems
[NASA-CR-176974] p 748 N86-30371
On control concept for in-flight simulation including
actuator nonlinearities and time delays
[ESA-TT-948] p 836 N86-31593
NONLINEARITY
FINDS: A fault in/stung nonlinear detection system
programmers manual, version 3.0
[NASA-CR-177986] p 231 N86-16212
Nonlinear problems in flight dynamics involving
aerodynamic bifurcations p 563 N86-2724g
Bifurcation theory applied to aircraft motions
p 563 N86-27250
A self-organising control system for non-linear aircraft
dynamics p 564 N86-27258
Study of the transition behavior of an airplane in the
vicinity of bifurcation points p 566 N86-27266
An optimization model for the US Air-Traffic System
[NASA-CR-177277] p 574 N86-27271
Nonlinear analysis of pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines p 659 N86-28240
Multivadsbie control systems with saturating actuators
antireset windup strategies
[NASA-CR-177100] p 682 N86-29580
NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS
Aircraft nuclear sur_vability methods
[AD-A163218] p 587 N86-26332
NONSTABILIZED OSCILLATION
Nonlinear problems in flight dynamics involving
aerodynamic bifurcations p 563 N86-27249
NONUNIFOR M FLOW
Sound generation by an energetically inhomogeneous
gas flow in a gas-turbine aircraft engine
p 300 A86-23753
Heat transfer and drag of a body in the far supersonic
wake p 554 A86-39657
Experimental results of the noise radiation of propellers
in non-uniform flows
[AIAA PAPER 86-1928] p 751 A86-45419
Studies on the interference of wings and propeller
slipstreams p 151 N86-15241
Propulsion and Energetics Panel Working Group 14 on
suitable averaging techniques in non-uniform internal
flows
lAD-A133968] p 503 N86-24692
The effects on rotor nonuniform inflow harmonic content
of uneven circumferential disthbution of jet engine inlet
guide vanes
lAD-A164629] p 555 N86-26291
NORMAL SHOCK WAVES
Turbulent-boundary-layer development in an adverse
pressure gradient after an interaction with a normal shock
wave p 141 A86-17031
NORTH AMERICA
A cold-season North AmerkT.an climatology of strong
verl_al wind shear p 614 A86-37466
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)
Modernizing tactical C31 p 159 A86-18551
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
The economk_ of the North ASantic air traffic system
p 419 A86-31324
NOSE CONES
Research on the aerodyne_in cherecteristP..s of vehicles
by free flight testing at supersonic speeds
[NAL-TR-876] p 339 N86-20353
Side force cheractorietlcs nt a 20 deg cone at hlgh angles
of attack
[NAL-TM-AE-8503] p 340 N86-20356
NOSE _.UEELS
The germration of tire cornering forces in aircraft with
a tree-swivoiing nose gear
[SAE PAPER 851939] p 581 A86-38372
Technique for measuring side forces on a banked aircraft
with a free-swiveling no_e gear
[NASA-TM-87719] p 743 N86-30233
NOSES (FOREBODIES)
Low-speed wlnd-tunnel investigation of the effect of
strakse and nose machines on lateral-directional stability
of • fighter configuration
[NASA.TM-87641 ] p 278 N86-19287
Normal force characteristics of sharp nosed bodies of
revolution at high angles of attack insubsonic and transonic
flow p 527 N86-25555
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SUBJECT INDEX NUMERICAL CONTROL
Development of a data ec_ system to aid in the
aerodynamic study of vartous helicopter configurations
[AD-A187717] p 781 N88-31539
NOTCH lrlrRENGTH
Fatigue life pr_ under _ load using lec=d
strain aplxoech taxi ralaSve Mineds ride
p 249 A86-20173
,_ of fatigue S-N cuP,ms w_l'dn the framework
of naw aircraft development p804 A88-49137
NOTCH TEIYrs
Mode II fatigue crack growth specimen development
p 738 A86-43,566
NOWCASTINO
Wide area rnel-Urna thunderstorm mNoping u_ LPATS
- The _htn_9 pos_on and _ Wstom
p 814 A86-37487
NOZZLE DESIGN
Performance of a forward swept wing fighter utili_ng
thrust vantoneg and reversing p 221 A86-20163
Velocity and temperature decay characteristics of
ioveded-protile lets
[AIAA PAPER 86-0312] p 206 A86-22693
Inverse design of super_ nozz_s and cascades
p 477 A86--36207
Computational models for the analysis/design of
hypersonic su_amjet components, I - Combustor and nozzle
models
[AIAA PAPER 86-1595] p 647 A86-42737
A nozzle design analysis technique
[AIAA PAPER 86-1613) p 647 A86-42751
Initial performance evaluation of 2DCD ejector exhaust
systems -- two dimensional convergent-divergent
[AIAA PAPER 86-1815] p 826 A86-42753
The effect of a downstream rotor on the measured
l_dccmanco of a _ fudge nozzle
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-103] p 814 A86-48166
Velocity and temperature decay characteristics of
inverted-profile jets
[NASA-TM-87159] p 147 N86-14223
Hot Gas Laboratory twin nozzle calibration
[BAE-ARG-200] p 258 N86-17666
Free jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield
concept for AST/VCE application-dual flow.
Comprehensive data report. Volume 1: Test nozzles and
acousticdata
[NASA-CR-174817] p469 N86-23371
Free-jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield
concept for ASTIVCE application-dual stream nozzles.
Compreh(msive data report. Volume 2: Laser veincirneter
and aul:q_roeser. BNe pressure data
[ NASA.CR-174818 ] p469 N86-23372
NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
An experimental study of a vacuum water-air ejector
with a multk:hannal liqukl-aupply nozzle ensunng jet-pair
collision p 119 A86-13382
Investigation of a nozzle instability on an F100 engine
equipped with a digital electronic engine control
[PAPER-t2] p 506 N86-25354
NOZZLE FLOW
Effects of _p er,dwal_ contouring on the
three-dimenslonal flow field in an annular turbine nozzle
guide vane. I - Experimental investigation
[ASME PAPER 85-GT-71] p 77 A86-13065
Calculation of flows in two- and three-dimensional
nozzles by an approximate factonzation method
p 77 A86-13294
Using suction for increasing Mach numbers in •
perforated test section with a subsonic nozzle -- of wind
tunnel p 112 A86-13405
Discrete tones generated by an impinging
underexpanded rectangular jet p 193 A86-17138
An eleven parameter axial turbine airfoil geometry
model
[ASME PAPER 85-GT.219] p 205 A86-22117
Numerical solution of 2-D thrust reversing and thrust
vectoring nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 86-0203] p 254 A86-22681
Laser anemometer meesurements of the flow from a
simulated fuel nozzle p 520 A86-34410
Inverse design of supecdtinal nozzles and cascades
p 477 A86-36207
Investigation of heat transfer in separatk)n regions in
supersonic flow in a Laval nozzle p 477 A86-36458
Calculation of annular nozzle trisonic flowfiolds by the
method of characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 86-1519] p 625 A86-42686
Investigation of the structure of a supersonic jet issuing
from a flee-vortex nozzle by means of pulsed hotogreptt¢
interferomel_f p 628 A86-43403
The effect of a downstream rotor on the measured
_ormar_ of a Uanso_c turbine nozzle
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-103] p 814 A86-48166
Hot Gas Laboratory twin nozzle calibrabi)n
[BAE-ARG-200] p 258 N86-17666
NOZZLE GEOMETRY
Diffuser parameter optimization for low Reynolds
numbem u_ng experk'nental data p111 A86-13400
Compact gas ejector of s high degroe ot compression
with spiral arrangement of the nozzles
p 82 A86.t3433
keroecoueU_ of contoured pi_pnozzts supersonic jet
[AIAJ_ PAPER 86-t946] p 752 A86-45433
Acoustic propertiee _sociated with rectangular
geome_ _rso_c nozz_
[AIAA PAPER 86-1867] p 754 A86-45487
Pasalve control of jets with indeterminate odgins
p 780 A86-49807
Hot Gas Latxxato_ twin nozzle calibration
[BAE-ARG-200] p 258 N86-17666
Static inve_igation of two STOL nozzle concepts with
_tch t_ust-_ na_tx_
[NASA-TP-2559] p 415 N86-23559




Numerical sokJtion of 2-D thrust reversing and thnJSt
vectonng nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 86-0203] p 254 A86-22681
An analysis of cro@a-coulding of a multicomponar)t jet
engine test stand using finite element modeling
techniques
[NASA-CR-176424] p 181 N86-15323
Pro0ulsicn and control propellers with thruster nozzles
pdrnadly for a_craft applk_ens
[NASA-TM-77715] p 342 N86-21511
Static investigation of two STOL nozzle concepts
p_h Uw,t-wc_-_ _
[NASA-TP-2559] p 415 N86-23559
NUCI,F.AR EXP_ EFFECT
Alrcrew dose and engine dust ingeetion from nuolear
cloud penetration
[AD.A159246] p 101 N86-13327
Nrcmft nude_ sun/_/ald,ty methods
[AD-A163218] p 587 N86-26332
Inter_ between EMP {Electromagnetic Pulse),
lightning and static ek_ with aircraft and missile
avionics systems
[AGARD-LS-144] p 702 N86-30708
NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS
The parallel-plate and rhombic EMP simulators - A
summarizing review p 381 A86-27146
Response of an operational turbofan engine to a
simulated nucle_ blast p 643 A86-40728
Airorew dose and engine dust ingestion from nuclear
cloud penaVation
lAD-A159246] p 10t N86-13327
Operatio_ REDWING, Pr_ect 5.2, in-flight _tinn
of a B-52
lAD-A995286] p 357 N86-21536
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Devalopmect of LC-13C NMR
{NASA-CR-176656] p 379 N86-21704
NUCLEAR METEOROLOGY
.i_ew cioim snd m_1@ dust inge@tion fi_m ri_
doud pen_mSon
[AD-A159246] p 101 N86-13327
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Now passive helicopter detector
[DE85-015160] p 123 N86-12595
NUCLEAR RESEARCH
Japan report: Science and technology
[JPRS-JST-86-001] p 389 N86-21723
NUCLEAR VULNERABILITY
EC-135 fiber optic techno_ review
p 75 A86-15341
Fiber optic alroraft systems electromagnetic pules (EMP)
survivability p 103 A86-15342
NUCLEATION
Nucleation of ice crystals insupercooled clouds caused
by passage of an airplane p 323 A86-26175
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A method for numerical analy,lds of the aerodynamic
characteristics of an aeroPlene wing in the _ range
of the flying velocity p83 A86-13933
A method for numerical analysis of the dynamics of a
controlled rotor blade of a helicopter
p 486 A86-33996
Advanced topics in boundaW element analysis;
Proceedings of the Winter Annual Meeting, Miami Beach,
FL, November 17-22, 1985 p 520 A86-34442
Calculation of transonic rotor noise using a frequency
domain foanutstien
[AIA._ PAPER 86-1901] p 750 A86-45402
Numerical analysis of aetoelasl_ stability _ of
helicopter rotor blade p 798 A86-48662
N_nedcal and expem1_en_ studies of 3-D end unsteady
turbulent body/appendage/propeller flows
[AD-A157078] p t23 N86-12552
Numerical solu_ons of Navie¢-Stokes equations for a
Butler wing
[NASA-CR-174202] p 88 N86.13293
Grid generalx)n for single a/doll u_ng cooformal
meP_ng
[NAL-TR-851T] p 146 N86-14217
Devak_nent and app_cat_n of a t._h_o_ anal,ms
for rotorcraft dynamics based on a component
p 168 N86-15291
An electronic index of arUctss pertaining to Air Force
transportation in the post-World War 2 era, with ab_m'acts
of selected ertic_es
lAD-A160837] p 281 N86-18308
Invesfiga_on of multiple input frequency response
function esthnatien techniques for experimental modal
analysis p 461 N86-23971
Transonic aldoil analysis and design in nonuniform
flow
[NASA-CR-3991 ] p 480 N86-25328
Tins domain design of robust controllers for LQG (Unear
Quadratic Gauss/an); application to large space
structures
[AD-A163635) p 533 N86-26074
Evaluation of 3 numerical methods for propulsion
integration studies on transonic tranaport config_ationa
[NASA-TM-87727] p 559 N86-27209
,Spectra of r_ee and _ _ emanat/ng
from shock.turbulence intarac'don: Two scenarios
[NASA-TM-88766] p 620 N86-27970
Geometry definitk)n and g=id gunamtion for a complete
fighter aircraft
[NASA-TM-88242] p 622 N86-28050
NUMERICAL CONTROL
A computarized mxtomaSc control lyetam for etructural
tastin9 p 192 A86-18438
Computer controlled operation of reconnaissance
cameras p 229 A86-19587
Comparison of perfommr1¢e chsmctedsScs of DOC
algorithms int_tsmentad on a rr;¢roproco_Kx -- Okect
Digital Control p 263 A86-20_18
Dig,t= controfied do_d leop =r cyc_ _ --
for military akcraff
[SAE PAPER 851319] p 285 A8_23509
Computer controlled variable pressure reducing/shut-off
valve for akcraft ECS
[SAE PAPER 851360] p 285 A86-23545
CAD/CAM su_ flight test modifca_ons
p 356 A86-29823
Use of the flight simulator in pedorming AFTI/F-16
airplane aaroeervuetss_ analym
[AIAA PAPER 86-0957] p 585 A86-38931
An expert system for conVoI systom design
p 680 A86-40774
Expert systems for mechanical fault dlagneele
p 737 A86-43886
D_t= coctr= le_ aud mo,on - The r_= wom'_ --
in flight almula_on p 732 A86-46149
Recundve resl-tlme identlfleatlon of etep-reepones
mefficee of h_ s_raft for adap_ digital
flight control
[AIAA PAPER 86-2017] p 826 A86-47652.
Mach number immune microprocessor controlled
esquanc_ for open qant;on mmts ualeg on-board
eovkonme_al sensors p 793 A86-47743
Program wmm of computer-_led dealgn of helk:opVx
rotor blade airfoil p 798 A86-48659
Covarience _uecification for the linear time-invariant
output-feedbank conVol sy_tsms using a Ks/man filter
[NAL-TR-882] p 399 N86-21219
Muitivsdabts control law design for enhanced air combat
maneuvering. F-151STOL (Short Take-Off and Landing)
defivat_B fighter
[AD-A164017] p 512 N86-24706
Digital E_ Engine Control (DEEC) Flight
Evaluation in an F-15 AJq)tsne
[NASA-CP-2298] p 504 N86-25342
Digital electronic engine control I:-15 overview
[PAPER-I] p 504 N86-25343
NASA Lewis F100 engine testing
[PAPER-4] p 504 N86-25346
Effects of inlet distor'don on & static pressur,_ probe
mounted on the engine hub in an F-15 airplane
[PAPER-5] p 505 N96-25347
Flight testing the digital alantronic engine cor JrOI in the
F-15 airplane
[PAPER-6) p 505 N86-25348
Digital etsctro_c engine control fault detection and
acconmxx_a_on flight evalualk)n
[PAPER-7] p 505 N86-25349
,_r_=rt pedormsnue of a d_tsi e_ecUo_c engine cor_ol
system on an Ft00 engine
[PAPER-8] p 505 N86-25350
Flight evalesSen of a hydroment_mic_ backup control
for the digital olec,aonic engine cot_-o_ systom in an F100
engine
[PAPER-g] p 505 N88-25351
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NUMERICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION
Backup centrol Ustan perinrmanca on a digdal
elecVonic engine control-equipped Ft00-engine
[PAPER-10] p 505 N86-25352
Augmentor transient capability of an F100 engine
equipped with e digital electro.ic ongine cenvol
[PAPER-11] p505 1'486-25353
Inves_gatk)n of • no.de instability on an F100 engine
[PAPER-t2] p 506 N86-25354
Real-time in-flight thtuet calculatinn on a dlgltal elacVofl_
angle _ F100 angle Inan F-iS a_a_me
[PAPER-13] p 506 N86-25355
Control technology for Mum sin:raft propulsion
systems
[PAPER-14] p 506 N86-25356
Rofe of o_mtza,on methods in _nent of i_ht
controf fur sill=4anes p513 N86-25603
NUMERICAL FLOW VlaUAUZATION
Nunwwicel sirnula_n of _
[AIAA PAPER 86-0279] p 200 A86-19789
Numerical simulation of the transonic tlowfield for
wing/nacelle conflgumtk)r_ p 204 A86-20159
Simola_on of invlacid vorlax-sVetched turbulent
8hesr4ay_ flow p411 A86-32979
Numerical modallng of transonic flowz over aJrfoila and
caanadee p 414 A86-33409
Numedcel _a_on of _n induced
downbursla p 615 A86-37496
Invladd and vlacoes simulations of hlgh -,ngle of attack
flows
[SAE PAPER 851820] p 548 A86-38328
Nuntedcel simulelton of _p vertices of wings in subeonic
and tranecnic flowa
(AIAA PAPER 86-1095] p 550 A86-38456
Nontedcal study of the Vaillng edge regk)n tn slip flow
reg_ p 624 A86-42548
Fres-vortu_ flow _a_on using a t_ee-di_
Eoler se_ method p773 A86-49043
ComputaUonel fluid dynamics at NASA Ames and the
numedcel secodyrwnic slmulalJon program
[NASA-TM-86769] p 190 N86-15626
Numerical simulation of vortices shed behind a rotating
w4ng p 418 N86-23862
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
State setima_on errors in digital Kalrnan filters caused
by meemJ'ones_ delays and numerical integration
p 397 A86-28368
Integrai_on of singular _ associated with lifting
surlane theory p 689 A86-44875
Nonlinear analysis of pressure oanHlations in ramjet
engines p 659 N86-28240
NUMERICAL STABILITY
The classical streamline curvature method in the
suponbonin range - A _ ,_ _lary vetue
Wobiem p 690 A86-45189
NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
NMC plans for im_ _tdon guidance -- using
numerical weather prediction p 613 A86-37456
EvelualJng the new automated weather observing
system p 615 A86-37491
Development of CAT detects1 and foreces_ng
techniques for the PROFS _ Weather Processor
p 615 A86-37496
Upper air f_ for avia_n in the United States
p 615 A86-37501
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Calculation of three-dimensional shock/turbulent
bo.ndery-._yor interact_ gemretsd by sharp ,n
p 142 A86-17135
Measurements of fluctuations of surface heat bansfor
rote in the intecacting region of oblique shock wave and
turbulent boundary layer p 688 A86.43512
FluctuelJone of wall pre_t_ in the interacting region
of oblique shock _ve and turb_ boundery layer
p 688 A86-43514
Invest_at_n of the _ obanctsdsUc_ of
hydrog(m/air mixtures in the cue of combue_on induced
by oblique shocks p732 A86-45185
Intersection of an oblique shock wave with a cylindrical
aflerbody p 775 A86--49098
OBLIQUE WINGS
EigenstnJcture synthesis of an oblique wing flight conVol
system p652 A8642913
Eigonsystem synthe_s for ac_ve flutter suppression on
an ob,que-w_g _maft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2243] p 824 A86-47491
ModeHollewing _ for an oblique-w_ng aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2244] p 824 A86-47492
A-166
Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing
aircmft
[NASA-TM-86801 ] p 595 N86-26339
Aorcetas_ control of obllqea-w_ng _m:_raft
[NASA-TM-86806] p 595 N86-26340
Mod_f_ control for an _ sk_-aft
[NASA-TM-ee2ee] p 72e Nee-2_e7
F-igonma_tam mmthem _x ec0ve _uttar _oWm_on on
em of_que-wing airomft
[NASA-TM-88275] p 727 N86-29868
ONF.RVAmLn'Y (SYSTEMS)
A stable dlsorete-time edaptive observer applied to
multlvarklble aircraft p 305 A86-23346
On the development of equiof)servable forms with
app_eation to adap_ve conVof p465 A86-33134
A dlacmte edapINe ol)es_rer for a murd-output aircraft
control system p444 A86-33180
_stam observer damon _r_darmiom for air.aft
[AIAA PAPER 86-1996] p 852 A86-47418
A parameter insensitive technique for aircraft sensor
fault analysis using eigenstructure assignment end
analy_ redundancy
[AIAA PAPER 86-2029] p 809 A86-47420
OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
Tan'ain tollow_ng avoidance technique of very low
altitude penetration p 239 A86-22309
Demonstration of an innovative technique for Terrain
Following/Terrain Avoidance - The Dynapath Algorithm
p 350 A86-28389
ImplamentatJon of TF/TA in the digital terrain
management and display system p 359 A86-28390
Obstacle warning radar for helicopters - An
anthropotectmicel probk)m p 787 A86-47769
OCEAN BoI"roM
Characterization of shallow ocean sediments using the
alrbome elactn)megne_c method p 393 A86-28065
OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
Compadaon of sea surface temperatures obtained from
an akorsft using remote and direct sensing techniques
p 323 A86-23291
OCEAN MODELS
Prodab_lis_c modeling of fields of etmuephedc
turbulence and ses ronghness with referonce to the study
of complex systems -- for flight control
p528 A86-36480
OCEAN SURFACE
Airborne radar. I - Air-to-surface p 296 A86-23293
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The oxygen equipment of passenger aircraft -- Russian
book p 166 A86-18740
Scott emergency escape breathing device - Evaluation
for use in Canadian forces aircraft p 784 A86-4773t
OXYGEN TENSION
Na2SO4 induced corros,on of nickel at high
temperature p 517 A86-37073
P
P-3 AIRCRAFT
The anatomy of sea SKAD (Survival Kit Air Dropp_ble)
- A Cat_cllan Forceslindust_/development program
p 213 A86-19335
Integration test facility for P3 aircraft purpose and
uses
[AIAA PAPER 86-9807] p 448 A86-32135
Engineering applications of an advanced Iow--orde¢ panel
method
[SAE PAPER 851793] p 547 A86-38316
Flight data recorders (FDR) and/or cockpit voice
Recorders (CVR) in the Lockheed Orion P-3C Update 2
[ETN-86-97395] p 811 N86-31581
P-531 HEUCOPTER
Impect of flying quelitlas on mission effectiveness for
helicopter elrcombat p 110 A86-14531
PACKET SWITCHING
Aidaome comrnunicat_ne reconstitutk_ experiments
p 251 A86-21891
PAIN
A renew of the pilot backache problem in the CHl13
La_ador hal¢opter
[AD-A164011] p 530 N86-25113
PAINTS
Plastic media blBSt best for stripping
p 269 A86-26274
Stripping and painting a plane - Technological and
economic aspects p 760 A86-47614
New space paints p 451 N86-22621
PALLADIUM ALLOYS
High sb'ength nickel-palladium-chromium brazing
alloys p 244 A86-20579
PALMGREN..MINER RULE
Fatigue life prediction under complex load u_ng
slreln apo¢oach and relative Miner's rule
p 249 A86-20173
PANEL FLUTYER
Free vibration characteristics of pericdicalty stiffened
panels with damped stringers p 456 A86-31773
Frequency domain synthesis of a robust flutter
suppression contrcl law p 594 A86-390.42
Weight minimization of orthotropic fiat panels subjected
to a flutter speed conslralnt p 671 A86-41715
Research on active suppression technology for
winglaJloron flutter p 835 A86-49096
The Shock and V'_'ation Bulletin 55. Pa_ 1: Welcome,
keynote address, invited papers, isolation and damping
and damping prac'dcos
[AD-A160263] p 256 N86-16616
Recent results on the weight minimization of par_s with
a flutter speed constraint p 715 N86-30660
SUBJECT INDEX
pANEL METHOD (FLUID DYNAMICS)
Cham_ of the lif_ pro_ of Ucreft with
sweptforward wings at supamordc velocities
p 96 A86-13_71
A solution of invarse problem tor mutti-elornent aerofolb
ffwough application of panel method p83 A86-13546
Calculation of steady flew about _ using a
sudace panel method p85 A86-14559
A theoretical basis for extending surface-paneling
methods to _ flow p 142 A86-17131
Evaluation of methods for predicting o0mplox aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-0396] p 201 A86-1ge.55
A vanec_c rectangu_r gdd embedded pan_ method
p204 A86-20953
An attached Ik_, design of a nonintededog losClng-edge
extension to a thick delta wing p 337 A86-28569
Cak_on of S-d urmeedy _ potant_ flows by
a field panel method p412 A86-33229
Aerodynamics and radar-signature - A theoretical
approach to estimate the radar-signature of complex
aircraft configurations compatible with aerodynamic
[AI/_, PAPER 86-1770] p 577 A86-37807
unsteady fom_ on count=-rutafleg prooelk_ Usdes
[AIAA PAPER 86-1804] p 590 A86-37827
PAN AIR anaiy_s of a transport high-lth cat--ties
[AIAA PAPER 86-1811] p 544 A86-37832
The use of curved higher 0¢dar panels for vortex sheet
modeling
[AIAA PAPER 86-1812] p 544 A86-37833
A h_h order superso_c trk_t ain_u_dty
[AIAA PAPER 86-1815] p 545 A86-37834
Enginee_g app,catiens of an edvenced Iow-ord_ pan_
method
[SAE PAPER 851793] p 547 A86-38316
The ind_ent boundary k-aegnd fixme_flen for erupt,
hyperbolic and non-linear fluid flows
p 553 A86-38971
VSAERO analysis of s wing/pylon/nacelle
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 86-1523] p 625 A86-42689
A numerical analysis applied to high angle of attack
throe-dimensional inters
[AIAA PAPER 86-1527) p 627 A86-42760
Unsteady low-speed aerodynamic moclel for complota
aircraft conr_umtions
[AIAA PAPER 86-2180] p 829 A86-47683
Application of the TranAir full-potential code to complete
configurations p 772 A86-49009
Evldustien of pressure distribuflens on an =iroreft _ two
different panel methods and com_ with experimental
m_Isurern_Its p 774 A86-4g044
Anaiyais of wind tunnel corrections for hllf-modM 1mils
of s tranwort airorafl using a doublet par_ method
p 839 A86-49060
OscillaUng wings and bodies with flexure in supetlofllc
flew Applicatlens ot harmonk= potant_ penal method
p 776 A8649106
Tin_e-aver_ed subsonic propeller flowflekl
caiculaflens
[AIAA PAPER 86-1807] p 778 A86-49584
Rev_w of menwch in nurced¢_ _ at the
DFVLR in Brunswick p 150 N86-14248
Application cf time-linewized method_ of ceci_laUng
wings in transonic flow and flutter
[NLR-MP-84077-U] p 208 N86-16204
Parametric Bi-cubic surface patch for computer aided
geomebic design of aircraft and/or other
thren-dimensk_ geomel_es
[NAL-TMoAE-8505] p399 N86-21168
A numedcal analysle applied to higtl ang_ of attack
three-dimenaional inlets
[NASA-TM-87298] p 478 N86-24658
The use of a panet code on high lift con_gurations of
a swept fo_rard wing
(NASA-CR-176968_ p 631 N86-28916
Vortex sheet modeling with higher order cun_d panels
[NASA-CR-176971] p 693 N86-29770
Calculation of three-dimens_onal transonic pofanUal
flows by a field panel method -- oscillating wings
p 695 N86-30629
Aspect mile effects on wings at low Reynolds
numbers p 782 N86-32390
PANELS
Applicatton of the finite elemant method in the cek_tion
of transmission lees of ftat and curved panels -- for noies
reduction in aircreft p400 A86-26888
Measurements of the response of bansport aircraft
ceiling panels to fuel _es p 343 A86.28564
The effect of center detaminstion on the instebiUty of
composite cylindrical panels p 520 A86-34642
Buckling and final failure of graphite/PEEK stiffener
sections
[AIAA PAPER 86-0921 ] p 608 A86-38831
Sound tm_,..m_n thr0_ do.Us pan_ commucfle_
lined wtih elast_ poroce rnatedlds
[AIAA PAPER 86-1907] p 750 A86-45408
Op_rn=aflen of _ffaned pan_s under compre.lon
p 739 A86-45762
The effect on the Vansmiesidn lees of a double wall
panel of using hellum gas ie the gap
p855 A86-485g0
On the test rapu of _ft pan_ cemponar_
p 762 A86-49066
Nrcreft integer panel test criteria derived from ful_lceJe
fire tests
[FAA/CT-85/23] p 91 N86-12214
Abrasion behavior of aluminum end composite skin
coupons, stiftaned _d_ and stiffened panels
rewesente_ve of Vansport a_a_ne structores
[NASA-TP-2520] p 100 N86-13316
Faihxe mechan_m_ of bminates trensvenmly loaded
by heft pu_-thrcu_
[NASA-TM-87603] p 184 N86-14314
01General aviation interior noise problem: Some
suggested _uflens p194 1'486-15053
Design of I_at-s_ffened composite panels under
compression and shear. Minimum mass optimization
based en a simpllr_d theo_
[VTH-LR-312] p 259 N86-17806
Aircraft interior panel test criteria derived front full-_de
fire tests
[AD-A161637] p 345 N86-21529
The postbuckli_g behavior of Merle-storeyed carbon
epoxy pene_s loaded in compression -- semisUbmarsil_
platform
[NLR-MP-85019-U] p 611 N86-266_1
_ sUo'y us_ r_='_d ecousUc ho_rapr_
of _nd _ th_ug_ _Nt_e _
s_es
[NASA-CR-177162] p 683 N86-28702
Oesign and h_a_ of large suction panels with
perforated surtsces for lantnar flow control testlng in a
banson¢ w_d tunnel
[NASA-TM-89011] p 715 N86-29815
Assessing the effect_ of delemieaUons on the
postbuckf_g strength ot CRFP panels -- aircraft
structures p 743 N88-30781
PARABOLAS
A ra_d memed for esUma_ng ed=v_nt parab_ic pours
flora wind-ttmnel tosta
[AD-A159559] p 153 N86-15251
PARACHUTE DESCENT
Telemetry from expefimsntal rescue- and recovery
systems p 95 A86-13219
Biodynamics of pareonnel parachute landings - A ftesh
look at parachute descent rates p 419 A86-32068
Inthxluctton to deployable recovery systems
[DE86-000048] p 211 N86-17310
PARACHUTE FABRICS
Applicaflen of Kevlar to psmchute system design
p 214 A86-g0166
Development and svst_ation of a mlcroburat test
apparatus for use as a minimum _ test for
_mmm_
[AD-A158110] p 123 NS_12t_-_
Ntm'nste altitude testing of solid cloth parachute
systems
[AD-A157068] p 150 N86-14251
PARACHUTES
Certain chamcteds_cs of parachute-wing
im_ p 80 A86-13389
A Single Point Release System for the Advanced
Concept Ejection Seat (ACES) II - Survival kit end
parlK:hute fleers p217 A86-19303
Aircrew escape system models used in wind tunnel
tests p 217 A86-19316
8aJ,s_y decoyed pamc_e systoms for =_e er_J
two place ak'crafl p 212 A86-19319
The new 'dual stage' test procedure for low cost
measurement of parachute pedon_mea
p 24O A86-19324
Using Fleet reported 3-M data in support of Navy
emergency escape parachute assemblies
p 212 A86-19326
A philosophical basis for the use of high-padoweance,
gliding parachutes in e_ seat ak'ccaft
p 213 A86-19352
Compensa_ng-¢it canopy deign A new
tow-apesd/h_h-Spead p_d_uta p 213 A86-19353
Automatic Inflation Modulation (A.I.M.) psrechute
up-date p 698 A86-44781
Evolution of the seawater activated release system
(SEAWARS) -- to prevent drownings after ejections from
aircraft p 784 A86-47756
Parachute recovary systems design manual, o1"mptare
1 through 4 offlxtnt
[AD-A157839] p 87 N86-12210
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Alternate altitude testing of solid cloth parachute
systems
[AD-A157068] p 150 N86-14251
Introduction to deployable recovery systems
[DE86-000048] p 211 N86-17310
Report on interest expressed in some Australian
Defence E_ WorJucte di_oleyed at the 1985
Parle Nr Show
[AD-A160807] p 496 N86-25341
PARALLEL FLOW
isom_ and _,_-_g roond pera_ heated ires
[AI_ PAPER 86-0281] p L_4 A86.19790
k_,a_ of intarac_ du_ "e_g e_tor Wmme
[AIAA PAPER 86-0478] p 233 A86-1ge95
PARALLEL PLATES
The parallel-plate and _ EMP _letora - A
sumrnaming review p 381 A86-27146
PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
A _ _fleo _ _ _ ,_'dclo
tr_decto,y ap_._tien
[AIAA PAPER 85-0498] p 243 A86-20244
A pa_ Woea_ng meU_d _ _ me .m_eedy
Navior-Stokes equal_ce at high Reynolds numbers
p 847 A81_48_47
Partitioning and packing mathematical simulation
mode_ for celcul_tien on parallel comput_
[NASA-TM-87170] p 330 N86-19008
A zonal =lalXoech to the design of finite elemecl gdd -,
foe 3-D tr_remnic flew* wire complex genmea_es
[AD-A162168] p 417 N86-23572
PARALLELEPIP'E_
Rectangular parallelepiped coding - A volumetric
repmesofaflen of thren-dmms_,=' oU#cts
p 747 AB6.45473
PARAMETER I_d_rlFICAIrlON
Mlesilo guidence be_d on Kalmen Ntor _ of
tafllet marmuver p 102 A86-12683
Diffuser parameter opUmlzstlon for low Reynofds
numbers uutng experimental cleta p111 A86-134O0
U_ _0pa,tea_c _neqea,U_ _ me two-_d_
es_ma_en of the _orsk_" st_nas of a _ma_c _
p 119 A86-13410
Recursive instrumental vlmaplo algorithml for modal
parameter es_ma_on of sUuctural system
p263 A_6-2230_
Or_drr.zafle_ of stap_ _ s_,'_s in _, _qu.mcy
domamforparametdcldent_icalkm p329 A86-2,15_
Identification and verification of flrequ_cy-doma_
mode_ for XV-15 Bt-rotor i_ft dynsm_
p_ AN-27661
Frequs_'y-domsin _ of Gaues-N_ten
r_thed to exVsct s_t tong_u_n,_ l_ams*-m
p442 /_6-31125
Wind shear _ by fractue_y-shaped opUmal
esti_ p 464 Aim-31656
Flight test planning and parameter extraction for
rotorom_ e/_em Iden_x:atlon
[AIAA PAPER 86-9772] p 430 A8_-32107
E_on of _1 itata pammetars of no¢ilmm_ dyn_mlc
On the de_ of equlobsenrabla forms with
appllcaUon to adspllve control p485 /MI6,,33134
Estimation of tmnaport a_dene am using
mumm _ mgrau_n p4es Nm.aS.._S
Vibration test and identfl_ca_on of model INmenetar of
aircraft wing model p 605 A86-37406
Recurrent ldantificatien of un_esdy esredyrmm_ forcm
of elastic vehicles p 554 A86-39762
Six-torce-tactor identification of helicoptem
p 586 A86-39763
IdentilP._l_en end estimstion of the mmlom armr modele
for inertial aocelorometar and b_o-aitknet_"
p 717 A86-43481
An optimal parametar e_Jma_on method compatible
with staple parametar predlcflee in _ne domain
p748 A86-43482
On 8 methed for t_ot dyeanWca k:le._ce_on reflec'_ng
feedback _ructorea p747 A86-43511
Identification and verification of frequancy-domain
models for XV-15 tilt-rotor ak-ora# dynamics in cndaing
flight p 713 A86-46461
Identification of aeroelestic phenomenon emplo_
ble_ ar_ techniques p740 A86.47124
Synthesis of an adaptive flight controller under unknown
detarmmk_c d_sturbences
[AIAA PAPER 86-2157] p 823 A8_47464
Appacatk_n of parameter es_mation to hlgh_y ur==tablo
=_craft
[AIAA PAPER 86.2020] p 827 A8_47655
Pk_t= perar_t= k_mU_t_n _ reses_h
under the cenaidembly dlsturbing condilk_n
p 831 A8648670
Flight path recor_Uuofton - A powerful tool for data
compatibility check p 833 A88-49041
Estimation of aerodynamic parameters from flight data
of a high inddance research model p 834 A86-49057
A-169
PARAMETERIZATION
Mmdmum-likellhood estln_tinn of parmnate_ in
systems from flight teat data. A FORTRAN program
[ESA-'I'r-sg6] p 264 N86-1698g
Dealgn method tor the ualculstion of pedom_ancea and
flap movemant of fle_le v/,nd tud_ne bledas
[VTH-M-463] p 323 N86-18795
Deforn_nmJon of pecfonnanco and _ab_l_
chsmctadel_us from dynamic rrBneuvors wlth a tmmport
s_reft _ _ramef_ kkm_:a_on tachnkms
[NLR-MP-84024AJ] p 308 N86-19326
Appllca_on of PRA to HEMP vulnerability an_
[DE86-001781] p 399 N86-21260
STEP and STEPSPL: Computer programs for
aerodynan_c model sWJctum detsn_t_n and parameter
estimation
[NASA-TM-86410] p 370 N86-21549
A mefhodok_y for akplarle parameter as_mefJort and
confidence intanmJ determina_on in nonlinear eal_mefJon
proUams
[NASA-RP-1153] p 445 N86-22579
Evaluationofa fre<Nanc¥ rasponsetechnk_ueforakoraft
system kkmt_cef_n
[AD-A164367] p 497 N86-25339
Parametric optimization of algorithm for eatimatieg
veluea of one dass of unstasdy tandem proceaeas
p 534 N86-2616t
Recent developments in tedmklUea for dynamic
elmulaUon for the _tJon of stability parameters
p 562 N86-27246
identflication of gust input and gust response
chamcts_h_tico from Do 28 TNT flight test data
[ESA-l"r-919] p 837 N86-32445
PARAMETERIZATION
A stable discmta-time adaptive observer applied to
mul_vsdable ak'cmft p 305 A86.23346
Extended parametric repres4mtelion of compressor fans
and hxt_nas. Volume 1: C,MGEN uasds manual
[NASA-CR-174645] p 460 N86-23936
Extended pararnebic representation of compressor fans
and turbines. Volume 2: Part user's manual (parametric
turt_na)
[NASA-CR-174646] p 461 N86-23937
Extended parametric representelk)n of compressor fans
and turbines. Volume 3: MODFAN user's manual
(parametric modulating flow fan)
[NASA-CR-174647] p 461 N86-23938
PARITY
Robust detection-iso/ation..accommodatk)n for sensor
failures
[NASA-CR-174797] p 255 N86-16486
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Equa_ons of rolling for a wheel with an elastic tire
p 96 A86-13369
Shock design for refined recelculations
p 150 N86-14247
Nonlinear contr(_ of akoraft
[NASA-TM-89225] p 655 N86-28958
Flap-lag-torsior_ dynamk_ of helicopter rotor blades
in forward flight
[NASA-CR-176976] p 714 N86-29810
PARTIAL PRESSURE
Combustion gas pro_. II - Prediclx)n of partial
pressures of CO2 and H20 in combustion gases of aviabon
and d_sal toels
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-163] p 843 A86-48216
PARTICLE COWSIONS
A new rein/ice teat capability to s_mulefe flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-9824] p 432 A86-32147
PARTICLE MOTION
Particulate flow sofutk)ns through cent_'ugal impeller
with two splittors
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-t30] p 765 A86-48188
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Cloud partk_ oftocts on laminar flow in the NASA LEFT
program - Preliminary results -- Leedieg E0ge Flight
Test
[AIAA PAPER 86-9811] p 432 A86--32138
Effects of v_brel_n-induced cavitation of
physiconhemical characted_tius of aircraft
p 184 N86-15346
Particulate contaminant relocation dunng shuttle
ascent
[NASA-TM-87794] p 600 N86-27351
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
Air flow and particle triodes around aircraft
fusek_g_. ,l - Extensk_s to per_k_ of arb_n_y shape
p 316 A86-23281
Effect of io_'tick_characteriat_cs on tra_ and blade
impact patterns p 643 A86-40731
Dilute gas-par_cle flow in a centrifugal compressor
k_ler p 668 A86-40733
Particle trajectories in fuU 3D flow field of
turbomachinory p 669 A86-40734
Particle trajectory computation on a 3-dknensk_nal
engine inlet
[NASA-CR-175023] p 344 N86-20379
A-170
PAffTICULATE 8JUBPUNG
S_unpling of solid partick_ in douds
p 668 A86-40720
An*lyals of particulefea in the exlmust plume of a JS2.P3
turbojef angina at mil#an/pewer
[AD-A157840] p 107 N86-12231
Psrtlculate contaminant relocdon dudeg shume
ascent
[NASA-TM-87794] p 600 N86-27351
PARTICULATES
Analysis of par_culatea in b'_ee0d_aust plume of a J52-P3
tudx)ief e,_ne ef n_ary pow_
[AD-A157840] p 107 N86-12231
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
EstimelJon of the deviation Undts of the aircraft path
parameters during automatic landing
p 108 A86-13365
7J7 - Boelng sets the pace p97 A86-14361
Douglas plans cont_',uing _ to malnUdn MD-80
compe_th_meas p 98 A86-15999
The oxygan edu,'_nent of pasasnger skoraft -- Russian
book p 186 A86-18740
Superso_c _ decade p288 A86-25848
The golden age of the great passenger airships: Graf
Zeppelin 8nd Hindenburg -- Book p 403 A86-27648
Flight Test I_ments_on System FTIS for
ty_tion of the Indonesian aircraft CN 235
p 358 A86-27818
ATRA42 - First of a family p 353 A86-28060
The choice of techniques used for flight flutter clearance
with l_U'_cular reference to the BAa 146 and BAe 125
p 433 A86-33245
Major short-haul role seen for tgt-rotor akc_aft
p 420 A86-33427
Starship I - A weight control challenge -- for next
generslkm business ak'cmft
[SAWE PAPER 1682] p 489 A86-35223
Further results of natural laminar flow flight test
expedmants
[SAE PAPER 850862] p 581 A86-38504
Analytical study of thme-su_face lifting systems
[SAE PAPER 850866] p 552 A86-38507
Beech's enteq)dsing Starship p 637 A86-40471
Which _ technologies will fly?
p 621 A86-41037
C,ounter-rota_on prop-fan optimiza_on
[AiAA PAPER 86-1470] p 645 A86-42659
UHB technofogy flight velidation program -- UIl_'a High
Bypass er_nea for large passenger aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-1473] p 656 A86-42661
Corporate flying, Italian styte p 712 A86-45753
Avanti to fly soon p 713 A86-46405
Applications of computer-elded engineering to sul_mnic
aircraft design in a university environment
p 801 A86-48986
PotantJst application of advanced propulsion systems
to civil elrcraft p 802 A86-49093
Measurements of landing gear loads of a commutar
skliner p803 A86-49119
_tion granted to Franco-ltalian ATR 42
p 92 N86-13617
ATR 42 production work in French, italian plants
detailed p 76 N86-13618
Features of planned IL-96-300, IL-114 Aircraft
p 294 N86-18325
More on new IL-96, IL-114 aircraft
p 435 N86-22567
Tupolev bureau devaloping TU-204 passenger jet:
Tt_oofev on features p 435 N86-22568
Effect of emerging technology on a o_nveddble,
business/interceptor, sUpersonic_ jet
[NASA-CR-178097] p 587 N86-27278
Task Force repe_lon emergancy evscuaUon of transport
alq2anea, vo_me t
[DOT/FAA/VS-86/1.1 ] p 699 N86-29793
Prelindnary conVof law and hardware designs for a ride
quality augmenta_on system for commuter aircraft. Phase
2
[NASA-CR-4014] p 836 N86-32440
A comp_u_son petwean _cou_Jc mode meamxements
and acoustic finite element analysis performed for SAAB
SF 340 -- pe_er-ddvon aircraft
[FFA-TN-1986-22] p 856 N86-33125
PASSENGERS
Effectiveness of the civil aviation ascudty wogram
[AD-A159511] p 158 N86-142_0
Pruceedings of Cabin Sefety Conforence and Wod_shop
hofd on 11-14 December 1984
[AD-A160950] p 344 N86-21527
Gust ellevia_on on a transpert akplane
p 565 N86-27259
PASSIVITY
AGARD _ Handbook. Volume 1: Con'oelon,
causes and case histories
[AGARD-AG-278-VOL-t ] p248 N86-16374
SUBJECT INDEX
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
USAF to:dcotogy research on pe_okmm end
shale-dedved aviation gas turbine fuels
[ASME PAPER 85-GT-34] p 262 A86-22023
PAI"rERN METHOO (FORECASTING)
A on_d _ _ toeing _ower-_'trar<_y
and statistical-discreta-gust requirements for flight in
[AIAA PAPER 86-1011] p584 A86-38869
PATTERN RECOGNITION
Ulae_on kwadants - A uniform *ef of momant
Invadants p 262 A86-19608
Nr targofing of the th|rd Idnd - Ain_ome _
p 230 A86-19617
New class of feabxea for pattern recognition and imege
analysis p 465 A86-32371
A fast shape deacdptor p 748 A86-46377
Mellin-Fouder correlation
[AD-A159685] p 330 N86-20006
PAVEMENTS
CSR (C.alifomia Bearing Ra_o) dealt of fkmb_e elrfieid
pevemants v_th case study
[AD-A15810t] p 113 N86-12242
A durable airfield marking system
[AD-A157953] p 113 N86-1333g
Furfuryl alcohol polymer concretes for use in all-weefhor
repai_ of cor_rete anclupt_ _jrf_¢ea
[DE85-014825] p 184 N86-14391
Concepts for the development of a nondestructive
ta_ and evalua_on system for rigid elffmld pavements
[AD.A158004] p 181 N86-15324
Sudaco _vehicle interaction
[PB85-242576] p 255 N86-16428
Ev_uation of the FAA ck_ign procedures for h_gh traffic
volume pm_ments
[DOT/FAA/PM-84/14] p 352 N86-20383
Runway rubber removal spec_k_on development
[DOT/FAA/PN-85/33] p 372 N86-21556
Runway rubber removal specification development:
Field evaluation results and data
[FAA/PM-85/32] p 448 N86-23607
Comparative study of nondestructive pavement testing,
WES (Waterways Experiment Stdon) NDT
(nondeaUuc_ve tests) methedofeg_e$
[AD-A163379] p 610 N86-26480
Use of NDE to evaluefa rellec6on cmctdng in airfield
pavements
[AD-A164880] p 599 N86-27293
Concepts for the development of a nondestructive
testing and evaluation system for rigid airfield pavements
lAD-A165055] p 599 N86-27294
Mechan_s_c methodology for airport pavement deign
with engineadng fabrics. Volume 2: Advanced concepts,
validation and criteria
[DOT/FAA/PM-84/9,11-VOL-2] p 657 N86-28963
PAYLOAD_
Wing aspect ratio op_mization related to pa_doed and
to fu_ co_umpt_on of _nm_oort prop_ ak_mea
[SAWE PAPER 1615] p 98 A86-14975
Weights assessment for Orbit-o_demand vehick_
[SAWE PAPER 1674] p 515 A86-35217
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[NASA-TM-86424) p 126 N86-13892
Ultrasonic f-scan inspection of composite materials
[AD-A159974] p 314 N86-18451
Design, developmant and integrate/install an airborne
remote instrumentation system (AIREYE)
[AD-A166755] p 719 N86-30728
SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS
Safe service fife scattering coefficient j sub N (and/or
eta sub 4) and the S-N curve p 804 A86-49138
SCAVENGING
Lightweight two-stroke cycle aircraft diesel engine
technology enabiement program, volume 1
[NASA-CR-174923-VOL-1] p 108 N86-13328
Lightweight two-stroke cycle aircraft diesel engine
technology enablement program, volume 2
[NASA-CR-174923-VOL-2] p 108 N86-13329
Lightweight two-stroke cycle aircraft diesel engine
technology enabiement program, volume 3
[NASA-CR-174923-VOL-3] p 108 N86-13330
SCENE ANALYSIS
Automatic exposure control employing scene statistics
in reconnaissance cameras p 230 A86-19588
Simulator scene display evaluation device
(NASA-CASE-ARC-11504-1 ] p 840 N86-32447
SCHEDUMNG
Simulation of time-control procedures for terminal area
flow management p 484 A86-35369
Development of a computerised method of determining
aircraft maintenance intervals
[AD-A161339] p 336 N86-21500
Time-based air traffic management using expert
systems
[NASA-TM-88294] p 634 N86-28068
SCNLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
Wake-passing in a turbine rotor cascade
p 741 N86-29830
SCHOOLS
Propulsion education at the Air Force Institute of
Technology
[AIAA PAPER 86-1754] p 684 A86-42827
SCRAP
Requirements for recycling of valuable chips from and
for aircraft manufacturing p 374 A86-27209
Recycling of titanium scrap for the production of
high-duty aerospace components p 382 A86-27211
SUBJECT INDEX
SCREEN EFFECT
Selt-similar supersonic gas flows through a permeable
screen p 140 A86-16784
An analysis of flow of a nonviscous incompressible fluid
pest e wing of finite thickness in the presence of a
screen p 770 A86-48841
SCRUBBERS
Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for
aircraft fire and explosion hazards. Volume 3: On-Board
Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 2:
Fuel scrubbing and oxygen evolution tests
[AD-A167445] p 807 N86-31573
SEA ICE
Waves due to a steadily moving source on e floating
ice plate --- used as aircraft runway p 124 A86-13835
SEA ROUGHNESS
Probabilistic modeling of fields of atmospheric
turbulence and see roughness with reference to the study
of complex systems -- for flight control
p 528 A86-36480
SEA STATES
An investigation into the vertical axis control power
requirements for landing VTOL type aircraft onboard
conaviation ships in various sea states
[NASA-CR-176355] p 88 N86-13294
SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Comparison of sea surface temperatures obtained from
an aircraft using remote and direct sensing techniques
p 323 A86-23291
SEALERS
A low temperature curing, quick repair, fuel resistant
aircraft sealant p 115 A86-13082
Improved temperature resistant sealants for composite
& adhesive bonded fuel-tank structures
p 246 A86-21736
SEALS (STOPPERS)
Counterrotating intersheft seals for advanced engines
p 121 A86-14554
Ribben-bumer simulation of T-700 turbine shroud for
ceramic-lined seals research p106 A86-15225
Experimental study of ceramic-coated tip seals for
turbojet engines p 121 A86-15227
8000 psi hydraulic system seals and materials test
program - A progress report
[SAE PAPER 851913] p 580 A86-38367
The influence of esters on aiastomer seals
[SAE PAPER 851868] p 602 A86-38535
Dynamic response of film thickness in spiral-groove face
seals
[NASA-TP-2544] p 174 N86-15313
SEAPLANES
Optimization of seaplanes
[DGLR PAPER 85-170] p 488 A86-35189
Ths optimization of seaplanes . New chances and
requirements regarding flying boats p 707 A86-43930
SEARCHING
Tredeeff analysis of technology needs for public service
helicopters
[NASA-CR-3927] p 100 N86-13317
Search and Rescue (SAR) System developed as part
of the contract signed with the Insh Air Corps for the supply
of 365 F Dauphin aircraft
[SNIAS-852-210.105] p 215 N86-17329
SEAS
The anatomy of sea SKAD (Survival Kit Air Droppabie)
- A Canadian Forces/industry development program
p 213 A86-19335
SEAT BELTS
Upper torso restraint systems -- for fixed wing and
rotorcraft aircraft
[SAE PAPER 851848] p 567 A86-38344
Data for the development of criteria for general aviation
seat and restraint system performance
[SAE PAPER 850851] p 568 A86-38511
General aviation crashworthiness project, phase 3:
Acceleration loads and velocity changes of survivable
general aviation accidents
[NTSB/SR-85/02] p 280 N85-18306
Controlled impact demonstration seat/cabin restraint
systems: FAA p 390 N86-21937
Impact dynamics instrumentation p 392 N86-21948
SEATS
The development of dynamic performance standards
for general aviation aircraft seats
(SAE PAPER 850853] p 97 A86-14449
Development of mechanical components for advanced
aircrew seating systems p 2t7 A86-19307
Effect of seat cushions of human respone to +Gz
impact p 326 A86-25652
The design and development of new creshworthy seats
for Navy helicopters p 494 A86-35662
Simulation of aircraft seat response to a crash
environment p 530 A86-36879
Data for the development of criteria for general aviation
seat and restraint system pedormance
[SAE PAPER 850851] p 568 A86-38511
SUBJECT INDEX
A procedure to evaluate akcrsft cash floor pulses
[SAE PAPER 850854] p 582 A86-38513
Preliminary desert research for the Caravan 1 crew
seat
[SAE PAPER 850856] p 582 A86-38514
Retmffi enargy-ebecd)k_ crewseat for the SH-3 (S-61
series) Sea King helicopter p 793 A86-47736
Adwmcements in inertia reels for fixed seating aircraft
p 784 A86-47744
Segmantorl tubular cushion spnnga and spnng
assembly
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11349-1] p 388 N86-20797
CID overvimv p 390 N86-21934
NASA experiments on the B-720 structure and seats
p 390 N86-21936
Controlled impact damonstration seat/cat_ restraint
systems: FAA p 390 N86-21937
NASA seat experiment and occupant responses
p 390 N86-21939
Structural loads preliminary results
p 391 N86-21940
Preliminary floor, seat, and dummy data
p 391 N86-21942
A review of the pilot backache problem in the CHl13
Labrador helicopter
[AD-A164011] p 530 N86-25113
Crash-resistant orewseat limit-loed optimization through
dynamic testing with cadavers
[AD-A164828] p 569 N86-26296
Seat expunrsent results of full-scala transport ak'oraft
Controlled impact demonstration
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/25] p 701 N86-30702
SECONDARY PLOW
Secondary flows and _oaees downstream of a turbine
cascade
[ASME PAPER 85-GT-64] p 77 A86-13062
3-D design of turbine airfoils
[ASME PAPER 85-GT-188] p 236 A86-22101
Production and development o4 secondan/t_ws and
losses within a three dimensional turbine slator cascade
[ASME PAPER 85-GT-217] p 205 A86-22115
Predictions of endwail losses and secondary flows in
_.lalflow turf_inecascades
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-228] p 766 A86-48262
Double-branched vortex generator
[NASA-TM-88201] p 89 N86-13298
Spanwise redistdbetlon of energy and loss in an axial
flow compressor by wake cenUifugstion
(AO-A159312] p 237 N86-16222
SECONDARY RADAR
Using roll-angla measurements to track aircraft
maneuvers p 92 A86-12677
Advances in secondary surveillance radar systems
p 423 A86-32581
A radar analysis program for evaluating and monitoring
primary and secondary radar systems
p 423 A85-32601
Secondary radar leads - Monopulse points the way
p 787 A86-48372
SECURITY
Airborne intruder detection considerations
[DE85-006462] p 808 N86-31576
SEDIMENTS
Characterization of shallow ocean sediments using the
airborne electromagnetic method p 393 A86-28065
SEISMIC WAVES
New passive helicopter detector
[DE85-015160] p 123 N86-12595
SEISMOLOGY
The Shock and Vibration Bulletin 55. Part 2: Dynamic
testing, flight vehicle dynamics, seismic loads and
fluid.structure interaction
[AD-A160264] p 257 N86-16646
SELECTION
Research and development project selection methods
at the air Force Wright Aaroneutical Laboratories
lAD-A161153] p333 N86-20165
SELECTORS
Errare humanum est.., sad perseverare diabolicum
or navigation errors of the 747 and the 'heading'
position p 348 A86-27900
SELF ADAPl"tVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
'Smart' engine components - A micro in every blade?
p 234 A86-21896
An application of self-tuning regulator to GLA system
of an aircraft --- Gust Load Alleviation
p 508 A86-34926
Design and research of aircraft pammetar-adaptive
lateral command augmentation systems
p 723 A85-43498
Feasibility of a nuclear gauge for fuel quanffiy
measurement aboard aircra_
[NASA-TM-87706] p 675 N86-28385
SELF OSCILLATION
Aeroelesticity and dynamics of the helicopter sthJcture
--- Russian book p 166 A86-18733
Self-oscillatory regimes of aircraft motion during s_in-rdil
cou_ p 832 A86-48775
A c_tain type of sea-os011atinn of aircraft landing-gear
whee_ pa00 A86-48829
Soiid-bsem mod_ of s defon'neoie aircraft for
catuml-vCxation studies p 804 A86-49444
SELF REPAIRING DEVICES
A self-repairing aircraft? -- new coctxof methods for
fighter s_tion p 110 A86-14243
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Practical applications of Tesla semiconductor pressure
sensor I p 849 A85-49148
Chine report: Science and technology
[JPRS-CST-85-O35] p 122 N86-12399
The Impact of Vary High Pedownance Integrated
on Radar, Guidance and Avionics Systems
[AGARD-CP*380] p 674 N86-28337
The fufum of bipolar techrtok)gy for avionics
p 674 N86-28341
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS
Laser communication tixongh Iow-vis_ atmoGl_em
for aircraft application p 788 A86-48581
SEMICONDt_;'TORS (MATERIALS)
Materbds tactmoiogy _or e_l a4_D_moas: M,a_r_ac
and etecldcal properl_s of metals and alloys
[PB86-184314] p 665 N86-28186
SEMISPAN MODELS
Correlationof stability test results and analysisforthe
1/5 aside V-22 eemekud_ model p490 A86-35603
SENSITIVITY
E_ esmgnment, oigensen_, and flight
control design p 680 A86-42912
Development of a se_ analysis technique for
mu._p 8ight control systems
[NASA-CR-166619] p240 N86-17358
SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
Head-up/head-down transition - Measurement of
transition times p 396 A85-29092
SENSORS
Fiber optics for propulsion contToi systems
[ASME PAPER 84-GT-97] p 105 A86-13054
Application of FDI metrics to detection and isoia_on of
sensor failures in tmbine engines p 501 A86.35400
Robust detection, isola_on, and accornmodation for
sensor failures -- in jet engine control systems
p 501 A85-35402
Sensor selac'don for _e Boeing CREST ejection seat
design p 793 A85-47757
Smart prob_ for air data p811 A86-49498
Direct model reference edaptive control of a flexible
robotic manipulator
[NASA-CR-176659] p 396 N86-22113
SEPARATED FLOW
A study of the normal of a delts-wing aircraft at large
angles of attack during unsteady motion
p 79 A86-1337g
An analysis of sepmatsd fk)w of an k:laal fk,'id past a
finite-aspect-ratio mechanized wing p 80 A86-13395
Formation of asymmetric separated flow past slender
bodies of revolution at large angles of attack
p 82 A85-13429
Separated flow past s sharp edge eccor_ to •
revarse-jst scheme p 120 A86-t3430
Separated flow unsteady sarodynemic thecry
p 85 A86-14529
Evaluation of low Reynolds number tud)ulenoa models
for attached and separated flows p 121 A86-14538l
Airfoil design for Reynolds numbers between 50,000 and
500,000 p 136 A85-16302
LOW Reynolds number airfoil design
p 136 A85-16303
Effect of pressure g¢_llants on the growth of
subharmonic disturbances inboundary layers
p 136 A86-16306
Research on laminar separation bubbles at Delft
University of Technology in relation to low Reynolds
number airfoil aerodynamics p 137 A86-16308
An analysis Of a eepara_n bubble Vansi6on criterion
at low Reynolds numbers p 137 A86-16309
Theoretical and experimental study of low Reynolds
number tran_ separalk)n bubbles
p 137 A85-18310
Separation bubble behavior for a NACA 23009 akloil
p 137 A85-16312
Symmetry breaking and lift hystaree_ arising from
massive lamir_ separation - A study of multiple
steady-stste soiutiorm p 138 A86-16316
Mean flow properties measured around an anmfoil close
to its maximum lift p 140 A86-16395
An expedmanlal study of geomeffical effects on the drag
and flow field of two bluff bodies separated by a gap
p 141 A86-17055
Experimental investigalJon of three dimensional
separation on an ellipsoid-cylindar body at incidence
[AIAA PAPER 85-1686] p 143 A86-17636
SEPARATED FLOW
Modifioa'_n to the NASA Langley 4- by 7_ tunmd
for i_ rotororaft aerodynamics and ecoustlos
p 179 A85-18414
The vortex patterns of dyrmmic eeparabon - A _
and cornparalJve study p 145 A86-18534
Large-scale sedam8on _KI bystareela in oaecedse
p 145 A86.18577
The computation of steady 3-D separated flows over
aerodym_rnic bodies at incidence and yaw
[AIAA PAPER 86-0109] p 199 A86-19693
Computation of dynamic stall of NACA0012 airfoil by
block pentadlagonal matdx scheme
(AIAA PAPER 86-0116] p 199 A85-19697
Aarodynamic measmements of an aktoil with sknulated
glaze _ce
[AIAA PAPER 86-0484] p 202 A86-19897
A solution to the problem of flow past wings with
sllowanoa for _ separation on the hesla of a s_stam
of Euler equations p 205 A85-21345
Numenoal simulation of Vansooic separated flows over
low-aspect rang wings
[AIAA PAPER 86-0508] p 206 A86-22704
A viscous-inviecid interaction model lor tranannlo
unsteady
[ONERA, TP NO. 1985-152] p 272 A86-24630
Optical fibers _0plicalk)n to visualization of flow
separation ineide an aircraft intake in wind funnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1985-158] p 309 A86-24638
Stator row unsteady aerodynamics due to wake
excitst_ns p 273 A85-24703
Commant on 'Conical _miladty of _nook/beuedary4ayer
interaclk)ns generated by swept end unswept wings'
p 337 A86-28558
steady and unsteady transo_c pressure
on NACA 0012 p 337 A86-28565
Dyean_ eta, _ep_on Com_Uon for =rfo_ unda_o_g
constant pit_ rate motions p 411 A8_-32978
Steady and urmteady pressure disUitx¢_ on v_ue
profiles in separated subecnic and transonic flow
p 413 A8_-_3233
Analytic represantat_on of steady and unsteady
aeroo_man_c coeffic_ of rnodam he_Oter rotors
[OGLR PAPER 85-114] p 474 AB6-35167
Velocity distribu_on around a wing in a wind tunnel
Verification of a caloulationmethod by meam of a lasar
anemometer p 476 A86-35925
Investigation of heat transfer in separa_on regions in
supersooic flow in e Level nozzle p477 A85-36458
C.alculation of asymmetric vortex Sel_Uatlon on aiendar
delta wings with a vortex-sheet model
[AIAA PAPER 86-1836] p 546 A86-_7846
Navlar-Stokes computations of lee-side flows over delta
wings
[AIAA PAPER 86-1049] p 548 A86-38420
Expenmentsl determination of the laminar sedara_on
bubble characteristics on an airtoit at tow
numbers
[AiAA PAPER 86-1065] p 548 A86-38433
A numedcal analysis applied to high _ of attack
three.dimanaiooal inlets
[AIAA PAPER 86-1527] p 627 A8_42760
V'Bcous-in_ec_ intarectlon eslvors and _ of
high_ separated flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-4] p 691 A86-46152
Effect of cantilever sweep on the aerodynamic
charectans_¢s of a wing with a Ixojec'don in sepmated
flow p 768 A86.-48779
Determination of the aerodynandc charactoristica of
separated flow past a wing with allowance for slight
unsteadiness induced by changes in angle of attack
p 769 A86-48816
Nonuniquanees of laminar separated flOW around an
airfoil at angle of attack inthe Kirchhoff scheme
p 769 A86-.48822
Symmetric and nonsymmethc separated flow pest a low
upect ra_o win9 with a _uselage p770 A86-48838
Flow of an idaal flukJ in the core of a vortox sheat
p 77O A86-4883g
A study of the cherectodstics of espamted flow PeSt
winga and lif_g systarns p770 A86-48842
Potonael 8ow models of sktoils with sep_atod 8ow
p 772 A85-49013
Boundary layer calculation and vk_s4nvk_d
coupling p 773 A86-49031
Separated Vansonic airfoil flow calculations with a
_ turoukmoa mod_
[NASA-TM.86830] p 152 N85-15247
A rapid method for estimating eqoivalant parabolic poiers
from wind-tunnoi tests
[AD-A159559] p 153 N85-15251
Numerical simulation of the le_ding,.edge separation
vortex over de8a wing p 209 N86-17271
On the se_sersted flow over a delta wing at high subannic
vansonic speeds
[VTH-M-527] p 279 N86-19293
A-193
SEPARATORS SUBJECT INDEX
Acts Aerodynamics Sinica (selected artioles)
[AD-At62993] p 417 N86-23575
Investigahons in the flow field of airfoils with vadous
geometries in the domain of high angles of attack.
Experimental investigations
[REPT-A-13/85] p 418 N86-23576
A numerical analysis applied to high angle of attack
three-dimensional inlets
[NASA-TM-87298] p 478 N86-24658
ALESEP. Part 2: A computer program for the analysis
of leading edge seperation bubbles on infinite swept
wings
[NASA-CR-178015] p 479 N86-24664
Expenrnental study of the supersonic turbulent boundary
layer on a blunted axisymmetric body
[AD-A163736] p 479 N86-24669
Increments in aerofoil maximum lift coefficient due to
deployment of venous high-lift devices
[ESDU-85033] p 480 N86-25325
Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite
swept wings
[NASA-CR-3956] p 555 N86-26288
Computation of leading-edge vortex flows
p 558 N86-27205
A self-organising control system for non-linear aircraft
dynamics p 564 N86-27258
Steady and unsteady pressure distribution on various
profiles in separated subsonic and transonic flow
p 695 N86-30632
Three-dimensional shock wave and turbulent boundary
layer interactions
[AD-A167086] p 745 N86-31010
Computations of separated subsonic and transonic flow
about airfoils in unsteady motion
[NLR-MP-84094-U] p 782 N86-31541
SEPARATORS
How to not eat your own dust -- partiole filters for
helicopter air intakes p 440 A86-31328
Development of the portable water separometer for the
WSIM test
[SAE PAPER 851870] p 608 A86-38537
Fireproof hydraulic brake system
[AD-At63542] p 497 N86-24688
SEQUENCING
Mach number immune microprocessor controlled
sequencer for open ejection seats using on-board
environmental sensors p 793 A86-47743
SEQUENTIAL CONTROL
A microprocesor sequencer for the advanced Navy
ejection seat p 218 A86-19331
Vectored thrust digital flight control for crew escape,
volume 2
[AD-A166596] p 700 N86-29799
SERVICE LIFE
Consideration of the multiplicity of critical spots in a
structure in estimating the durability and the service life
p 119 A86-13367
Influence of unsteady flow effects on the length of
operation of a hypersonic shock tunnel
p 112 A86-t3428
Impact of loads recording methodology on
crack-growth-based individual aircraft tracking
p 162 A86-17790
Use of a Service Life Assessment Program (SLAP) for
identifying Service Life Extension Program (SLEP)
procedures for fatigue sensitive airframe components
p 134 A86-18442
Aircraft reliability, safety, and lifetime -- Russian book
p 166 A86-t9290
The new 'dual stage' test procedure for low cost
measurement of parachute performance
p 240 A86-19324
Approach for service life extension of explosive devices
for aircraff escape systems p 243 A86-19349
Is there life after t0,000 flight hours?
p 254 A86-22402
Determination of the service life of aviation oils
p 312 A86-23450
A study of the servme life of fail-safe airframe structures
on the basis of routine inspections and crack size
assessment p 286 A86-23769
Life prediction for the main shaft of aircraft turbine
engine
[ASME PAPER 85-1GT-136] p 303 A86-23928
The life of reinforced thin-walled structures in a random
force held p 384 A86-28319
The health and usage monitoring of helicopter systems
. The next generation p 491 A86-35613
The possibility of using ion implantation for increasing
the life of the compressor blades of gas-turbine aircraft
engines p 522 A86-35998
Substantiation of regimes for accelerated equivalent
tests of gas-turbine aeroengines p 644 A86-41549
Turbine airfoil LCF life predictk_ verifioation
[AIAA PAPER 86-1496] p 646 A86-42672
Engine component life prediction methodology for
conceptual design investigations
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-24] p 812 A86-48116
Safe service life scattering coefficient j sub N (and/or
eta sub 4) and the S-N curve p 804 A86-49138
Prediction of the life of stressed structures - A
comprehensNe study Of tile aircraft landing gear -- Russmn
book p 804 A86-49288
Interactive effects of high- and low-frequency loading
on fatigue
[AD-A160601] p 293 N86-18318
Igniter electrode life control
[AD-D012007] p 441 N86-22577
Fracture mechanics of multiple crack initiations. An
applicabon for fracture mechanms analysis of gas turbine
engine disks
[AD-A162998] p 442 N86-2360t
An analysis of rig test disc failures
p 527 N86-25381
National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendation
[NTSB-4357/1] p 699 N86-29792
Advances in the study of the mechanical behavior of
materials
lAD-A164656] p 735 N86-30838
Cost reductions from introduction of now life
philosophies for aircraft engine discs
[NLR-MP-85076-U] p 820 N86-32438
SERVOCONTROL
Controllability of redundant flight control system and
pressure equalization of redundant servo actuators
p 723 A86-43497
An approach to integrated aeroservcotastic tailonng for
stability p 836 N86-32439
Servo-actuator for sampled-data feedback disturbance
rejection -- helicopters
[DFVLR-FB-86-08] p 837 N86-32446
SERVOMECHANISMS
A possibio approach to the diagnostics of the hydraulic
servomechanism of the aircraft control system
p 285 A86-23757
Digital fault tolerant flight actuation systems
p 354 A86-28400
Improvement of servo systems for flight simulator
p 706 A86-43487
Digital servocontroller system. Volume 4. Results and
conclusions
[AD-A159068] p 111 N86-13335
Digital sarvonontroller system. Volume 1: Operations
manual
[AD-A158392] p 192 N86-t4960
Digitalservocontroller system. Volume 2, Maintenance
manual
[AD-A159066] p 179 N86-15322
SH-3 HELICOPTER
Visually coupled EO system developed for the RAE Sea
King XV371 p 299 A86-26130
Helicopter flight test demonstration of differential GPS
p 345 A86-26438
Flight testing of an ASW helicopter
p 352 A86-26585
A mathematical model of the Sea King Mk.50 helicopter
aerodynamics and kinematics
(ARL-AERO-TM-379] p 808 N86-32425
SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
Rotor tip vortex geometry measurements using the
wide-field shadowgraph technique
[AIAA PAPER 86-1780] p 778 A86-49580
Fundamental study of flow field generated by rotorcraf_
blades using wide-field shadowgraph
[NASA-CR-t76443] p 152 N86-15249
SHADOWS
Upsilon invanants - A uniform set of moment
inveriants p 262 A86-19608
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
Optimal design of composite power transmission
shafting p 353 A86-27654
Optimal sizing of composite power transmission
shafting p 454 A86-30500
Fatigue failure of jet engine drive shafts
p 500 A86-33970
Experimental investigation of rotorcraff hub and shaft
fairing drag reduction
[AIAA PAPER 86-1783] p 577 A86-37814
SHALE OIL
USAF toxicology research on petroleum and
shale-derived aviation gas turbine fuels
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-34] p 262 A86-22023
The production of jet fuel from alternate sources
[ASME PAPER 85-1GT-67] p 312 A86-23868
Test and evaluation of shale derived jet fuel by the United
States Air Force
[ASME PAPER 85-1GT-115] p 313 A86-23911
SHALLOW WATER
Characterization of shallow OCean sediments using the
airborne eioctromagnetic method p 393 A86-28065
SHAPES
Shape optimization of axisymmetnc structures -- French
thesis p 458 A86-33453
Shape optimization of aircraft structural elements with
stress raisers p 848 A86-48846
Documentafien of ice shapes accreted on the main rotor
of a UH-1H helmopter in level flight
[NASA-CR-175088] p 420 N86-22559
A study of a collision avoidance system mounted on •
curved ground plane
[NASA-CR-176771 ] p 485 N86-24677
SHARP LEADING EDGES
Separated flow past a sharp edge according to s
reverse-jet scheme p 120 A86-t3430
A comparisun of experimental and numehcsl results for
delta wings with vortex flaps
[AIAA PAPER 86-1840] p 546 A86-37848
Influence of numerical dissipation in computing
supersonic vortex-dominateq flows
[AIAA PAPER 86-1073] p 549 A86-38439
The llft of sharp-leading-edged delta wings with
blowing
[NASA-CR-t76967] p 631 N86-28915
SHEAR FLOW
Noise generated by a stretching vortex
p 193 A86-18689
The noise emitted by turbulent jets in close proximity
to solid surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 86-1869] p 755 A86-45489
Motion and interaction of decaying trailing vortices in
spanwise shear wind
[NASA-TP-2599] p 687 N86-29762
SHEAR LAYERS
Evaluation of a correction for sound propagation through
free-jet shear layers p 193 A86-17783
Influence of excitation on coherent structures in
reattaohing turbulent shear layers
[AI/U_, PAPER 86-0112] p 199 A86-19696
Simulation of inviscid vortex-stretched turbulent
shear-layer flow p 411 A86-32979
Inviscid vortex-stretched turbulent shear-layer flow
computed around a cranked delta wing
p 475 A86-35253
Acoustic evaluation of the German-Dutch Wind Tunnel
(DNW) shear layer correction using a model jet
[DNW-TR-82-04J p 242 N86-16237
Aerodynamics of seeing on large transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-177035] p 758 N86-31357
SHEAR PROPERTIES
A different approach to designed in passive damping
p 256 N86-16627
SHEAR STRESS
Bolted composite repairs subjected to biaxial or shear
loads p 662 A86-41052
A study of the factors affecting boundary layer
two-dimensionality in wind tunnels
[NASA-CR-177023] p 631 N86-28914
Studies for the application of a flexible weight and
balance (W/B) measunng facility for commercial aircraft
[BMFT-FB-W-86-029] p 840 N86-31604
SHELL STABILITY
Reliability of the plates and shells of aircraft
p 384 A86-28314
SHELL THEORY
Calculation of structural elements of aircraft: Sandwich
plates and shells -- Russian book p 458 A86-33292
Response of composite material shallow arch to
concentrated load p 670 A86-41699
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study
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airfoils p 411 A86-32990
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field analysis p 338 N86.20343
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Trailing edge flow with transonic profiles
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The comparison of the transonic airfoil calculation by
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[ESA-TT-923] p 782 N86.31543
SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURES
Flight measurements of surface pressures on a flexible
supercriticel research wing
[NASA-TP-2501 ] p 339 N86-20350
SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
A method for numerical analysis of the aerodynamic
characteristics of an aeroplane wing in the subcritical range
0t the f_ng velocity p 83 A86.13933
Steady and unsteady full potential calculation tor large
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Experimental and theoretical study of incompressible
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experiment
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Development of titanium alloys p 314 N86-19447
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Mechanical, corrosion, metallurgical data
[AD-A161366] p 379 N86-21662
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The superposition distortion index --- in axial flow fans
of turbofan engines p 500 A86.34279
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
4 x S = S(ATF_ -- Advanced Tactical Fighter
development p 98 A86.15598
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[AIAA PAPER 86-0586] p 203 A86-19964
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HOrnet p 222 A86-21052
What technologies await the future aidiner?
p 405 A86-31038
Development and flight testing of the T-2 control
configured vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 86-9763] p 429 A86-32t01
Experimental analysis of a pitot-type air intake
p 410 A86-32777
Configuration aspects of modern high-performance
aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 85-t30] p 488 A86-35176
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and Euler methods
[SAE PAPER 851791] p 547 A86-38315
We,ght minimization of orthetrop,c fiat panels subjected
to a flutter speed constraint p 671 A86.41715
Refale will keep tricolor flying --- experimental combat
aircraft p 707 A86-44003
New technologies for a European fighter
p 7O8 A86.44004
Flight testing a transsonio wing with maneuver flaps and
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p 794 A86-47782
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configuration for supersonic transport aircraft of second
generation p 801 A86--49010
Application o1 a lull potential method to practical
problems in supersonic aircraft design end analysis
p 773 A86-49030
Introduction to cryogenio wind tunnels
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Japanese report on Chine's F-8 fighter
p 111 N86.12405
Investigation ol a supersonio cn_so fighter model flow
field
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Exptoratoq/ low-speed wind-tunnal study of concepts
designed to improve aircraft stability and control at high
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Effect ol undew_ng aft-mounted mmsttea ort the
longitudinal aerodynamio characteristics of a high-wing
transport airplane
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SUBJECT INDEX
Right control system development and flight test
experience with the F-111 missk)n edsptve wing aircraft
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SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS
Delta wings with shock-free cross flow
p 145 A86-18528
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edges p 410 A86-32785
Airfoil des_n at sonic velocity p 411 A86-32989
The _ control of the shock waves on transooic
airfoils p 411 A86-32990
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SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS
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SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION
Effect of silane concenVetion on the supersonic
combustion of a silane/methane mixture
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A detailed numerical mode( of a supersonic reacting
mixing layer
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Study of high speed combustion flows by laser
velocimetry
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SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
Evolution end status of CFD techniques for scremjet
applications
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Limiting values of the specific parameters of • ramjet
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Computational models for the analysis/design of
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models
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Propelling the aerospace plane p 720 A86-43910
Investigation of the ignition charectadstics of
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Investigation of chemicaily-reactng su_ internal
flows
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SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS
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[NASA-TM-87197] p255 N86-16611
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British experimental aircraff prog_m providing insight
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Theoretical and experimental flow fields for • supersonic
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SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS
Diffuser parameter optimization for low Reynolds
numbers using experimental data p 111 A86-13400
SUPERSONIC DRAG
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SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
lifting surfaces of wings of complex
config_atons at supersonic flight velocities
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Advanced boundary layer transition measurement
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A study of flow near a shock wave intersection line
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Supersonic gas flow past a V-shaped wing
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Measurement of the heterogeneous recombination
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Multiple ducted streams with a periodic or a steady
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Solution of _ Euler equations - Explicit schemes
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[ONERA, TP NO. 1985-129] p 142 A86-17627
Supersonic viscous-inviscid interacton of a swept
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supersonic flow p 144 A86-18047
Shock wave/turbulent boundsn/ layer inten_,k)n and
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Flow pemt caret wings with flaps p 146 A86-18903
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Calculation of supersonic flows mound a
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[AIAA PAPER 86-0440] p 206 A86-22701
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domain p 469 A86-32963
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SUPERSONIC FLOW
Combined, nonlinear asmdymunic and sln_ural
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Con_ of hot-wire measurement techniques in a
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Influence of _ dissipation in cor_
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TECHNOLOGIES
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National SAMPE Symposium and Exhibition, 30th,
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potential p 305 A86-26156
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Aircraft engine technology windows (Lecture)
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requirements
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Simulator upgrade - Regulations and benefits
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Carbon fibres and their composites
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goals
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line replaceable modules - The next generation of
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Fundamentals of aviation technology and airport
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A perspective of computational fluid dynamics
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Emerging aerospace technologies
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requirements
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The applications of composite materials in the
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Structural materials in aeronautics: Prospects and
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TELECOMMUNICATION
Frequency synthesis type airborne transmitters
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TELEMETRY
X-29 flight testing p 95 A86-13213
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evaluation
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Telemet_ processing system
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TELEPHONY
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TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
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TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
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anemometer system for boundary-layer transition
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Practical applications of Tesla semiconductor pressure
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Low cost thermal control for flight test laser radar
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Improved reliability of electronic circuits through the use
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TENSILE PROPERTIES
Transient model of a pneumatic ejector - Application
to the simulation of aircraft bleed air temperature control
systems p 489 A86-38405
TEMPERATURE OEPENDENCE
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Method to determine the complete thres-dimensionai
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TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
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TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
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TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
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AIAA PAPER 85-3061 ................... _ 173 A86-17829
AIAA PAPER 85-3072 ................... p 83 A85.14432
AIAA PAPER 85.30e9 ................... p 103 A86-14433
AIAA PAPER 85-3095 ................... p 127 A85.14434
AIAA PAPER 85-4013 ................... p 97 A85.14436
/_IAA PAPER 85-4048 ................... p 192 A85.17830
AIAA PAPER 85-4053 ................... p 83 A85.14451
AIAA PAPER 85.4064 ................... p 84 A85.14452
AIAA PAPER 85-4078 ................... p 84 A85.14453
AIAA PAPER 85-4097 ................... p 84 A85.14454
AIAA PAPER 85-5010 ................... p 84 A86-14455
AIAA PAPER 85-5012 ................... p 84 A85.14456
AIAA PAPER 85-5013 ................... p 84 A86-14457
AIAA PAPER 85-5015 ................... p 97 A85.14458
AIAA PAPER 86-0001 ................... p 363 A86.26601
AIAA PAPER 86-0008 ................... p 198 A85.19631
AIAA PAPER 85.0009 ................... p219 A85.19632 • #
AIAA PAPER 86-0010 ................... p 198 A85.19633 • #
# AIAA PAPER 86,0012 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 85.0020 ...................
ill AIAA PAPER 86-0021 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 1_-0077 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0079 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86.ooeo ...................
# NAA PAPER 8_00el ...................
# NAA PAPER 88-0109 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0112 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0116 ...................
ill AIAA PAPER 86-0117 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0118 ...................
Ill AIAA PAPER 86-0119 ...................
IP AIAA PAPER 8_0122 ...................
ill AIAA PAPER 86.O123 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0158 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 8e-0150 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-01e0 ...................
AIAA PAPER 85.01N ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0167 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0168 ..................
AIAA PAPER 86-0160 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0170 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0180 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0203 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0212 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0240 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0242 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0255 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0279 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0281 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0291 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0_07 ...................
AIAA PAPER 8e-0310 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0312 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.0_14 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0315 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0316 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0317 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0323 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0324 ...................
AIAA PAPER 06-0327 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0329 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0330 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0331 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0333 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0334 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0335 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0336 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0354 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0_10 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.0392 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0393 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0396 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0398 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0409 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0410 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0423 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0426 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0428 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88.,0429 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0431 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0439 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0440 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0465 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0467 ...................
AIAA PAPER 88-0473 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0474 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0475 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0476 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0477 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0478 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0481 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0484 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0490 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0491 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0492 ...................
AIAA PAPER 85.0493 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0494 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-O497 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0506 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 86-0513 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0525 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0545 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0546 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 86-0547 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 88-0560 ...................
• # AIAA PAPER 86-0562 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0573 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0586 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0587 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0590 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0602 ...................
# AIAA PAPER 86-0727 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0734 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-0736 ...................
19e Nm-lS_35 #
230 A86.19(_6 • dl
213 A86-19e37 •
219 A86-19674 #
) 198 A86-19676 *
) 232 A86-19677 * #
) 232 A86-19e78 ° #
) 199 A!_-196_ * III
) lg9 A86-19e0e







503 A86-37079 * #
248 A86-19970 " III
,241 A86-19727 * Ill
,237 A86-19728 * #
)2QI8 A86-19729 #
)200 A86-19730 * #
)200 A86-19731 #
)213 A86-19737 #
254 A86-22681 " #
)200 A86-19753 #
)230 A86-19764 * #
)254 A86-22_84 #
)200 A86-19774 #
) 200 A86-19789 #
) 264 A86-19790 " #
) 241 A85.22687 * #
)254 ABe-22600 * #
)206 A86-22602 #
)206 A86-22e0_ " #
) 200 A86-19e07 " #
) 201 A86-19e0e * #
) 201 A86-19_09 * #




259 A86-19616 ° #
201 A86-19817 * #
238 A86-19618 * #
) 238 A86-19e19 " #
)238 A86-19e20 * #
)262 A86-19621 #
) 204 A86-19971 * #
) 201 A88-1g¢.'_ #
) 219 A86-19e51 * #
,233 A86-19853 dl
_265 A86-22609 ° #
201 A86-19e55 Ill
,365 ABe-26629 * _
)254 A86-22700 *
_214 A86-19860 * #
263 A86-19e65 #
_219 A86-19ee8 * III
201 A86-19_70 III
202 A86-19e71 * liI
202 A86-1M'FJ * #
_202 A86-198_0 * #
_20e A86-22701 #
_233 A86.19eee #
_856 A86-41H566 • #
202 A86-19892 #
_20"2 A86-19e93 * #
206 A86-22702 #
219 A86-18894 • #
) 255 A86-22703 * #
)233 A86-19895 • #
)343 A86-2e640 #
) 202 A86-19897 " #
) 365 A86-26642 #
238 A86-19902 #
) 238 A8_-1_03 #
219 A86-19904 #
) 239 A85.1gg05 #
) 20_ A86-19908 #
) 206 A86-22704 * #
) 203 A86-19922 #
) 243 A8_.1_29 * #
)220 A86-19940 * #
) 352 A86-26647 #
)220 A86-19941 #
)203 A86-19949 * #
)203 A86-19951 #
) 247 A86-22706 * #
) 203 A86-19964 #
) 233 A86-19965 #
)203 A86-19966 * #
) 351 A85.29578 #
) 514 A86-37087 ° #
) 273 A86-24729 * #
) 286 A85.24731 #
F-3
AIAA PAPER 86-0738 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AIAA PAPER 86-0738 ................... ) 273 A86-24732 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0750 ................... ) 309 A86-24739 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0751 ................... D300 A86-24740 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0753 ................... j 309 A86-24742 #
AJAA PAPER 86-0750 ................... ) 514 A86-3701K) #
NAA PAPER 86-0760 ................... ) 309 A86.24746 #
AIAA PAPER 88-0788 ................... ) 523 A86-37091 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-0776 ................... ) 310 A86-24786 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0777 ................... )310 A86-24756 "#
AIAA PAPER 86-0780 ................... ) 286 A86-24759 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-0781 ................... ) 273 A86-247_) #
AIAA PAPER 86-0844 ................... 590 A86-38892 " #
AIAA PAPER 8@0_45 ................... 584 A86-38893 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0646 ................... 5@1 A8@38894 ° #
AIAA PAPER 86-0856 ................... 618 A86-38807 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0862 ................... ) 552 A86-38897 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-0863 ................... ) 552 A86-38896 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-0565 ................... ,552 A86-38900 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-0566 ................... ,553 A86-38901 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0667 ................... ,585 A86-38902 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-0690 ................... _603 A85-38822 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0697 ................... _585 A8_38950 #
AIAA PAPER 86-_99 ................... =585 A86-38910 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0901 ................... )553 A85-38912 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0902 ................... )553 A85-38913 * #
AIAA PAPER 86-0921 ................... _608 A86-38831 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0923 ................... )608 A86-38833 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0935 ................... _591 A86-38927 #
AIAA PAPER 860939 ................... _583 A86-38836 * #
AIAA PAPER 86-0940 .................... ) 583 A86-38837 * #
AIAA PAPER 86-0941 ................... )849 A86,49572 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0944 ................... ,)585 A86-38952"#
AIAA PAPER 86-0946 ................... )583 A86-38540 #
AIAA PAPER 860947 ................... ) 803 A86.38841 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0952 ................... ) 600 NN_._18845 #
AI/_ PAPER 86-0953 ................... )584 A86-38846 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0956 ................... ) 594 A86-38930 #
AIAA PAPER 66-0957 ................... ) 565 A86-38931 #
AIA_ PAPER 86-09(30 ................... ) 594 A86-38_2 #
AIAAPAPER86-0952 ................... )609 A86-381_4 #
PAPER 86-0971 ................... ) 584 A86-38851 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0973 ................... ) 608 A86-38853 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0978 ................... ) 609 A86-38857 " #
AtAA PAPER 66-0961 ................... ) 603 A86-36859 #
AIAA PAPER 86-0963 ................... 584 A8_38861 #
AIAA PAPER 66-0969 ................... 584 A85-38855 #
A_ PAPER 86.0997 ................... ) 777 A86-49573
AIAA PAPER 86-1004 ................... ) 609 A86-38945 " #
NAA PAPER 86-1005 ................... ) 594 A86-38946 * #
AtAA PAPER 86-1006 .................... 585 NJ6-36Q47 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1007 .................... 553 A86-38948 • #
AIAA PAPER 86-10Q6 .................... 591 A86-38949 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1011 ................... ,584 A86-3886Q #
AIAA PAPER 86-1019 ................... _009 A85-38876 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1021 ................... ,609 A86-38878 • #
AtAA PAPER 86-1025 ................... _552 A81_38880 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1038 ................... _548 A86-38412 * #
AIAA PAPER 86-1049 ................... _548 A86-35420 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-1065 ................... _548 A86-38433 " #
NAA PAPER 86-1068 ................... p548 A86-38436 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1071 ................... ) 549 A86-38437 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-1073 ................... ) 549 A8_38439 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-1000 ................... = 549 A86-38443 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1081 ................... ) 549 A86-38444 * it
AIAA PAPER 86-1082 ................... ) 549 A86-35445
AIAA PAPER 86-1084 ................... ) 549 A86-38446 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1085 ................... ) 550 A86-38447 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-1086 ................... )550 A86-38448 " #
NAA PAPER 86-1087 ................... ) 550 A86-38449 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1068 ................... )550 A86-38450 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1095 ................... ) 550 A8@38456 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-1096 ................... ) 551 A86-38457 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1104 ................... ) 551 A86-38464 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1105 ................... )551 A86-38465 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1115 ................... 551 A86-38473 " #
AIAA PAPER 86-1134 ................... )857 A86-49571 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1139 ................... 672 A86.43328 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1140 ................... 664 A86-43329 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1143 ................... 622 A88-43332 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1145 ................... )664 A86-43333 #
AIAAPAPER 86-1170 ................... )658 A86-40581 "_
AIAA PAPER 86-1189 ................... 658 A86-40612 " #
NAA PAPER 86-1352 ................... ,,_e A86-39948 • #
AIAA PAPER 86-1381 ................... ) 624 A86-42605 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1384 ................... ,655 A86-42606 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1396 ................... _663 A86-42610 * #
AIAA PAPER 86.1426 ................... _624 A86.42635 • #
AIAA PAPER 86-1427 ................... ,671 A86-42636 • #
AIAA PAPER 86-1452 ................... _518 A86-49611 *#
AIAA PAPER 86-1455 ................... _625 A86-42653
AIAA PAPER 86-1459 ................... b625 A86.42654 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1462 ................... )625 A86-42_55 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1467 ................... ) 645 A88.42657 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1468 ................... _671 A86-42558 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1470 ................... ) 645 A88-42859 it
AIAA PAPER 86-1472 .................. )645 A86-42560 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1473 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1474 ...................
A)AA PAPER 86-1479 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1496 ...................
PAPER 86-1519 ...................
A_AA PAPER 86-1520 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1521 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1523 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1527 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1530 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1536 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1537 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1538 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1539 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1543 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1544 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1545 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1549 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1551 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1552 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1553 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1559 ...................
NAA PAPER 86.1595 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1599 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1609 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1611 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1613 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1615 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1621 . ..................
AIAA PAPER 86-1622 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1623 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1624 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1626 ...................
AJAA PAPER 86.1628 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1629 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1647 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1648 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1_8 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1869 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1670 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1671 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1674 ...................
NAA PAPER 86-1675 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1676 ...................
NAA PAPER 86-1677 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1678 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1679 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1882 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1726 ...................
AL_A PAPER 86.1731 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86.1732 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1744 ...................
PAPER 66-1745 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86,1746 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1747 ...................
AtAA PAPER 86-1752 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1754 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86,1756 ...................
AtAA PAPER 86-1757 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1764 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1765 ...................
AU_ PAPER 86-1766 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1767 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1768 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1769 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1770 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1771 ...................
AtAA PAPER 86-1773 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1774 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1775 ...................
AtAA PAPER 86-1777 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1780 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1781 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1782 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1783 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1784 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1790 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1791 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1793 ...................
NAA PAPER 86-1794 ...................
AIAA PARER 86-1796 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1796 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1799 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1802 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1804 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1805 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1807 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1805 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1809 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1810 .............. ;....
AIAA PAPER 86-1811 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1812 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1815 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1518 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1820 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1821 ...................
668 A86.4_51 #
)645 A56.4_52
e_ A85.425_ • _
648 A86.42672 #
625 _
6=5 A85.42_7 • #
625 A8@42_ " #
A86-42_9 #





646 A86.42701 * #
_546 A86.42702 " #
,646 A86-42703 " #
638 A86-42704 " #
626 A86-42706 #
) 647 A86-42706 #
)626 A86-42709 * #
) 647 A86-42710 it
) 563 A86-42712 * #
) 647 A86-42737 " #
) 626 A86-42740 * #
) 671 A86-42749 #
) 818 A86-49514 " #
) 647 A86-42751 #
) 626 A86-42753 #
)647 A86-42755 ° #
) 626 A86-42756 #
) 647 A86-42757 #
) 647 A86-42758 #
) 648 A86-42759 #
) 627 A86-42761 #
) 627 A86.42762 * #
) 656 A8_42769 #
) 672 A86-42770 " #




) 652 A86-42785 #
648 A86-42786 #
648 A56-42787 " #
) 648 A86-42788 #
) 648 A86-42789 #
649 A86.42790 #
649 A86-42792 #







) 649 A86-42826 #
854 A86-42827 #
638 A86-42829 " #
) 649 A86-42830 #
) 541 A86-37802 " #
) 542 A86-37803 #
) 542 A86-37804 #
) 542 A88-37805 #
)777 A8_-49576 * #
)542 A88-37805 * #
) 577 A86-37807 #
)777 A86-49577 #
542 AS0-3780_ #
777 A88-49578 o #
777 A86-49579 " #
542 A88-37811 #
778 A86-49580 "
577 A88-37813 * #
577 A88-37849 #
577 A86-37814 * #
543 A86-37815 " #
543 A86-37820 #
) 543 A86-37821 * #
) 543 A86-37823 #
_7"/8 A86-495e1 #
) 543 A86-37824 #
,778 A88-49582 #
544 A86-37825 " #
544 A86-37826 #




)778 A86.49585 " #
) 544 A86-37831 #
) 544 A86-37832 #
)544 A86-37833 " #
545 A86-37834 #
_545 A86-37837 * #
) 545 A86-37838 #
) 776 AI)6-40556 #
AIAA PAPER 86-1824 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1826 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1828 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1829 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1830 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1831 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1832 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1834 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1836 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1837 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1838 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1839 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1840 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1854 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1855 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1556 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1857 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1858 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1861 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1862 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1863 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1864 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1865 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1866 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1867 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1859 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1870 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1871 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1872 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1873 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1877 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1887 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1888 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1891 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1892 ..................
AIAA PAPER 86-189_ ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1894 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1897 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1900 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1901 ...................
AtAA PAPER 86-1902 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1903 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1904 ...................
AU_. PAPER 86-1905 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1906 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1907 ...................
AtAA PAPER 86-1914 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1915 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1918 ...................
AtAA PAPER 86-1926 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1927 ...................
NAA PAPER 86-1928 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1929 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1931 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1933 ...................
AU_. PARER 86-1938 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1g_9 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1940 ...................
At/_k PAPER 86-1941 ...................
AI/_ PAPER 86-1943 ...................
AI/_ PAPER 86-1944 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1945 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1946 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1947 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1948 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1951 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1957 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1958 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1959 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1960 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1963 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1964 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1966 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1967 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1968 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1994 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1995 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-1996 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2000 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2017 ...................
AJAA PAPER 86-2019 ...................
AJAA PAPER 86-2020 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2025 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2026 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2027 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2028 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2029 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2030 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2031 ..................
AIAA PAPER 86-2032 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2035 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2036 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2037 .................
AIAA PAPER 86-2072 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2073 ...................
AIAA PAPER 86-2074 ...................
_545 Aee-37540 • it
545 A86-37841 #
_545 N)e-37842 it
_577 A8@37543 * @
_'r'/9 A85-4_ #
_779 ASe-4g_0 " #
) 779 A86..49591 #
_545 A8@37846 " @
) 779 A86.49592 #
) 779 A86-49593 #
) 546 A86-37547 * #
) 546 A86-37548 * @
753 A86-45476 #
) 753 A86-45477 " #
)753 A86-45478 * #
)754 A86-45479 " #
)8_ A86-49575 " it
) 754 A86-45481 it
)754 A86-45482 * it
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BFLRF-189 ...................................... p 604
BMFT.4=B..W-85-004 ....................... p 184
BMFT-FB-W-85-005 ....................... p 185
BMFT-FB-W-85-006 ....................... p 151
BMFT-FB.W-85-010 ....................... p 232
BMFT-FB-W-85-011 ....................... p 575
BMFT-FB-W-85-012 ....................... p BOO
BMFT-FB-W-85-022 ....................... p 808
BMFT-FB-W-85-023 ....................... p 840
BMFT-FB-W-85-031 ....................... p 820




BR95846 ......................................... ) 226
BR85858 ......................................... ) 257
BRge009 ......................................... ) 211
ER96206 ......................................... ) 452
BR23092 ......................................... ) 840
BR97157 ......................................... ) 851
BR97329 ......................................... ) 357














B8858524 ........................................ ) 258
B858e022 ........................................ ) 216
B85e0023 ........................................ ) 227






B8571448 ........................................ ) 2gG






B8577052 ........................................ ) 611
B8577853 ........................................ )885










BEBe8116 ........................................ ) 820
B8_65117 ........................................ _820
B8e65120 ........................................ ) 854
B8_(_499 ........................................ ) 851
B8855725 ........................................ ) 80g
CJ,7_52-AC/GI_AT ..................... p 19e
CAAJPAPER_5011 ........................ p 21e





















































































CAR-8509 ........................................ p 151 N86-15242 #
CAR,,8501 ........................................ p 47g N86-24686 #
CAR4_614 ........................................ p 486 N8_24679 IF
CCAI_TR_2 ................................ p 342 N8_21521 Ill
CERL-TR-N_5/14 ......................... p396 N8_22110 #
CERL-TRJ=_5/13 .......................... p 94 N8_13314 #
CFI_0 .............................................. p 693 N8_23772 " #
CNA4_P-430 .................................... p 169 N8_15311 #
CONF_5076_g ............................. p 123 N8_12395 #
CONF_51011£P1 ........................... p 184 N8_14391 #
CONF_034£P1 ............................. p 604 N8_27465 #
CONF_60519-4 ............................. I)808 N86_1576 #
CR-R-R85020 ................................. p lg0 N8_15625 * #
.......................................... p585 N8_26299 #
CRINC_FRL4502-2 .......................... p 480 N8_25328 ' #
CRINC_FRL-71_k1 .......................... p 654 N8_28951 "#
CRINC_5171-1 ................................ p 693 N8_29766 * #
CSDL-R-1799 .................................. p 93 N8_13310 ° #
CSDL-R-184g .................................. p 485 N8_24678 * #
0-82 ................................................. p 151 NE(F14256 #
D-8402-3 .......................................... p146 N8_14220 * #
DCIEM_5_q6 .............................. p400 NE_2215g #
OCEM_F_RJ,9 .............................. p 530 N8_23113 #
DC(_1/85 ........................................ p855 N8_23037 #
OERAT-12/50tSqDN ...................... p657 NE_2B964 ° #










) 124 N8_13704 #
)184 N8_14391 #
) 123 N8_12595 #
) 192 N8_15003 #
)208 N8_16200 #
) 341 N8_20371 #
) 211 N8_17310 #
) 3gg N8_21230 I_




DFVLR4=B_4-40 ............................ p352 N86-21531 #
DFVLR_=B-84_I8 ............................ p 837 N85-32445 #
DFVLR4=[_85_1#T-2 .................. p 782 N8_31542 #
DFVLR4=IB_L_05 ............................ p 782 N8_31543 #
DFVLR-FB-85-(_ ............................ p789 N85-31558 #
DFVLR-FB-85.24 ............................ p836 N86_1593 #
DFVLR4=B_27 ............................ p 167 N8_14269 #
DFVLRJ=B_27 ............................ p 808 1'486-31578 #
DFVLR4=B_5_O ............................ p 151 N8_14256 #
DFVLRJFl_85_q2 ............................ p 194 N86-16053 #
DFVLR4=l_85-39 ............................ p 191 N8_1583_ #
OFVLR-FB-85.46 ............................ p 325 N8_189_3 #
OFVLR-FB-85-30 ............................ p 358 N86-21541
DFVI.R-FB-85-55 ............................ p 370 NQ6-21553 #
DFVLR4=B-85-57 ............................ p 678 N8_28588 #
DFVLR-FB-85-64 ............................ p 857 N86-28960 #
DFVLR-FB,.86-01 ............................ p 727 N86-29870 #
DFVI.R-FB-86-0e ............................ p 837 N86-32446 #
DFVLR_IITr_4_4 ........................ p 237 N86-16227 #
DFVLR-MITT-84-10 ........................ p 264 N86-1698,9 II_
DFVLR-MI'I'r-84-19 ........................ p 209 N86-16206 #
DFVI.R-MI'n'.85-08 ........................ p 80e N86-3157g #
DFVLR-MI'Fr-85-10 ........................ p 216 N86-17333 #
DFVLR-MITT-85-12 ........................ p 394 N86-22064
DGLR BERICHT 85-02 .................. p 406 A86-23226 #
DGLRPAPER85-0_8 .................... p487 A86-35151 #
DGI.R PAPER 85-069 .................... p 487 A85-35152 #
DGLR PAPER 85-090 .................... p 30e A86.35153 #
DGLR PAPER 85-091 .................... p 474 ._6-35154 #
DGLR PAPER 85-092 .................... p 513 A86_15155 #
DGLR PAPER 85-106 .................... p 473 A86_5163 #
DGLRPAPER8_112 .................... p534 A86_q5165 #
DGLR PAPER 85-113 .................... p 513 A86_q5185 #
DGLRPAPERE_114 .................... p474 A86_5167 #
DGLRPAPER8_115 .................... p501 A86_15168 #
DGLRPAPERE_119 .................... p487 A86_q5170 #
DGLR PAPER 85-121 ................... p 475 A86_15171 #
DGLR PAPER 85-122 .................... p 475 A86_35172 #
F4
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
DGLR PAPER 85-130 .................... p 488 A85-35176 IF
OGLR PAPER 8S.132 .................... p 508 NIB-35177 #
DGLR PAPER 85-136 .................... p 515 A86-35179 #
DGLR PAPER 85-137 .................... p 515 A86-35180 JlI
DGLR PAPER 85-106 .................... p 501 A86-35188 IF
DGLR PAPER 85-170 .................... p488 AB6-35t80 III
DGLR-PAPER-84-127 .................... p 514 N86-24710 * IF
DGLR-84-01 .................................... p 147 N86-14225 IF
DGLR-85-02 .................................... p 687 N85-30627 #
DGT-26.649 .................................... p 248 N86-17485 #
DGT-26.817 .................................... p 248 N86-17406 #
DNW-PA-B2062 .............................. p 242 N86-16238 #
DNW.TR.82.03 .............................. p 242 N86.16236 #
DNW-TR-82-04 ............................... p 242 N86-16237 #
IX)E/CE-15144/T2 ........................ p 723 N86-30735 III
IX)E/ER-03077/267 ...................... p630 N86-28911 " #
0OE/ER-00077/273 ...................... p 696 N86-30691 "#
OOT-FAA-CT-86-1 .......................... p 344 N86-20379 * III
DOT-TSC-F/I_-85-6 ....................... p 344 N86-21527 #
DOT-TSC-FAA-85-8 ....................... p 394 N86-21078 #
0OT/FAA/ASF-100-85/01 ........... p 344 N86-21527 #
DOT/FAA/CT-TN85/58 ................ p 575 N86-27273 #
DOTIFI_CT-TN85163 ................ p 486 N86-24081 iiI
DOT/FMUCT-TN85180 ................ p 573 N86-25315 #
DOT/FAA/CT-TN86/10 ................ p 789 N86-31555 #
DOTIFAAICT-85-4 ........................ p 734 N86-30024 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/10-REV ............ p 818 N86-27926 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/10-FIEV ............ p 787 N86-32416 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/25 ..................... p 701 N86-30702 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/33 ..................... p 343 N86-20378 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/35 ..................... p 700 N86-29795 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/37 ..................... p 526 N86-25079 #
DOT/F/_/CT-85/9-REV .............. p 483 N86-25331 #
DOT/F/_/CT-8e/5 ....................... p 699 N86-29794 #
DOT/FAA/PM-84/14 ..................... p 352 N86-20383 #
DOT/FAA/PM-84/9,11-VOL-2 ........ p 657 N86-2B963 IF
DOT/FAA/PM-85-16 ..................... p 394 N86-22061 IF
DOTIFAAIPM-85118 ..................... p 324 N86-18910 #
DOTIFAA/PM-85/21 ..................... p 394 N86-21078 #
DOTIFIVUPM.8518 ....................... p 189 N86-15518 #
DOT/FAA/PM-86/13 ..................... p 733 NSB-30(X)7 #
DOTIFAAIPM-86/17 ..................... p 540 N86-27178 #
DOT/FAA/PM-86/25,1 .................. p 642 1t86-28944 #
DOTIFAAIPM.8817,1-VOL-1 ....... p 704 N86-29801 #
DOTIFAAIPM.8618 ....................... p 636 N86.28930 #
DOTIFAAIPN-8§I33 ..................... p 372 N86-21556 #
DOTIFAA/VS-86/1.1 .................... p 60g N86-29793 #
DOT/OST/P34-85/021 ................. p 126 N86-13906 #
DP-MS-85-83 .................................. p 604 N86-27465 #
DRIC-BR-96601 .............................. p 153 N86-15251 #
DTNSRDC-PASD-CR-1886 ........... p611 N86-25629 ° #
DTNSRDC-851030 ......................... p 341 N86-20368 #
DTNSRDC/CMLD-CR-47-85 ......... p 101 N86-13324 III
OTNSROC/SPO-1139-01-REV ..... p 87 N88-12209 #
DYN/83/10 ..................................... p 851 N86-31917 Ill
D180-28860-1-VOL-1 ..................... p 807 N86-31571 #
O180-28861-1 ................................. p 807 N86-S1570 #
D180-28862-VOL-2-PT-2 ............... p 807 N86-31572 #
D6-51153 ......................................... p 168 N86-15305 • #
136-51501 ......................................... p 242 N86-16236 #
D6-51502 ......................................... p 242 N86-16237 IF
De-51825 ......................................... p 176 N_6.14277 ° #
06-52321 ......................................... p 641 N86-28940 " #
06-52895 ......................................... p 417 N86-23573 #
06-53020 ......................................... p314 N86-18449" #
06-53021 ......................................... p 314 N86-18448 * #
D6-53071 ......................................... p 478 N86,24658 * dlI
D6-57212 ......................................... p 352 Ne6.20384 * #
E-2623 ............................................. p123 N86-13677 ° IF
E-2e81 ............................................. p 147 N86-14223 ° IF
E-2683 ............................................. p 174 N86-15313 * IF
E-2502 ............................................. p129 N86-14007 * IF
E-L_96 ............................................. p190 N86-15625 * IF
E-2713 ............................................. p 536 N86-25218 * Ill
E-2718 ............................................. p 129 N88.14008 * IF
E-2740 ............................................. p 331 N86-19125 * IF
E-2746 ............................................. p 117 N86-13407 * #
E-2757 ............................................. p 524 N86-24934 " IF
E-2762 ............................................. p 515 N86-24722 " #
E-2765 ............................................. p 207 N86-16194 * IF
E-27B8 ............................................. p 389 N86-21755 * IF
E-2771 ............................................. p 503 N86-24694 " lip
E-2775 ............................................. p 113 N86-12239 * IF
E-279_ ............................................. p 107 N86-12227 * IF
E-2801 ............................................. p 525 N86-24992 * IF
E-2806 ............................................. p 330 N86-19008 * IF
E-2812 ............................................. p 683 NSe-29830 * #
E-2828 ............................................. p188 N86-14554 " IF
E-_844 ........................................... p 311 N86-18329 " IF
E-2847 ............................................. p806 N85-31562 * IF
E.2850 ............................................. p240 N56-16233 " IF
E-2851 ............................................. p 255 N86-16611 " IF
E.2854 ............................................. p 147 N86-14224 * IF
E.28.55 ............................................. p 207 N86-16195 * Ill
E.2889 ............................................. p 525 N86-24900 * IF
E-2932 ............................................. p 527 N86-257_ * IF
E-2962 ............................................. p 446 N86-22582 " IF
E-2971 ............................................. p (150 N86-2B055 " IF
E-2994 ............................................. p 4,52 N86-22687 ° IF
E-21)95 ............................................. p 504 N86-24097 * IF
E-3004 ............................................. p 478 N86-24658 " IF
E-3013 ............................................. p 479 N86-24087 * IF
E-3016 ............................................. p 819 N86-31582 " IF
E-3020 ............................................. p 535 N86-25217 ° IF
E-3025 ............................................. p 611 N86-26596 " IF
E.3047 ............................................. p 820 N86-31588 * IF
E.3080 ............................................. p 554 N86.26285 " IF
E-3106 ............................................. p 559 N86-27213 * IF
E-3121 ............................................. p 786 N86-31540 " IF
E-3127 ............................................. p 678 N86-29271 * IF
E-3131 ............................................. p 819 NSB-31587 * #
E-3135 ............................................. p 629 NSB-28053 * IF
E.3156 ............................................. p 819 N86-31586 * IF
E-3177 ............................................. p 819 N86-31585 " IF
Eo3828 ............................................. p 242 1486-16232 " Ill
ECA_-80-027 ........................... p 636 N86-28_10 IF
ECAC-PR-B4-(X)3 ........................... p 425 N56-23._1 IF
EDR-12118 ..................................... p 722 N86-30733 * IF




















) 559 N86-27217 lip
) 352 N86-21531 IF
) 209 N86-16206 IF
) 458 N86-22729 IF
) 782 N86-31542 IF






ESA-85-95383 ................................ p 559 N86-27217 IF
I=SA-86-gQ877 ................................ p 678 N86-28508 #
ESA-86.05857 ................................ p 600 N86-27296 #
ESA-86.ge_l ................................ p611 1486.20862 IF
ESD-TR.85237 ............................... p 332 N86-19136 IF
ESOU-84001 ................................... p 322 N86-19642 IF
ESDU_ ................................... p 240 N86-17367 IF
E_ .................................. p211 N86-17305 IF
ESDU.,85033 ................................... p 480 N86-25325 IF
ESDU-85036 ................................... p 497 N86-25338 IF
ESL-TR-I_-26 ................................. p 740 N56-30_0 #
ESL-TR-85-63 ................................. p 448 N86-23e07 #
ESL.TR-85-67 ................................. p 371 N86-21555 lip
ESL-TR,85-67 ................................. p 372 N86-21556 IF
ETN-8641_5 ................................ p840 NSe-32440 #
ElN.oe41ee_ ................................ pS53 N86-280@4 dl
ETN-86-0Q_d) ................................ p 573 N86-28309 Ill
ETN-_ ................................ p 815 N86-27824 _11
ETN-eS.ge060 ................................ p555 Ne6.2B2_3 #
ETN-86._6970 ................................ p 818 N86-27018 #
ETN-8_75 ................................ p 882 N86,.28873 @
ETN_77 ................................ p@11 N86-2m61 III
ETN-ee-_078 ................................ pSOe NW-2a_ #
FAA-EE-@B-02
ETN.86-5_79 ................................ _e0_ N86-26409 #
ETN-88-98tW2 ................................ p812 N86.2ee_ IF
ETN-86-96_3 ................................ _S_S NSe-20340 #
E'rN.88-96984 ................................ )1_04 Ni_-26400 IF
ETN-SB-0'7051 ................................ )630 N66-280B8 IF
El"N-86-87055 ................................ )640 N86-280e1 IF
ETN.86-97080 ................................ )664 Ne6-2e133 IF
ETN-86-97104 ................................ )756 N86-304(W IF
_97105 ................................ )657 NISB-2ffi_2 IF
ETN-86-87132 ................................ )665 N86-28196 IF
ETN-86-97140 ................................ )640 N86-28062 IF
ETH.86-97141 ................................ ) 676 N86-28481 #
ETN-86-97140 ................................ 553 NSB-28095 #
ETN-86-97146 ................................ 640 N86-280_3 IF
ETN-86-97147 ................................ 853 N86.28096 IF
ETN-86-97154 ................................ ) 640 N86-28084 IF
ETN.86-97176 ................................ ) ee5 N86-29037 IF
ETN.864)7190 ................................ ) 622 N86-28907 IF
ETN-86-97192 :............................... _651 N86-28948 IF
ETN-86-97196 ................................ _651 N86-28949 IF
ETN-86-97197 ................................ _641 N86-28941 IF
ETN-Se-97199 ................................ _633 N86-28927 IF
E'TN-86-97201 ................................ _641 N86-2894,?. IF
ETN-86-97202 ................................ _678 N86-29279 IF
ETN-86-97254 ................................ )855 N85-3312_ IF
ETN-86-97241 ................................ )757 N86-30474 IF
ETN-86-97258 ................................ )851 N86-31917
ETN-B6-97274 ................................ )743 N86.30219 #
ETN-86-97276 ................................ 695 N86-25786 IF
ETN-86-97394 ................................ )702 NB6-30706 IF
ETN.86-97395 .............................. )811 N86-31581 IF
ETN-86-97411 ................................ )(187 N85-30627 #
ETN-86-97454 ................................ )667 N86-28960 IF
ETN-86-97455 ................................ 727 N86-2geT0 lip
_97486 ................................ 805 N86-31577 IF
ETN-86-97471 ................................ 840 N86-31804 IF
ETN-86-97472 ................................ 820 N86-31589 IF
ETN-86-97402 ................................ ) 744 N86-300_ IF
ETN-86-97502 ................................ )857 N86-33126 IF
ETN-86-97503 ................................ 683 N86.296,_ Ill
ETN-86-97504 ................................. 633 N86-28828 #
ETN-86-97506 ................................ _641 N86.28043 Ill
ETN-86-975_) ................................ _782 N86-31542 Ill
ETN-86-97571 ................................ ,7(12 N86-31543 IF
ETN-86-97572 ................................ )789 N86-31558 IF
ETN-86-97581 ................................ )836 N86-3150_ IF
ETN-86-97583 ................................ _805 N86-31578 IF
ETN-86-97592 ................................ )806 N8_315(_ IF
ETN-86-975_I ................................ )836 N86-32444 IF
ETN.86-97B28 ................................ )851 N86-31872 Ill
ETN-86_7641 ................................ )809 N86-32429 II_
ETN-86-97685 ................................ )811 N86.32401 IF
ETN-86-97866 ................................ )7B2 N_6-31541 IF
ETN-Se-97670 ................................ )854 N85-530(_ II_
ETN-86-97672 ................................ ) 851 N86-32779 #
ETN-86-97675 ................................ )820 N06-8_4,37 IF
ETN-B6-97676 ................................ B20 N85-,_24,36 IF
ETN-86-97677 ................................ 864 N06-33064 #
ETN-86-97B_5 ................................ 820 _ IF
ETN-86-g777g ................................ 7_ N86-32419 IF
ETN-86-97800 ................................ ) 805 N86-31579 #
ETN-86-97518 ................................ )837 N86.32446
ETN-86-97873 ................................ :, B,I1 N86-32451 #
ETN-86.97877 ................................ :_851 NSB-32784 #
ETN-86-97878 ................................ _ 851 N86-32786 tF
ETN-86-050_2 ................................ = 881 Ne6.32781 #
ETN-B6-ge0_6 ................................ , e09 N56-32430 IF
ETN-86-0e075 ................................ ,837 N56-32440 #
E86-10022 ....................................... p 2_0 N86-17816 ° IF
F+W-FO-1740 ............................... p 277 N86-18304 IF
F+W-FO-1746 ............................... p 305 N86-19323 #
FAA-AC-25.0_Ig-1 ........................... p 504 N86.24(_6 IF
FAA-AC-25-7 ................................... p 587 N86-2e329 IF
F/_-AC-36-10 ................................ p 401 1'_6-21279 IF
FAA-AC/25.994-1 .......................... p 806 N_6-31564 IF
FAA-ACS-84-2-21 ........................... p 158 N86-14050 IF
FAA-APO-85-7 ................................ p 128 N86-13051 IF
FAA-ARP-11 ................................... p 113 N86-12241 IF
FAA-ARP-85-1 ................................ p 113 N1_12241 IF
FAA-CT-86-18 ................................. p611 N86-2_6 ° IF
FAA-DLS-85-2 ................................. p 283 N86-1_0e IF
FAA-DLS-86-1 .................................p 704 N86-2ge04 IF
FAA-EE-85-4 ................................... p 816 N86-25714 IF
FAA-EE-SB-01 ................................. p (120 N86-27972 IF
FAA-EE-SB-02 ................................. p 840 N86-31002 @
F-7
FAA-MS-SS- 1
FAA-MS-85-1 .................................. p 345 N86-21530
FAA-PM-84-30 ................................ p 425 N86-2<J581
FAA.84-03-F ................................... p 379 N86-21615
F/0_AC-25-8 .................................. p 716 N88-30719 #
FAA/AP-86/02 ............................... p 705 N86-30714 #
FAA/CT-TN85/19 .......................... p 705 N86-30715 #
FAA/CT-85-32 ................................ p 677 N86-29218 #
FAA/CT-85/12 ............................... p 185 N86-15412 * #
FAA/CT-.85/23 ............................... p 91 N86-12214 #
FAA/CT-85/23 ............................... p 345 N86-21529 #
FAA/CT-85/7 ................................. p 379 N86-21615 #
FAA/CT-86/2 ................................. p 705 N86-30712 #
FAA/CT-86/7 ................................ p 735 N86-30883 #
FAA/EE-85-6 .................................. p 333 N86-20090 #
FAA/EE-85-7 .................................. p 331 N86-19127 #
FAA/PM-85/2 ................................. p 574 N86-27272
FAA/PM-85/30 ............................... p 486 N86-25334
FAA/PM-85/32 ............................... p 448 N86-23607
FAA/PM-85/33 ............................... p 371 N86.21555
FAA/PM-86/15 ............................... p636 NIM-2"_I °
FAA/PM-86/18 ............................... p 636 N86-28073
FAA/PM-86/24 ............................... p 704 N86-2ge02
FAA/PM.Se128 .............................. p 700 N86-29798
FAA/PM-86/35 ............................... p811 N86-31580
F/_/PM-86/7.11-VOL-2 ............... p 636 N86-28932
FAA/PM-862 ................................... p 705 N86-30712
FAA/VS..86/1,2 .............................. p 700 N86-29797 #
FFA-TI-AU-2166 ............................. p 401 N86-22312 #
FFA-TN-19e2-24 ............................ p 211 N86-17316
_A-'TN-I_ ............................ p630 N86-28066
FFA-TN-1965-68 ............................ p 640 N86-280e1
FFA-TN-19e6-22 ............................ p 856 N86-33125
FJSRL-TR-86-0(X)I ........................ p 742 N86-30128 #
FOA-C-500_I-H2 ............................ p 757 N86.30474 #
FTD-ID(RS)T-0134-86 .................... p 673 N86-28266
FTD-ID(RS)T-0639-85 .................... p 417 N86-23575
F10-ID(RS)T-0843*85 .................... p 687 N86-30690
FTD.ID(RS)T-Oe44-85 .................... p 763 N86-31528
FTD-ID(RS)T-0e62-85 .................... p 717 N86-30724
F'rD-ID(RS)T-100e-85 .................... p 539 N86-26278
FTD-ID(RS)T-1041-85 .................... p 479 N86-24668
FTD-ID(RS)T-1165-85 .................... p 687 N86-29763
FTD-tD(RS)T-1323.e4 .................... p 116 1486-12271
FTD-ID(RS)T-1326-84 .................... p 122 N86-12495
FTD-ID(RS)T-1515-84 .................... p 135 N86-14216
GAO/NSIAD-85-94 ........................ p 104 N86-12224 #
GAO/RCED-85-153 ....................... p 449 N86-23609
GAO/RCED-85-157 ....................... p 159 N86-14264
GAO/RCED.85-24 ......................... p 91 N86-12215
GAO/RCED-86-105FS .................. p 787 N86-32418
GAO/RCED-86-152BR .................. p 702 N86-30707
GARRE'rr.21-5869 ........................ p 811 N86-26629 * #
GCNP/AIR/INFO-85/1 .................. p 540 N86-27179 #
_IGHICt..442.026185 ............. p 640 N86-28082 #
GP0-46.725 .................................... p 402 N86-21447
GFIO-46-870 .................................... p 214 N86-17324
GPO-48-026 .................................... p 265 N86-17076
GPO-51-341 .................................... p278 N86-19284
GRR-6216-013 ............................... p 705 N86-29e07 #
GRR-6216.014 ............................... p 704 N86-29806 #
H-1183 ............................................. p 596 N86-27290 * #
H-1201 ............................................. p 504 N86-25342 * #
H-1203 ............................................. p 416 N86-23566 " #
P,-1222 ............................................. p 207 N86-16197 " #
I-1-1222 ............................................. p 307 N86-1gG24 * #
H-1226 ............................................. p 207 N86-16196 ° #
H-1235 ............................................. p 184 N86.15350 " #
H-1242 ............................................. p436 N86.23587"#
H-1261 ............................................. p 294 N86-19312 " #
H-1271 ............................................. p 435 N86-22563 ° lit
H-1272 ............................................. p 446 N86-23603 " #
1t-1297 ............................................. p 717 N86-30723 * #
H.1322 ............................................. p 176 N86-14276 * iIt
H.1325 ............................................. p 5,33 N86-25160 * #
F..8
# H-1327 ............................................. p611 N86-26653 " #
H-1328 ............................................. p 176 N86-14275 ° liI
# H-1332 ............................................. p 263 N86-16944 * #
H-133S ............................................. p 295 Ne6-19013 * #
# 14-1335 ............................................. p311 N86-19330 " #
H-1338 ............................................. p 307 N86..19325 " #
1"1-1339 ............................................. p 5Q5 N86.26339 " #
H-134t ............................................. p 539 N86..26277 " #
H-1348 ............................................. p505 N86.26340 ° #
1"1-1347 ............................................. p 588 N88.26328 ° #
H-1351 ............................................. p 653 N86,-28092 ° #
H-1357 ............................................. p 595 N86-26341 * #
H-1359 ............................................. p 727 N86-J * #
H-1362 ............................................. p 726 N86-29867 * #
I-1.13@3 ............................................. p650 N86.28088 " #
H-1364 ............................................. p 497 N86-24687 * #
H-1365 ............................................. p 639 N86-28078 " #
I-1-1368 ............................................. p 714 N86-29813 * #
1t-1372 ............................................. p 726 N86-J * #
HEL-TM-17-85 ................................ p 610 N86-26501 #
HH1-84-284 ..................................... p 101 N86-13325 #
#
# HL86-19 ........................................... p 757 N86.31335 * #
#
# HSER-9333 ..................................... p781 N86-31536 * #
#
# 1-104/84 ........................................... p 1_4 N86-28133 #
#
# IABG-TF-1425-PT-1 ....................... p 226 N86-17336 #
# IABG-TF-1425-PT-2 ....................... p 226 N86-17337 #
# IABG..TFo1425/1 ............................ p 436 N86-23585 #
# IABG-TF-1425/2 ............................ p 436 N86-23585 #
IAF PAPER 85-410 ........................ p 125 A86-1_ #
IN= PAPER 85-453 ........................ p 131 A86-15913 #
IC-TS015/85 ................................... p 452 N86-22710 #
#
# ICAF-1442-PT*l .............................. p 226 N86-17336 #
# ICAF-1442-PT-2 .............................. p 226 N86-17337 #
#
ICAS,,84-5.8.2 ................................. p 265 N86-17081 #
ICASE-85-44 ................................... p 147 N86-14221 " #
ICASE-86-12 ................................... p 466 N86-23350 " #
ICASE-86-37 ................................... p (,)4 N86-29776 * #
#
# IDA-P-1840 ...................................... p 175 N86-15316 #
#
# IDA/HQ-85-29944 .......................... p 175 N86-15316 #
#
# 'IMFL-3119 ....................................... p 90 N86-13303 #
# IMFL-4116 ....................................... p 91 N86-13306 #
#
# IR-684105 ........................................ p 446 N86-22581 " #
#
# ISA-504 ............................................ p 586 N86-26328 * #
I,._BN-0-309-03809-X ...................... p 255 N86-16428 #
IS8N-0-85679-463-5 ...................... p 240 N88-17357 #
# hSSN-O-85679-464-3 ...................... p 322 N86-19642 #
# IS8N-0-85679-467-8 ...................... p 211 N86-17305 #
# hSBN-O-85679-539-9 ...................... p 480 N86-25325 #
# IS8N-0-85679-542-9 ...................... p 497 N86-25338 #
# tSBN-O-9477-67-24-X ..................... p 151 N86-15242 #
hSSN-0-947767-34-7 ...................... p 479 N86-24666 #
IS8N-0-947767-39-8 ...................... p 486 N86-24679 #
|SBN-3-922010-25-3 ...................... p 147 N86,-14225 #
IS8N-3-922010-.28-8 ...................... p 687 N86-30627 #
ISBN-92-835-0379-I ...................... p 674 N86-28337 #
ISBN-92-835-0380-5 ...................... p 506 N86-25360 #
IS8N.02-835-0381-3 ...................... p 573 N86-26316 #
# hSBN-92-835.0382-1 ...................... p 560 N86-27224 #
# IS8N..92-835-1497-1 ...................... p 153 N86-15256 #
# IS8N-92-835-1501-3 ...................... p 279 N86-19299 #
# ISBN-92-835-1504-8 ...................... p 379 N86-20580 #
1S8N-92-835-1505-6 ...................... p 248 N86-16374 #
1SBN-92-83_1507-2 ...................... p 155 1486-15266 #
1SBN-92-835-1508-0 ...................... p 279 N86-19298 #
ISBN-92-835-1509-9 ...................... p 677 N86-29236 #
ISBN-92-835-1510-2 ...................... p 369 N86-20399 #
ISBN-92-835-1515-3 ...................... p 555 N86-27182 * #
ISBN-92-835,.1516-1 ...................... p 613 N86-27678 #
ISBN-92-835-1517-X ...................... p 604 N86-27425 #
1SBN-92-835-1519-6 ...................... p 676 N86-29173 #
ISBN-92.835-1520-X ...................... p 719 N86-29816 #
IS8N-92-835-1524-2 ...................... p 556 N86-27187 #
IS8N-92-835-2110-2 ...................... p 503 N86-24692 III
ISBN92-835-039_7 ....................... p 729 Ne6-30739 #
kSBN92-835-1522-6 ....................... p 717 N86-30726 #
IS8N92-835-1523-4 ....................... p 717 N86-30727 #
IS8N92..035-1525-0 ....................... p 702 N86.30709 #
tSBN92-835-1528-5 ....................... p 702 bl186-3070e #
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
IS8N92-835-1530-7 ....................... p 744
IS8N_-835-1532-3 ....................... p 729
ISL-CO.219/85 ............................... p 851
ISL-CO.224184 ............................... p 153
ISL.C0.232184 ............................... p 190
ISL-C0.233184 ............................... p 153
ISL-CO-236184 ............................... p 153
ISL-R-113/84 .................................. p 333
ISL-R-116/84 .................................. p 279
ISSN_021-4G63 ............................. p 655
ISSN-0070-3966 ............................. p 471
ISSN..OO62-52S5 .............................p 283
ISSN-0082-5255 ............................. p 415
ISSN-0082-.5255 ............................. p 618
ISSN-0082-5263 ............................. p 620
ISSN-0141-397X ............................. p 240
ISSN4)141-397X ............................. p 480





ISSN_170-1339 ............................. ) 151
ISSN-0170-1339 ............................. 160
tSSN-0170-1339 ............................. ) 184
ISSN-0170-1339 ............................. ,232






ISSN-0171-1342 ............................. ) 167





ISSN-0171-1342 ............................. ) 678
ISSN_171-1342 ............................. ) 657
ISSN-0171-1342 ............................. ) 727
ISSN-0171-1342 ............................. ) 837
ISSN-0176-5086 ............................. ) 403








ISSN-0389-4010 ............................. ) 282








ISSN-0389-4010 ............................. ) 556
ISSN-0389-4010 ............................. ) 587
ISSN-0721-5320 ............................. p436
ISU*ERI-AMES-84483 .................... p 693
tZF-19eS-7 ...................................... p 266
JI/_-TR-58 ..................................... p 676
JIAA.TR-60 ..................................... p 632
JIAA-TR-64 ..................................... p 632
JIAA-TR-68 ..................................... p 631
JIAA-TR-71 ..................................... p 742
JM/86-2 ........................................... p 610
JM/88-6 ........................................... p 722
JPL-D-2534 ..................................... p 700
JPL-D.2581 ..................................... p 734
JPL-PUB-D-2582 ............................ p 185
JPL-PUB-.85-100 ............................. p 396
JPL-PUB-85-64 ............................... p 152
JPL-PUB-85-74 ............................... p 283
JPRS-CST-85-029 .......................... p 122
JPR_-85-035 .......................... p 122
JPRS-CST-86,.004 .......................... p 458
JPRS-CST-86-007 .......................... p 435
JPRS-JST-86,001 ........................... p 389






















































































JPRS-USP-85-005 .......................... p 131 N86-14111 f
JPRS-UTR_5-014 .......................... p 270 N86-18284 #
JPRS-UTR-85-015 .......................... p 294 N86-18323 #
JPRS-UTR<HI-004 .......................... p 436 NN-22S_S #
JPRS-UTR-86-007 .......................... p 622 N86-28908 lip
JPRS-WST-85-024 ......................... p 189 N86-15447 #
JPRS-WST-85-0_1 ......................... p 128 N86-13618 f
KU-FRL-407-10 .............................. p 714 N8_29812 " lip
KU-FRL-6132-2 .............................. p 838 N86,.32440 " #
KU-FRL-6132-3 .............................. p 595 N86-28342 * #
KU-FRL4_3-1 ................................. p 88 N86-13294 * #
I.-14994 ........................................... p 489 N86-24393 " #
L-15664 ........................................... p339 N8_20345 * #
I.-15678 ........................................... p416 N86-23565 * #
L-15686 ........................................... p4_3 N86-24090 * #
L-15759 ........................................... p 187 N86-14267 * #
L-15870 ........................................... p 197 N86-16167 " #
L-15877 ........................................... p 339 N86-20350 " #
I.-15884 ........................................... p 152 N86-15248 * #
I.-15914 ........................................... p 146 N86-14218 * #
I.-15919 ........................................... p 781 N86-31532 " #
L-15930 ........................................... p 322 N86-19661 * #
I.-15932 ........................................... p 339 N86-20346 " #
L-15937 ........................................... p 536 N86-25220 " #
L-15949 ........................................... p 100 N86-13321 *
L-15953 ........................................... p 152 N86-15245 * #
L-15959 ........................................... p 207 N86-18193 * #
L-15964 ........................................... p 128 N86-13946 * #
L-15969 ........................................... p 116 N86-12258 * #
I.-15976 ........................................... p 277 N86-18289 * #
L-15978 ........................................... p 339 N86-20349 * #
L-15981 ........................................... p 401 N86-21280 * #
L-15986 ........................................... p 147 N86-14222 " #
L-15989 ........................................... p 126 N86-13892 * #
L-16002 ........................................... p 339 N86-20351 " #
L-16004 ........................................... p 445 N86-22580 " #
L-16009 ........................................... p 445 N86-22579 " #
1__-16010 ........................................... p 206 N86-16199 * #





























483 N86-24672 " #
)416 N86-23561 " #
) 100 N86-13318" #
) 340 N86.20358 * #
)342 N86.21514 * #
) 757 N86-31337 " #
) 687 N86.29762 " #
) 533 N86.25168 * #
)536 N86.26162 * #
) 390 N86-21933 * #
278 N86-19287 * #
416 N86-23562 * #
378 N86-20508 * #
496 N86-24885 * #
415 N86-22554 * #
415 N86-22552 * #
,479 N86-24665 " #
b(182 N86-28701 " #
731 N86-29871 " #
616 N86-27835 " #
p675 N86-28389 " #
) 556 N86-27190 * #
) 716 N86-30721 " #
) 756 N86_0470 * #
757 N86-31341 * #
) 675 N86-28385 * #
)743 NS(F30233 * #
) 415 N86-23559 " #
LBF-FB-167-PT-1 ........................... p 226 N86.17338 #
LBF-FB-167-PT-2 ........................... p 226 N66-17337 ill
I.BF-FB-167 p 43B N1_-23585
LC-85-10046 ................................... p 255 N86.16428 #
LC-85-50115 ................................... p 191 N_F14826 #
LC-85-52386 ................................... p 529 N86-25956 " #
lIDS-P-1461 .................................... p 682 NB6-29560 * #
IID6-P-1547 .................................... p 721 N86-29619 * #
UD_.P-1561 .................................... p 654 N86-28956 * IP
UDS-TH-1530 ................................. p854 NU-289_ * #
LITEF-10_793 ................................ p 575 N88-27275 #
LMSC/r-0_,KS(_ .............................. p 462 N86-23997 #
LR.3OTI6-REV ................................ p 483 N88.25331 #
LR-30777-REV ................................ p 818 N86.27926 Ill
LR-30777-REV ................................ p 787 N86-32418 t
LR,30004 ....................................... p 184 1_6-14317 * Ill
I.R-616 ............................................. p 278 N88-18287 III
LT-83-155 ........................................ p 4.!16 N86-23586 * #
MAE-1749 ....................................... p _ NSB-26295 #
MBB-FILM-382 ............................... p 198 N86-16188 #
MBB-TE-2-1370 .............................. p 151 N86-14257 #
MBB-UD-42e/84 ............................ p le0 NO6-142S6 #
MBB-UO-452.85-OE ...................... p 806 A86.50253 #
MBB-UO.454-85-OE ...................... p 806 A86-50256 f
MBB-UD-458-85-OE ...................... p 805 A86-50255 f
MBB-UD-458-85-OE ...................... p 805 A86-49509 #
MBB-UD-4624_5-OE ...................... p _ A,86-50254 #
MBB-UT-111/B5 ............................. p452 NS&.23714 III
MBB-Z-49-85-OE ............................ p 118 A86-14474 #
MISC-20_7 ...................................... p 49.5 N86-23582 #
MFqS-MITT-80 ................................. p 286 1'486-18130 #
MRL-R-959 ...................................... p 123 N86-12620 #
MS-8025 .......................................... p 840 N86-32448 #
Ml"F85TR48 .................................... p 293 N66-16318 #
MTR-85W68 .................................... p 283 N86-19308 #
MTR-86W11 .................................... p 704 N86-29604 #
MTR-9622-VOL-1 ........................... p 744 N86-.30906 #
NADC*84162_0 ............................. p 91 N86-12213 #
NAOCr85053-60 ............................. p 159 N86-15277 #
NADC-85112-60 ............................. p293 N86-18316 #
NAE-AN_I ..................................... p 449 N86-23606 #
NAE-AN-32 ..................................... p 278 N86-19292 #
NAIE-AN.34 ..................................... p 278 N86-19285 #
NAEC-92-190 .................................. p 314 N86-18451 #
NAL-PD..SE-8614 ........................... p 854 N86-33042 #
NAL-TM-AE4_03 ........................... p 340 N86-20356 #
NAL-TM-AE-8504 ........................... p 399 N86.21233 #
NAL-TM-AE-8505 ........................... p399 N86-21168 #
NAL-TM-AE-8507 .......................... p 559 N86-27212 #
NAL-TM-AE-8601 ........................... p 596 N86-27289 #
NAL-TM-FM-eS02 .......................... p 340 N86-20354 #
NAL-TM-MT-8502 .......................... p 322 N86-19656 #
NAL-TM-SE-8509 ........................... p 399 N86-21232 #
NAL-TM-ST_517 ........................... p 356 N86-20385 #
NAL-TR-851T .................................. p 146 N86-14217 #
NAL-TR_52 .................................... p 172 N86-15312 #
NAL-TR<L56 .................................... p 211 N86-17308 #
NAL-TR_58T .................................. p 88 N86-13288 #
NAL-TR-861 .................................... p282 N86-18311 #
NAL-TR_4 .................................... p 414 N86-22551 #
NAL-TR-873 .................................... p 341 N86-21508 #
NAL-TR_76 .................................... p 339 N86-20353 #
NAL-TR-878 .................................... p 322 N86-19583 #
NAL-TR-878 .................................... p 388 N86-20759 #
NAL-TR_79 .................................... p 322 N86-19657 #
NAL-TR-881 .................................... p 341 N86-20_64 #
NAL-TR_)82 .................................... p 399 N86-21219 #
NAL-TR-889T .................................. p 555 N86-27184 #
NAL-TR-8_0 .................................... p 556 N86-27185 #
NAL-TR-893 .................................... p 587 N_5-27277 #
NN.-TRM-SE-8603 ........................ p 782 N8_32393 #
NAMRL-1312 .................................. p 321 N86-18588 #
NAS 1.15:77682 ............................. p 357 N86-21534 * #
NAS 1.15:77710 ............................. p364 N86-21543 " #
NAS 1.15:77713 ............................. p 357 N88-21535 * #
NAS 1.15:77715 ............................. p342 N88-21511 " #
NAS 1.15:77952 ............................. p 100 N86-13318 " #
NAS 1.15:77962 ............................. p342 N86-21516 * #
NAS 1.15:77963 ............................. p 341 N86-21509 * #
NAS 1.15:77976 ............................. p 227 N86-17338 " #
NAS 1.15:77979 ............................. p 342 N86-21510 * #
NAS 1.15:83199-P1"-3 .................... p 536 N86-25220 * #
NAS 1.15:84626 ............................. p 463 N86-24091 * #
NAS 1.15:84848 ............................. p 150 N86-14250 * #
NAS 1.15:84897 ............................. p 639 N86-28076 " #
NAS 1.15:84907 ............................. p 506 N86-272g0 " #
bIAS 1.15".84923 ............. p 207 N86-16197 * #
NAS 1.15:85673 ............................ p 416 N86-23587 * #
NAS 1.1S:87620
NAS 1.15:85705 ............................. p 86
NAS 1.15:85708 ............................. p 416
NAS 1.15:85724 ............................. p 600
NAS 1.15:85006 ............................. p 294
NAS 1.15:85018 ............................. p 435
NAS 1.15:85919 ............................. p 446
NAS 1.15:86030 ............................. p 307
NAS 1.15:86037 ............................. p 207
NAS 1.15:86038 ............................. p 184
NAS 1.15:88042 ............................. p 436
NAS 1,15:86361 ............................. p 152
NAS 1.15:86398 ............................. p 100
NAS 1.15:86402 ............................. p 167
NAS 1.15:86410 ............................. p 370
NAS 1.15:86424 ............................. p 126
NAS 1.15:86430 ............................. p 116
NAS 1.15:86435 ............................. p 152
NAS 1.15:86450 ............................. p 146
NAS 1.15:86526 ............................. p 458
NAS 1.15:86528 ............................. p 174
N/kS 1.15:86683 ............................. p 90
NAS 1.15:86716 ............................. _152
NAS 1.15:86741 ............................. _717
NAS 1.15:86764 ............................. ) 100
NAS 1.15:86766 ............................. ) B9
NAS 1.15:86769 ............................. 190
NAS 1.15:86774 ............................. ) 88
NAS 1.15:86777 ............................. ) 87
NAS 1.15:86778 ............................. 152
NAS 1.15:86779 ............................. 789
NAS 1.15:86783 ............................. 781
NAS 1.15:86795 ............................. 178
NAS 1.15:86798 ............................. 611
NAS 1.15:86799 ............................. 176
NAS 1.15:86801 ............................. 595
NAS 1,15:86802 ............................. _263
NAS 1,15:86803 ............................. _295
NAS 1.15:86805 ............................. _311
NAS 1.15:86807 ............................. _307
NAS 1.15:86808 ............................. _595
NAS 1.15:86809 ............................. _586
NAS 1.15:86811 ............................. _539
NAS 1.15:86816 ............................. i 188
NAS 1.15:86821 ............................. )264
NAS 1,15:86823 ............................. ) 190
NAS 1,15:86825 ............................. ) 89
NAS 1.15:86828 ............................. ) 639
NAS 1.15:88830 ............................. 152
NAS 1.15:86833 ............................. 152
NAS 1.15:86835 ............................. 76
NAS 1.15:86837 ............................. 131
NAS 1.15:86841 ............................. 622
NAS 1.15:86847 ............................. ) 94
NAS 1J5:87095 ............................. ,242
NAS t15:87099 ............................. ,129
NAS t15:87112 ............................. ,536
NAS 1.15:87116 ............................. _129
NAS 1.15:87129 ............................. _331
NAS 1.15:87132 ............................. _117
NAS 1.15:87146 ............................. _113
NAS 1.15:87151 ............................. ) 123
NAS 1.15:87159 ............................. _147
NAS 1.15:87161 ............................. _107
NAS 1.15:87170 ............................. ) 330
NAS 1.15:87180 ............................. ) 188
NAS 1.15:87190 ............................. )311
NAS 1._5"_7191 ............................. ) 806
NAS 1.15:87193 ............................. ) 207
NAS 1.15:87194 ............................. ) 242
NAS 1.15:87197 ............................. ) 255
NAS 1.15:87199 ............................. 147
NAS 1,15:87200 ............................. 207
NAS 1,15:87220 ............................. 524
NAS 1,15:87265 ............................. 446
NAS 1.15:87272 ............................. ) 650
NAS 1.15:87273 ............................. ) 527
NAS 1,15:87288 ............................. ) 452
NAS 1.15:87289 ............................. _504
NAS 1.15:87298 ............................. _478
NAS 1.15:87301 ............................. _479
NAS 1,15:87302 ............................. _535
NAS 1.15:87304 ............................. _819
NAS 1.15:87316 ............................. _820
NAS 1.15:87323 ............................. _554
NAS 1.15:87333 ............................. ) 683
NAS 1.15:87352 ............................. 1559
NAS 1,15:87414 ............................. _265
NAS 1.15:87579 ............................. _147
NAS 1.15:87580 ............................. p 91
NAS 1.15:87591 ............................. p 370
NAS 1.15:87597 ............................. p 322
NAS 1.15:87800 ............................. p 208
NAS 1.15:87603 ............................. p 184
NAS 1.15:87607 ............................. p 340
NAS 1.15:87611 ............................. p 214



































































































































































































1128 1_6-13944 * #
) 256 N86-18613 * #
) 342 Ne6.21514 * #
)255 Ne6.1e_3 * @
178 N86.15319 * #
)(183 N_.28_0 " @
)(153 Nae.280_ " #
) 496 N86-24685 * #
)285 N86.17077 * #
) 731 N86-29871 * #
) 278 N86-19287 * #
243 N86-16243 * #
415 N86-22552 * #
415 N86-22554 * #
336 NSe-20342 " #
) 479 N86-24695 * #
332 N86.200e8 * #
) 342 N86-21518 " #
483 N86-24672 * #
278 N86-19288 * #
) (139 N86-28075 * #
,415 N86-22553 " #
_756 N69-30470 " #
745 N86-31070 " #
_401 N86-22305 " #
b401 H1_-22304 * #
392 N86-21954 * #
682 N86-28701 " #
537 N86-26276 " #
)675 N86-28385 " #
p478 N86-24657 ° #
p408 N86-23555 * #
J512 N86-24703 " #
) 749 N86-31237 * #
)743 N86-30233 * #
) 781 N86-31532 " #
)555 N86-26269 • #
) 479 N86-24693 • #
) 559 N86-27209 • #
) 656 N86-28691 " #
) 675 N86-28389 " #
)748 N69-30349 * #
) 757 N69-31339 " #
)629 N88-28054 " #
731 N86-29872 " #
756 N86-30471 " #
)683 N86-29633 " #
683 N69-29e32 " #
697 N69-30e95 " #
697 N69-30694 " #
)806 N8(_31569 * #
) 714 N86-29814 " #
) 694 N86-29777 * #
) 600 N86-27351 ° #
b459 N86-23749 " #
_88 N86-13292 " #
_313 N86-18441 " #
_89 1'486-13298 " #
_629 N86-28056 " #
_630 N86-28062 " #
)634 N86-28068 " #
) B50 N86-31827 " #
_763 N69-31527 " #
_822 N69-28050 " #
) 622 N86-2804g * #
) 629 N86-28057 * #
,692 N86-29765 * #
_782 N69-32392 * #
)629 N86-28060 " #
)595 N86-26341 *#
)650 N86-280e8 " #
) 497 N66-24687 * #
)653 N86-28092 " #
) 714 N86-29813 * #
) 639 N86.28078 * #
) 726 N86-29867 " #
)726 N86-29666 * #
)72"/ N69-29e68 " #
) 524 N86-24936 #
514 N86-24710 " #
655 N86-26960 " #
632 N86-28925 * #
511 N86-24701 #
) 474 N86-24652 #
) 657 N86-2696,1 * #
656 N86-28099 * #
_295 N88-19314 * #
_620 N88-27970 * #
555 N69-27182 * #
_786 N86-31548 * #
1678 N8_29271 * #
1819 N86-31587 * #
629 N88-28053 " #
t819 N86-31586 * #
)819 N86-31585 * #
t 677 N86-29198 * #
NAS 1.15:8891_ ............................. p 757
NAS 1.15:69_e ............................. p 637
NAS 1.15:69001 ............................. p B35
NAS 1.15:69011 ............................. p 715
NAS 1.15.d_225 ............................. p_
NAS 1.21:485 ................................. p 716
NAS 1.21:70_7(169) ...................... p 40e
NAS 1.21:7037(198) ...................... p 408
NAS 1.26:158251 ........................... p 639
NAS 1.26:166051 ........................... p 169
NAS 1.26:16906e ........................... p 43e
NAS 1.26:.166123 ........................... p 178
NAS 1.26:186479 ........................... p 418
NAS 1.26:1_619 ........................... p 240
NAS 1.26:166620 ........................... p 633
NAS 1.26:168267 ........................... p 190
NAS 1.26:171804 ........................... p 130
NAS 1.26:172127 ........................... p 817
NAS 1.26:172221 ........................... p 176
NAS 1.26:172299 ........................... p 417
NAS 1.26:172553 ........................... p 682
NAS 1.26:172593 ........................... p 636
NAS 1.26:172600 ........................... p 314
NAS 1.26:174202 ........................... p69
NAS 1.26:174645 ........................... p 480
NAS 1.26:174646 ........................... p 461
NAS 1.26:174647 ........................... p 461
NAS 1.26:174710 ........................... p 525
NAS 1.26:174788 ........................... p 582
NAS 1.28:174789 ........................... p 781
NAS 1.26:174797 ........................... p 255
NAS 1.26:174817 ........................... p 469
NAS 1.26:174818 ........................... p460
NAS 1.26:174825 ........................... p722
NAS 1.26:174826 ........................... p 130
NAS 1.26:174869 ........................... p 745
NAS 1.26:174878 ........................... p 174
NAS 1.26:174911 ........................... p 701
NAS 1.26:174919 ........................... p 571
NAS 1.26:174923-VOL-1 ............... p 108
NAS 1.26:174923-VOL-2 ............... p 108
NAS 1.26:174923-VOL-3 ............... p 108
NAS 1.26:174952 ........................... p 526
NAS 1.26:174967 ........................... p 675
NAS 1.26:175008 ........................... p 194
NAS 1.26:175020 ........................... p 503
NAS 1.26:175023 ........................... p 344
NAS 1.26:175024 ........................... p 344
NAS 1.26:175048 ........................... p 518
NAS 1.26:175061 ........................... p 517
NAS 1.26:175082 ........................... p 722
NAS 1.26:175087 ........................... p 452
NAS 1.26:175088 ........................... p 420
NAS 1.26:175089 ........................... p 420
NAS 1.26:175091 ........................... p 651
NAS 1.26:175092 ........................... p 420
NAS 1.26:175099 ........................... p 611
NAS 1.26:175112 ........................... p 582
NAS 1.26:175113 ........................... p 592
NAS 1.26:175861 ........................... p 260
NAS 1.26:176320 ........................... p 113
NAS 1.26:176322 ........................... p 130
NAS 1.26:176323 ........................... p 110
NAS 1.26:176328 ........................... p 93
NAS 1.26:176353 ........................... p 103
NAS 1.26:176355 ........................... p 88
NAS 1.26:176363 ........................... p 188
NAS 1.26:176387 ........................... p 100
NAS 1.26:176391 ........................... p 128
NAS 1.26:176403 ........................... p 89
NAS 1.26:176415 ........................... p 189
NAS 1.26:176424 ........................... p 181
NAS 1.26:176432 ........................... p 185
NAS 1.26:176439 ........................... p 190
NAS 1.26:176443 ........................... p 152
NAS 1.21}:176501 ........................... p 232
NAS 1.26:176520 ........................... p 372
NAS 1.26:176530 ........................... p 283
NAS 1.2/}:176615 ........................... p 338
NAS 1.26:176956 ........................... p 379
NAS 1.26:176669 ........................... p 396
NAS 1.26:176701 ........................... p 415
NAS 1.26:176709 ........................... p 294
NAS 1.26:178712 ........................... p 466
NAS 1.26:176713 ........................... p 466
NAS 1.26:176715 ........................... p 466
NAS 1.26:178718 ........................... p 466
NAS 1.26:176765 ........................... p 525
NAS 1.26:176771 ........................... p 485
NAS 1.26".176773 ........................... p 511
NAS 1.26:176786 ........................... p 519
NAS 1.26:178794 ........................... p 529
NAS 1.26:176829 ........................... p 536
NAS 1.26:176840 ........................... p 610
NAS 1.26:176858 ........................... p 749





































































































































































697 Ne6-30_3 * #
) 693 N86.29771 * #
) 693 N86-29772 * #
) 692 N86-26921 * #
,716 N86-30718 * #
,703 N66-29690 * #
_676 N_6-29159 " #
,_ N86-26922 * #
,632 N_-26923 * #
_742 N86-30094 * #
729 N8(_30737 * #
_714 N86-29811 * #
722 N86-30731 * #
714 N86-29612 * #
_694 N86-29773 * #
)7_5 N86-2g_65 * #
) 631 N86-28919 * #
_631 N86-28915 * #
) 631 N86-28916 * #
)676 N86-29152 * #
) _3 N86-29769 * #
)693 N86-29770 * #
)726 N86-29e64 * #
) 748 N86-30371 * #
) 714 N86-29810 * #
) 631 N86-26917 * #
)696 N86-30691 * #
) 642 N86-28945 * #
) 655 N86.26958 * #
692 N86-28920 * #
640 N_-28_6 * #
641 N86-28937 * #
729 N86-30736 * #
)679 N86-2950_ * #
) 630 N86-28912 * #
)654 N86-26955 " #
,1530 N86-28913 * #
) 631 N86-26914 * #
,654 N86-26956 * #
_694 N86-26957 * #
_693 N86-29769 * #
758 N86-31357 " #
721 N86-29818 " #
,714 N86-29809 * #
,654 N86-26952 * #
,742 N86-30090 " #
) 682 N86.2957g * #
)692 N86-29569 " #
) 693 N86-21_51 * #
) 640 N86-26935 " #
) 632 N86-28924 * #
)679 N86-29466 * #
) 693 N86-29769 * #
)654 N86-26953 * #
630 N86-26911 " #
654 N86-26954 " #
726 N86-2ge69 " #
(530 N86-260_4 " #
)650 N86-26946 * #
) 757 N86-31335 * #
) 683 N86-28702 " #
,664 N86-28951 * #
569 N86-27291 * #
,595 N86-26342 * #
573 N86-26312 * #
574 N86-27271 * #
819 N86-27930 * #
_540 N86-26269 * #
NAS 1.26:177361 ........................... p 87 N86-13287 * #
NAS 1.26:177377 ........................... p 239 N86-16228 " #
NAS 1.26:177385 ........................... p 88 N86-13291 " #
NAS 1.26:177408 ............................ p 638 N86.26931 " #
NAS 1.26:177419 ........................... p 721 N86-29820 " #
NAS 1.26:177928 ........................... p 587 N86-26331 " #
NAS 1.26:177929 ........................... p 314 N86-18449 * #
NAS 1.26:177960 ........................... p 184 N88-14317 " #
NAS 1.26:177966 ........................... p 113 N86-12238 " #
NAS 1.26:177962 ........................... p 86 N86-12205 " #
NAS 1.26:177983 ........................... p 93 N86-13310 * #
NAS 1.26:177986 ........................... p 231 N86-16212 * #
NAS 1.26:177989 ........................... p 123 N86-12580 * #
NAS 1.26:177992 ........................... p 86 N86-12204 * #
NAS 1.26:177994 ........................... p 147 N86-14221 " #
NAS 1.26:177998 ........................... p 146 N86-14220 " #
NAS 1.26:178003 ........................... p 113 N86-12237 * #
NAS 1.26:178004 ........................... p 332 N86-20089 * #
NAS 1.26:178015 ........................... p479 N86-24664 * #
NAS 1.26:178030 ........................... p486 N86-25335 * #
NAS 1.26:178031 ........................... p 641 N86-28940 * #
NAS 1.26:178032 ........................... p352 N86-20384" #
NAS 1.26:178037 ........................... p641 N86-26939 * #
NAS 1.26:178043 ........................... p439 N86-22574 " #
NAS 1.26:178046 ........................... p340 N86-20361 *#
NAS 1.26:178047 ........................... p357 N86-20386 ° #
NAS 1.26:178057 ........................... p340 N86-20360 ° #
NAS 1.26:178058 ........................... p 532 N86_25145 * #
F-10
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NA$1.26:1780e2 ........................... p 401
NAS 1.26:178064 ........................... p 852
NAS 1.26:178074 ........................... p466
NAS 1.26:178075 ........................... p 466
NAS 1.26:178079 ........................... p 470
NAS 1.26:1780e3 ........................... p 485
NAS 1.26:17801)7 ........................... p 587
NAS 1.26:178100 ........................... p 675
NAS 1.26:178118 ........................... p 631
NAS 1.26:178127 ........................... p604










































































































































































































































































NAS 1.71:NPO-16734-1-CU .......... p 612 N86-27467 * •
NAS-SR-1000 ................................. p 94 N86-13312 •
NASA-CASE-ARC-11349.1 ........... p 388 N86-20797 * •
NASA-CASE-ARC.,-11425.2 ........... p 378 N86-20499 ° •
NASA-C, ASE-ARC-11429-1.CU .... p 378 N86-20560 * •
NASA-CASE-ARC-11504-1 ........... p 840 N86-32447 * •
NASA-CASE-AFIC-11548-1 ........... p379 N86-21686 * •
NASA-CASE-AFIC-11615-1SB ...... p664 N86-28131 * •
NASA-CASE-ARG-11(522-1 ........... p394 N86-21962 * •
NASA-CASE.ARC-lie33-1 ........... p 511 N86-24700 * •
NASA-CA,SE-KSG-11155-1 ........... p283 N86-18004 * •
NASA-CASE-LAR-12518-1 ........... pS00 N86-27280 * •
NASA-CASE-LAR-13111-1-CU ..... p332 N86-200e6 * •
NASA-CASE-LAR.13250-1 ........... p 612 N86-27800 * •
NASA-CASE-LAR-13280-1 ........... p 36g N86-20397 * •
NASA-CASE-LAR-13353-1 ........... p 666 N86-29039 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13403-1 ........... p 483 N86-24673 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13470-1 ........... p 560 N86-262g_ * •
NASA-CA_E4.EW-13142.2 ........... p 364 N86-20_9 * •
NASA-CASE-LEW-13773-2 ........... p 388 N86-20671 *•
NASA-CASE-NFq_16734-1-CU .... p 612 N86.27467 * •
NASA-CP-2298 ............................... p 504 N86-25342 * •
NASA-CP.2305 ............................... p 390 N86-21933 * •
NASA-CP-2400 ............................... p 167 N86-15280 * •
NASA-CP-2416-VOL.1 ................... p 556 N86-27180 * •






























































)63g Ne6-28077 " •
1(18 N86-15305 * •
)43e N86-23588 * •
178 N86-15320 * •
)416 N86-235(}8 * •
)240 N86-17358 * #
) 533 N86-25180 * •
lg0 N86-1,_51 * •
130 N86-14078 * •
) 617 N86-27855 * •
176 N86-14277 * •
)417 N86-23560 ° •
)682 N80-29547 • •
) 636 N86-28074 * •
) 314 N86-18448 * •
)88 N86-1329_ * •
)480 NSe-23g_ * •
) 461 N86-23937 * •
)461 N86-23_8 * •
525 N86-24991 * •
592 N86-27282 * •
781 N86-31536 * •
255 Ne6-164_ * •
46g N86-2'J371 * •
46g N86-23372 * •
722 N86-3073,?. * #
130 N86-13219 * •
745 N86-310_0 * •
174 N86-14272 * •
701 N86-3(X)22 •
571 N86-27288 * •
108 N86-13328 ° •
lOe N86-13329 * •
10e N80-13330 • •
526 N86-25003 * •
675 NeS.2e480 • #
194 N86-15113 * #
503 N86-24695 * #
344 N86-20_79 * •
344 N8_-20_80 * •
518 N86-24818 * •
517 N86-24780 * •
)722 1_6-30733 * •
452 N86-22713 * •
)420 N86-22559 * #
420 N86-22558 * #
851 N86-28047 * •
420 N86-23577 * •
)611 N86-28096 * #
) 592 N86-27283 * •
) 592 N86-27284 * •
) 2_0 N86-17816 * •
)113 N86-12240 * •
130 N86-13235 * •
)110 N86-12233 * •
) 93 N86-12216 * •
)103 N86-12220 * •
) 88 Ne6,13294 * •
)188 N80-14532 * _
)100 Ne6-13320 * •
)128 N86-13922 * _
) 8g N86-13300 * •
NASA-CR-177377
NASA-CR-17641S .......................... 180 N86-14t_7 * •
NASA-CR-176424 .......................... 181 N86.1532_ * •
NASA-CR-176432 .......................... 185 N86-15412 " •
NASA-CR-17643g .......................... 1£10 N86-15Ge8 * •
NASA-CR-176443 .......................... 152 N86-1524g * #
NASA-CR-176501 .......................... 232 N86-17351 * #
NASA-CR-176520 .......................... 372 N1_-20486 * •
NASA-CR-176530 .......................... 283 N86.1g_06 * •
NASA-CFI-17e615 .......................... 338 N86-20344 * •
NASA-CR-171_56 .......................... 379 N86-21704 * •
NASA-CR-17_ .......................... 39_ N86-22113 ° •
NASA-CR-176701 .......................... 415 N86-22556 * •
NASA-CR-176700 .......................... 294 N86-18319 •
NASA-CR-176712 .......................... 466 N86-23322 * •
NASA-CR-176713 .......................... 4_ N86-23323 * •
NASA-CR-176715 .......................... 466 N86-23321 * •
NASA-CR-176716 .......................... 466 N86-23325 " •
NASA-CR-1767(_ .......................... 525 N86-24955 * #
NASA-CR-176771 "......................... ) 485 N86-24677 • •
NASA-CR-176773 .......................... )511 N86-24702 * •
NASA-CR-176780 .......................... ) 519 N86-25502 * •
NASA-CR-176794 .......................... ) 529 N86-25956 * •
NASA-CR-17e829 .......................... ) 536 N86-26183 * •
NASA-CFl-176840 .......................... ) 610 N86-26548 * •
NAS_-CFi-17q_858 .......................... ) 749 N86-31265 * •
NAS_-CR-176879 ........................... 722 N86-30730 * •
NASA-CR-176883 .......................... _6_7 N86-30603 * #
NASA-CR-176002 .......................... _803 N86-29771 * •
NASA-CR-178003 .......................... ,693 N86-29772 ° •
NASA.CR-178004 .......................... +632 N86-28921 " #
NASA-CR-176g06 .......................... +716 N8_-30718 * #
NASA-CR-176g07 .......................... +703 NG_2ge00 * #
NASA-CR-178006 .......................... +676 NS_2915g " •
NASA-CFI-176030 .......................... _)632 N0_2B0g2 * •
NASA-CI:I-176801 ........................... 632 N86-280_3 * •
NASA-CR-1780_2 .......................... ) 742 N86.300_ * #
NASA-CR-171W40 .......................... ,729 N8_30737 * •
NASA-CFI-176e42 ........................... 714 N86-28ell *•
NASA-CR-178047 ........................... 722 N86-30731 * •
NASA-CR-176052 .......................... _714 _12 * •
NASA-CR-176954 .......................... , e_4 N86-29773 * •
NASA-CR-1780_2 .......................... _726 N88-2ge_5 * •
NASA-CR-17(_63 .......................... _(_1 N86-281)19 " •
NASA-CR-178067 .......................... _631 NG6-28015 * •
NASA-CR-176968 .......................... _631 Iq86-28016 * •
NASA-CR-1780e0 .......................... _678 N86-29152 * •
NASA.CR-178070 .......................... ) 80_ N86.29760 * •
NASA-CR-178071 .......................... _80_ NSe-29770 * •
NASA-CR-178073 .......................... _72_ NSe-29ee4 • •
NASA-CR-17e074 .......................... _748 _71 ° •
NASA.43R-176076 .......................... 1714 Iq188-29e10 ° •
NASA-CR-178077 .......................... _831 N8_-281)17 * •
NASA-CR-178078 .......................... _6ge N86-,306e1 * #
NASA-CR-1780e0 .......................... _642 N86-28_46 * •
NASA-CR-17(m94 .......................... ) 655 N86-288_) * •
NASA-CR-176eg5 .......................... _632 N8_28920 * #
NASA-C:R-17(_g_ .......................... ) 640 N88-28_i6 * •
NASA-CR-176097 .......................... ) 641 N8_-200_? * •
NASA.CR-178080 .......................... _72g N86,30"/_ * •
NASA-CR-177002 .......................... _679 _ * •
NASA-CR-17701e .......................... * _0 Nee-28e12 * •
NASA-CR-177017 .......................... ) 664 _ * Jl_
NASA-CR-177022 .......................... __ _15 * IP
NASA-GR-177023 .......................... )031 N86_8014 * •
NASA-CR-17702S .......................... _854 FII8_-280_ * •
NASA-CR-17702e .......................... _(154 NN-28967 * •
NASA-CR-1770_ .......................... ) 6e3 Iq86-2971S8 • •
NASA-CR-177005 .......................... ) 758 N86-31357 * •
NASA-CR-1770e0 .......................... ) 721 N86-2gelg * •
r_IASA-CR-1770e2 .......................... ) 714 N86-29e09 * •
NASA-CFI-177080 .......................... _804 N86-28962 * •
NASA-CR-177095 .......................... ) 742 N86-300g0 * •
NASA-CR-1770ge .......................... ) 682 N86-29579 * •
NASA-CFI-177180 .......................... ) e82 N86-29580 * •
NASA-CR-177102 .......................... )683 N86-29651 *•
NASA-CR-177103 .......................... _640 hl86-28_15 " •
NASA-C -177104 .......................... ) (132 N86-21_24 * •
NASA-CR-177106 .......................... _679 N86-294(_ * •
NASA-CR-177110 .......................... _60_ N86-297(_ * •
NASA-CR-177112 .......................... )654 Iq86-28_ * •
NASA-CR-177113 .......................... )630 N86-28911 *•
NASA-CR-177121 .......................... ) 654 N86-28064 * •
NASA-CR-177126 .......................... ) 726 N86-29e_3 " •
NASA-CR-177133 .......................... ) 630 N86-280_4 *
NASA-CR-177141 .......................... _650 N86-281N_ * •
NASA-CR-177147 .......................... _757 N86-313_15 * •
NASA-CR-177162 .......................... _683 Ni_-28702 * •
NASA-CR-177164 .......................... _654 N86-28051 *•
NASA-CR-I_ .......................... J500 N86-27291 * •
NASA-CR-177272 .......................... 1505 _'•
NASA-CR-177274 .......................... ) 573 _12 * •
NASA-CR-177277 .......................... ) 574 N80-27271 * •
NASA43R-177280 .......................... )619 N86-_ * •
_-1773(_ .......................... )540 _*•
NASA-CR-177361 .......................... p87 N86-13287 * •
NASA-CR-177377 .......................... p 239 N86-1L_28 * •
F-11
NASA-CR-17738F, REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NASA-CR-177385 .......................... p 88 N86-13291 * #
NASA-CR-177408 .......................... p 636 N86-28931 " #
NASA-CR-177419 .......................... p 721 N86-2ge20 ° #
NABA-CR-177928 .......................... p 587 N86-26331 * #
NASA-CFI.177929 .......................... p 314 N86-18449 * #
NASA-CR-177960 .......................... p 184 N86-14317 * #
NASA-C,R.177g(_ .......................... p 113 N86-12238 " #
NASA-CR.177982 .......................... p 86 N86.12205 * #
NASA-CR-177983 .......................... p 93 N86-13310 * #
NASA-CR.177ge6 .......................... p 231 N86-16212 * #
NASA-CR-177989 .......................... p 123 N86-12580 * #






































147 N86-14221 * #
146 N86-14220 * #
113 N86-t2237 * #
332 N86-20089 * #
479 N86-24664 * #
486 N86-25335 * #
641 N86-28940 * #
352 N86-20384 " #
)641 N86-28939 * #
) 439 N86-22574 * #
) 340 N86-20361 * #
) 357 N86-20386 * #
)340 N86-20360" #
) 532 N86-25145 " #
) 401 N86.22306 " #
) 652 N86-28090 * #
) 466 N86-23350 * #
) 466 N86-24277 * #
) 470 N86-24394 * #
) 485 N86-24678 " #
587 N86-27278 * #
) 675 N86-28375 • #
) 631 N86-28918 " #
694 N86-29776 • #
756 Ne6-304S9 " #
754 N86-30812 " #
781 N86-31,531 " #
835 N86-31590"#
,6¢8 N86-30698"#
,446 N86-23604 * #
p611 N86-26629 " #
716 N86-30722 * #
p729 N86-30738 " #
,697 N86-30696 " #
697 N86-30697 " #
_408 N86-23554 " #
,436 N86-23586 " #
NASA..CR-3e05 ............................... p 87 N86-12208 • #
NASA-CR-3806 ............................... p 86 N86-12202 " #
N_SA-CR-3834 ............................... p 160 N86-15278 ° #
NASA-CR-3919 ............................... p 88 N86-12203 ° #
NASA-C,R-3927 ............................... p 100 N86-13317 ° #
NASA-CR-3936 ............................... p 190 N86-15625 * #
NASA-CR-3937 ............................... p 180 N86-14278 " #
NASA-CR-3944 ............................... p 90 N86-12212 * #
NASA-CR-3954 ............................... p 414 N86-22550 • #
NASA-CR-3956 ............................... p 555 N86.26288 * #
NASA-,CR-3960 ............................... 1:)482 N86-23159 * #
NASA-CR-3961 ............................... p 393 N86-21069 " #
NASA-CR-3965 ............................... p 489 N86-24392 " #
NASA-CFI-3967 ............................... p 525 N86-24990 * #
N#,.._..CR-3968 ............................... p 446 N86-22581 * #
NASA-CR-3970 ............................... p 480 N86-23852 * #
NASA-CR,-3971 ............................... p 746 N86.-30285 * #
NASA-CR-3973 ............................... p 535 N86-25216 * #
NASA-CR-3975 ............................... p 478 N86-24659 * #
NASA-CR-3984 ............................... p 478 N86-24661 * #
N/_RA-CR-3987 ............................... p 721 N86-29818 * #
N,ASA-CR-3991 ............................... p 480 N86-2532B * #
NASA-CR-4003 ............................... p 675 N86-28377 * #
_-CRJ.004 ............................... p 745 N86-30999 * #
NASA,,CR.,4014 ............................... p 836 N86..32440 " #
NASA-NEWS-RELEASE-86-92 ..... p 681 N86-28628 * #
NASA-RP-1133 ............................... p 311 N86-18328 * #
NASA-RP-1153 ............................... p445 N86-22579 * #
NASA-RP-1166 ............................... p616 N86-27835 * #
NASA-SP-485 ................................. p 716 N86-30720 * #
NASA-SP-7037(196) ...................... p 406 N86-23552 " #
NASA-SP-7037(198) ...................... p 408 N86.23553 * #
NASA-TM-77682 ............................ p357 N86-21534 * #
NASA-TM..77710 ............................ p364 N86-21543 * #
NASA-TM-77"/13 ............................ pSF,7 N86-21535 * #
NASA-TM-77715 ............................ p342 N86-21511 * #
NASA-TM.77952 ............................ p 100 N86-13318 * #
NASA-TM-77962 ............................ p342 N86-21516 " #
NASA.TM.77983 ............................ p_41 N86-21509 " #
NASA-TM-77976 ............................ p227 N86-17338 * #
NASA-TM-77979 ............................ p342 N86-21510 * #
NASA-TM-83199-PT-3 ................... p536 N86-25220 * #
NASA-TM-.84626 ............................ p 483 N86-24091 * #
NASA-TM-84648 ............................ p150
NASA-TM-84897 ............................ p 639
NASA-TM-84907 ............................ p 596
NASA-TM-84919 ............................ p 416
NASA-TM-84923 ............................ p 207
NASA-TM-85673 ............................ p 416
NASA-TM-e5705 ............................ p 86
NASA-TM-85706 ............................ p 416
NASA-TM-85724 ............................ p 600
NASA-TM-85906 ............................ p 294
NASA-TM-85918 ............................ p 435
NASA-TM-85919 ............................ p 446
NASA-TM-86030 ............................ p 307
NASA-TM-86037 ............................ p 207
NASA-TM-88038 ............................ p 184
NASA-TM-86042 ............................ p 436
NASA-TM-86361 ............................ p 152
NASA-TM-86396 ............................ p 100
NASA-TM-86402 ............................ p 167
NASA-TM-86410 ............................ p 370
NASA-TM.86424 ............................ p 126
NASA-TM-86430 ............................ p 116
NASA-TM-86435 ............................ p 152
NASA-TM-86450 ............................ p 146
NASA-TM-86526 ............................ p 458
NASA-TM-86528 ............................ p 174
NASA-TM-86683 ............................ p go
NASA-TM-86716 ............................ p 152
NASA-TM-86741 ............................ p 717
NASA-TM-88764 ............................ p 100
NASA-TM-86766 ............................ p 89
NASA-TM-86769 ............................ p 190
NASA-TM-86774 ............................ p 88
NASA-TM-86777 ............................ p 87
NASA-TM,.86778 ............................ p 152
NASA-TM-86779 ............................ p 789
NASA-TM-86783 ............................ p 781
NASA-TM-86795 ............................ p 176
NASA-TM-86798 ............................ p 611
NASA-TM-86799 ............................ p 176
NASA-TM-86801 ............................ p 595
NASA-TM-86802 ............................ p 263
NASA-TM-86803 ............................ p 295
NASA-TM-88805 ............................ p 311
NASA-TM.86807 ............................ p 307
NASA-TM-86808 ............................ p 595
NASA-TM-86809 ............................ p 586
NASA-TM-86811 ............................ p 539
NASA-TM-86816 ............................ p 188
NASA-TM-86821 ............................ p 2S4
NASA-TM-86823 ............................ p 190
NASA-TM-86825 ............................ p 89
NASA-TM-86828 ............................ p 639
NASA-TM-86830 ............................ p 152
NASA-TM-86833 ............................ p 152
NASA-TM-86835 ............................ p 76
NASA-TM-86837 ............................ p 131
NASA-TM-86841 ............................ p 822
NASA-TM-86847 ............................ p 94
NASA-TM-87095 ............................ p 242
NASA-TM-87099 ............................ p 129
NASA-TM-87112 ............................ p 536
NASA-TM-87116 ............................ p 129
NASA-TM-87129 ............................ p 331
NASA-TM-87132 ............................ p 117
NASA-TM-87146 ............................ p 113
NASA-TM-87151 ............................ p 123
NASA-TM-87159 ............................ p 147
NASA-TM-87161 ............................ p 107
NASA-TM-87170 ............................ p 330
NASA-TM-87180 ............................ p 188
NASA-TM,,87190 ............................ p 311
NASA-TM.,87191 ............................ p 806
NASA-TM-87193 ............................ p 207
NASA-TIM-87194 ............................ p 242
NASA-TM-,87197 ............................ p 255
NASA-'rM,_7199 ............................ p 147
NASA.TM.87200 ............................ p 207
NASA-TM-.87220 ............................ p 524
NASA-TM,..87265 ............................ p 446
NASA-TM-87272 ............................ p 650
NASA-TM-87273 ............................ p 527
NASA-TM-.87288 ............................ p 452
NASA-TM-87289 ............................ p 504
NASA-TM.-87298 ............................ p 478
NASA-TM-87301 ............................ p 479
NASA-TM-87302 ............................ p 535
NASA-TM.,87304 ............................ p 819
NASA-TM...87316 ............................ p 820
NASA-TM-.87323 ............................ p 554
NASA-TM-87333 ............................ p 683
NASA-TM-87352 ............................ p 559
NASA-TM-87414 ............................ p 265
NASA-TM-87579 ............................ p 147
NASA-TM-87580 ............................ p 91
















































































































































































































NASA-TM-87757 ........................... > 697
NASA-TM-87766 ........................... _ 806




NASA-TM-88193 ............................ _ 88
NASA-TM-88196 ............................ ,313
NASA-TM-88201 ............................ p 89
NASA-TM-88218 ............................ p 629
NASA-TM-88228 ............................ p 630
NASA-TM-88234 ............................ p 634
NASA-TM-88237 ............................ p 850
NASA-TM-88240 ............................ p 763
NASA-TM-88242 ............................ p 622
NASA-TM-88243 ............................ p 622
NASA-TM-88246 ............................ p 629
NASA-TM-88248-PT-1 ................... p 692
NASA-TM-88248-PT-2 ................... p 782
NASA-TM-88255 ............................ p 629
NASA-TM-88261 ............................ p 595
NASA-TM-88262 ............................ p 650
NASA-TM-88263 ............................ p 497
NASA-TM-88264 ............................ p 653
NASA-TM-88265 ............................ p 714
NASA-TM-88266 ............................ p 639
NASA-TM-88269 ............................ p 726
NASA-TM.-88271 ............................ p 726
NASA-TM-,88275 ............................ p 727
NASA-TM,..88285 ............................ p 524
NASA-TM-88390 ............................ p 514
NASA-TM-88400 ............................ p 655
NASA-TM-88403 ............................ p 632
NASA-TM-88411 ............................ p 511
NASA-TM-88418 ............................ p 474
NASA-TM,.88442 ............................ p 657
NASA-TM-88446 ............................ p 656
NASA-TM-88584 ............................ p 295
NASA-TM.-88766 ............................ p 620



































































































NASA-TM-88791 ............................ p 786 N5O-31548 * #
NASA-TM-88792 ............................ p 678 N5O-29271 * #
NASA.TM-88798 ............................ p 819 N86-31587 * #
NASA-TM-8879e ............................ p 629 N86-2e053 " #
NASA-TM-8880e ............................ p 819 N86-315O6 * #
NASA-TM-88817 ............................ p 819 N86-31585 * #
NASA-TM-85O91 ............................ p 677 N86-2919e * #
NASA-TM-85O_I ............................ p757 N86-31338 * #
NASA-_ ............................ p 637 N5O-28933 * #
NASA-_I ............................ p 835 N86-31591 *#
NASA-TM.,Sg011 ............................ p715 N86-29e15 * #





























_463 N86-24000 • #
) 197 N86-18187 * #
)339 N86-20345 • #
)339 N5O-20346 • #
)128 N86-13946 * #
) 207 N86-16193 • #
)339 N5O-20350 * #
) 277 N86-18289 • #
)339 N66-20349 * #
100 N86-13316 • #
445 N5O-22580 * #
339 N86-20351 " #
525 N86-24992 * #
5.36 N86-26162 * #
) 378 N5O-20508 • #
174 N86-15313 • #
401 N86-21280 * #
,469 N5O-2'1393 * #
b389 N86-21755 * #
503 N86-24694 * #
415 N86-235§9 * #
,515 N86-24722 * #
) 757 N86-31337 * #
533 N86-2515O * #
) 416 N86-23562 * #
) 416 N86-23561 * #
) 716 N86-30721 * #
) 887 N86-29762 * #
) 757 N86-31341 * #
NAUFP-202-3 .................................. p 130 N86-13219 * #
NAVTRASYSCEN-85-C-0069 ....... p 466 1186-24233
NA84-0148 ...................................... p 86 N86-12205 * f
NBS/SP-305-SUPPL*16 ................ p 402 N_1435 #
NBSIR-85/3223 .............................. p 518 N8_4786 #










































) 227 N86-17342 #
) 811 N86.32431 #
) 308 N86.19326 #
) 325 N66.19806 #















p 782 N86-31541 #
,882 N86-28673 #
)611 N86-26661 #
) 854 N86-33053 #
) ¢51 NSe-32T't9 #





NLR-TR-82034-U ........................... p 260 N86-17915 #
NLR-TR-82126-U ........................... p 232 NI86-17354 #
NLR-TR-83010-U ........................... p 227 N86-17348 #
NLR-TR-83063-U ........................... p 216 N86-1733§ #
NLR-TR-83075-U ........................... p 589 N88.26335 #
NLR-TR-83091-U ........................... p 228 N86-17347 #
NLR.TR-1_I123-U ........................... p 211 N1_-17320 #
NLR-TR-83128-U ........................... p 683 N86-29636 #
NLR-TR-IB3130-U ........................... p 258 N66-17Q99 #
NLR*TR-83136-U ........................... p 212 N86-1"FJ21 #
NLR.TR-64001-U ........................... p 258 N86-17700 #
NLR.TR-84021-U ........................... p 803 N86-26429 #
NLR.TR-84030-U ........................... p 228 N86-17348 III
NLR-TR-84043-U.PT-I .................. p 226 N86-17336 #
NLR-TR-84043_-I .................. p 436 N86-23585 #
NLR-TR-84043-U-PT-2 .................. p 226 N66-17337 #
NLR-TR-84043-U-PT-2 .................. p 436 N86-2_585 #
NLR-TR-84051-U ........................... p 611 N86-2(_62 #
NLR-TR-84064-U ........................... p 633 N86-28928 #
NLR-TR-8,10Q0_ ........................... p 612 N86-L_663 #
NLR-TR-84108AJ ........................... p 595 NIB6-LH5343 #
NLR-TR-85006-U ........................... p 604 N86-2e430 #
NLR-TR-85014-U ........................... p 809 N86-32430 #
NLR-TR_ ........................... p 260 N86-16751 #
NMERI-TA3-19 ............................... p 743 Nt_S-,305O0 #
NMERI-WAS-6(5.04) ...................... p 448 N86-29607 #
NOAA-NWS-ERGP-30 ................... p 200 N86-16854 #
NOAA.NWS-TIDL-CP-85-1 ............. p 260 N86-16843 #
NOROA-93 ...................................... p 125 N86-12744 #
NOTE-427.021186 ......................... p 806 N86-31567 #
NPL-AC-104 .................................... p 401 N86-22302 #
NPL-DMA(A)113 ............................. p66,5 N86-28193 #
NPL-VG-84-009-L ........................... p 789 N86-32419 #
NPRDC-TR-86-8 ............................. p 463 N86-24215 #
NPS554-85-011 .............................. p 540 N86.26282 #
NPS67-85-00e ................................ p 389 N86-20813 * #
NRC-24882 ..................................... p 449 N86-23608 #
NRC.,-2482.2 ..................................... p 278 1t86-19292 #
NRC-25O76 .................................... p 278 N86-19285 #
NRC-25132 ..................................... p 276 N86-18287 #
NRL_ ................................ p 280 N86-18307 #
NIRL-INm2 ........................................ p 460 N86-23874 #
NRL-41851 ........................................ p 528 N86-25O79 #
NRLMI:kSe78 .................................. p 437 N86-23590 #
NSTBIAAB.85121 .......................... p 281 N86-18310 #
NSWC/TR-84-484 .......................... p 278 N86-19291 #
NSWC/TR-85-24 ............................ p 150 N86-14251 #
NTSS-A-86-22 ................................ p 699 N86-29790 #
NTSB-A-86-23 ................................ p 809 N86-29790 #
NTSB-AAB-65-23 ........................... p 570 N86-26304 #
NTSB-AAB-86-01 ........................... p 570 N86-26305 #
NTSB-/_B..86-02 ........................... p 570 N86-26306 #
NTSB-AAB-86-03 ........................... p 570 N86-26307 #
NTSB-AAB-S&.04 ........................... p 570 N86.2_OB #
NTSS-AAB-86-05 ........................... p 570 N86-Lq5309 #
NTSB-AAB-86-06 ........................... p 634 N86-28070 #
NTSB-AAB-86-07 ........................... p 571 N86..26310 #
NTSS-AAB-86-09 ........................... p571 N86-26311 #
NTSB-AN:t-6S-O2-SUM ................. p 484 N86.25333 #
NTS8-AAR-86-03 ........................... p 634 N86-2805O #
NTSB-ARC-86-01 ........................... p 634 N66-L_9 #
NTSS-REC-85-12 ........................... p 569 N86-26301 #
NTSS-SR-85-02 .............................. p 569 N86-26302 #
NTSB-4102CI300A ........................ p 571 N86-27267 #
NTSB-4357/1 ................................. p 699 N86,29792 #
NTSS-4360/33 ............................... p 699 N86-29791 #
NTSB/AAB-85/18 .......................... p 571 N86-27260 #
NTSBIAAB-85120 .......................... p 281 N88.18309 #
NTSBIAkR-851011SUM ............... p 483 N86-24675 #
NTSB/ANR-85/07 .......................... p 214 N86-16207 #
NTSS/AAR-85/0e .......................... p 15g b186-15276 #
NTSB/AN:I-86-01 .......................... p 344 N86-21526 #
NTSBIANR-86..02 ........................ p 344 N86-21525 #
NTSBIAAR.86104 .......................... p 701 N86-30703 #
NTSB/SR-85/02 ............................ p 280
NTS8/SS-85/01 ............................. p 343
NUSC,-TM-I_1043 .......................... p 856
NWC-TP-Q675..CH-1/4 .................. p 87
NWC-TP-ee18 ................................. p 107
OA-34/3075 .................................... p 657
OA-9/5007-AYO ............................. p
OE,-85-14 ......................................... p 106
ONERA-NT-19_I-2 ........................ p 446
ONERA-P.le76.6-REV .................. p 240
ONEFIA-P-1983-1 ........................... p 240
ONERA-RS-10/3466-PY ............... p 257
ONERA-RT-1211677-RY-090-R ,.. p 80(}
ONEFIA.RT-19/3463-AYP ............. p 841
ONERA-RT-22/1841-RY-310-R .. p 641
ONERA-RT-22/1841-RY-311-G .. p 641
ONERA-RT-24/3064-RY-O44-R ... p 885
ONERA.RT-3/3567-RY.C40-R ..... p 227
ONERA-RT-7/3542-RY-041 -R ..... p 678
ONERA-RT-95/7106-RY-O54-R ... p 743
ONERA-RTS-23/3064-RY-048-R . p 633
ONERA, TP NO. 1965-129 ........... p 142
ONERA, TP NO. 1985-147 ........... p 306
ONERA, TP NO. 19_._148 ........... p 272
ONERA, TP NO. 1985-149 ........... p 272
ONERA. TP NO. 1965-152 ........... p 272
ONERA, TP NO. 1985-154 ........... p 313
ONERA, TP NO. 19e5-158 ........... p 309
ONERA. TP NO. 1985-164 ........... p 323
ONERA. TP NO. I_5-165 ........... p 145
ONERA, TP NO. 1985-166 ........... p 273
ONERA. TP NO. 19_-171 ........... p 318
ONERA, TP NO. 19_-23 ............. p205
ONEPJ_ TP NO. 1966-I00 ........... p 818
ONERA, TP NO. 1986-101 ........... p 776
ONERA, TP NO. Ig_6-I02 ........... p 843
ONERA, TP NO. Ige6-I04 ........... p 839
ONERA, TP NO. 19_,,.I05 ........... p 800
ONERA, _ NO. 1966-10 ............. p 731
ONERA, TP NO. 19e6-122 ........... p 773
ONERA, "rP NO. 1906-29 ............. p(_2
ONERA, TP NO. 19_-31 ............. p 725
ONERA, TP NO, 19_5 ............. p 713
ONERA, TP NO. 1986,,88 ............. p 644
ONERA, TP NO. 1986-39 ............. p548
ONERA, TP NO. 1986-49 ............. p 682
ONERA, TP NO. 1986.4 ............... p 691
ONERA, TP NO. 1986.64 ............. p626
ONERA, I"P NO. 19e6.Te ............. p 750
ONERA, TP NO. 1966,8 ............... p713
ORI-TR-245O ................................... p 100
O_NL/TM-9_ ............................. p 192
OU*AEC-81-1 .................................. p (136
OU/AEC/EER.79-1-VOL-1 ........... p 704
OU/AECI EER-79-1-VOL-2 ........... p 636
OUEL-1589/85 ............................... p 264
P/W/GPO-F:R-18710 ..................... p 518
PAPER-10 ....................................... p 505
PAPER-11 ....................................... p 505
PAPER-12 ....................................... p 506
PAPER-18 ....................................... p 506
PAPER-14 ....................................... p 50_
PAPER-1 ......................................... p 504
PAPER-2 ......................................... p 504
PAPER-3 ......................................... p 504
PAPER.-4 ......................................... p 504
PAPER-5 ......................................... p 505
PAPER-66 ....................................... p 654
PAPER-6 ......................................... p 505
PAPER-7 ......................................... p 505
PAPER-8 ......................................... p 505
PAPER-9 ......................................... p 505
PB85-148880 .................................. p 191
PB8,5-19_1_14 .................................. p 91
PB85-204824 .................................. p 260
PB85-222503 .................................. p 104





















































































































PDRICFOUIICI21 ......................... p 247 N86-16315
PNR-g0247 ..................................... p 237 N86-16223
) 26O N86-16843 #
) 159 N86-14264 #















t 518 N86-24788 IF




) 702 N86-30707 IF




) 634 N86-28069 IF
) 701 N86-30703 IF
) 484 N86-25333 IF
) 570 N86-26305 #
570 N86-26306 #
) 570 N86-26307 IF
) 570 N86-26308 IF
) 570 N86-26309 IF
) 634 N86-28070 #
)571 N86-26310 #
)571 N86-26311 #
PNR-90272 ..................................... p 260 N86-18757 IF
PNR-90275 ..................................... p 247 N86-16273 IF
PNR-90278 ..................................... p 237 N86-16224 IF
PNR-90287 ..................................... p 237 N86-16225 IF
PNR-90288 ..................................... p237 N86-16226 IF
PNR-90291 ..................................... p 459 N86-22985 IF
PNR-90292 ..................................... p 255 N86-16595 #
PR-ATC-133 .................................... p 574 N86-27272 IF
PR-10 ............................................... p 459 N86-23014 IF
PR-11 ............................................... p459 N86-23016 IF
PR-9 ................................................. p 459 N86-23012 IF
PRF-520-1288-0353 ....................... p 757 N86-31335 * IF
PW/ED/FR-18778 ......................... p 442 N86-23601 #
PWA-5774-39 .................................. p 592 N86-27284 * IF
PWA-5774-40 .................................. p 592 N86-27283 * IF
PWA-5923-14 .................................. p 174 N86-14272 * IF
PWA-5968-19 .................................. p 526 N86-25003 * IF
P86-10152 ....................................... p681 N86-28628 * #
P86-10182 ....................................... p 806 N86-31563 * #
QR-11 .............................................. p260 N8_17816 * #
RAE-MAT/STRUCT-100-PT-2 ...... p 226 N86-17337 #
RAE-MAT/STRUCT-101-PT-1 ...... p 226 N86-17336 IF
RAE-TM-AERO-1983 ..................... p 756 N86-30468 #
RAE-TM-AERO-2026 ..................... p211 N86-17307 IF
RAE-TM-AERO-2034 ..................... p 153 N86-15251 IF
RAE-TM-AERO-2046 ..................... p 657 N86-28962 #
RAE-TM-P-1044 ............................. p258 N86-17702 #
RAE-TR-84084 ............................... p226 N86-17336 #
RAE-TR-84084 ............................... p 436 N86-23585 #
RAE-TR-84085 ............................... p226 N86-17337 IF
RAE-TR-84085 ............................... p 436 N86-23585 #
RAE-TR-85077 ............................... p 357 N86-21532 #
RAND/N-2225,.NAVY .................... p 408 N86-23556 #
RDO:85:4101-12-01:01 .................. p 194 N86-15113 * IF
RE-681 ............................................. p 86 N86-12202 " IF
RE-682 ............................................. p 87 N86-1220e ° IF
RE-707 ............................................. p 694 N86-29782 IF
REPT-A-13/85 ................................ p418 N86-23578 IF
F-14
REPT-R-732-D ................................ p 341 N86-20374 IF
REPT-TE-374/0723/85 ................. p 452 N86-23714 #
REPT-001120-1 .............................. p514 N86-25385 #
REPT-0353-3 .................................. p 757 N86-31335 * #
REPT-1383R ................................... p 125 N86-13832 #
REPT-1723-MAE ............................ p 745 N88-31010 IF
REPT-1 ............................................ p 151 N86-14422 IF
REPT-23480/2/85 ......................... p 257 N86-16674 IF
REPT-2959-01-1-3759 ................... p 78g N86-31554 .IF
REPT-2 ............................................ p 151 N86-14423 IF
REPT-2 ............................................ p 257 N86-17298 IF
REPT-332 ........................................ p 675 N86-28377 * IF
REPT-4054/R128 .......................... p470 N86-24394 * IF
REPT-412U-2094-12 ...................... pe82 N86-29547 " #
REPT-412U-2094-14 ...................... p 682 N86-29547 " #
REPT-412U-2094-22 ...................... p 532 N86-25145 " #
REPT-4346/I-60A ........................... p 699 N86-29790 IF
REPT-4950IFTR-86-1 ................... p 786 N86-31549 IF
REPT-516 ........................................ p 216 N86-16209 IF
REPT-6012 ...................................... p 231 N86-16212 * IF
REPT-716199-8 .............................. p 485 N86-24677 * IF
REPT-7921 ...................................... p 719 N86-30728 IF
REPT_4-48 .................................... p 20e N86-16205 IF
REPT-85047 ................................... p 76 N86-13286 * IF
REPT-85122 ................................... p 167 N86-15280 * IF
REPT-85131 ................................... p 90 N86-13304 * #
REPT-85213 ................................... p 152 N86-15246 * IF
REPT-85288 ................................... p 100 N86-13319 * #
REPT-85318 ................................... p 89 N86-13297 * IF
REPT-85321 ................................... p 1110 N86-15626 * IF
REPT4_5340 ................................... p 88 N86-13296 * IF
REPT_5345 ................................... p 87 N86-12207 " IF
REPT-85347 ................................... p 188 N86-14555 " IF
REPT_5349 ................................... p 789 N86-31551 * IF
REPT-85404 ................................... p 152 N86-15243 * IF
REPT-85409 ................................... p 131 N86-14213 * #
REPT-85424 ................................... p 94 N86-13311 * IF
REPT-86B0432 ............................... p 600 N86-27351 " IF
REPT-86045 ................................... p 88 N86-13292 " #
REPT-86064 ................................... p 89 N86-1329e " #
REPT-86112 ................................... p630 N86-28062 " #
REPT-8 ............................................ p 314 N86-18448 " #
RP661 .............................................. p 851 N86-31917 IF
RTCA/DO-140 ................................ p705 N86-30711 #
RTCA/DO-189 ................................ p 362 N86-21542 IF
RTCA/DO-lgO ................................ p705 NSe-30711 IF
RTCA/DO-191 ................................ p617 N86-27851 IF
R84AEB378-VOL-1 ........................ p 460 N86-23936 " IF
R84AEB379-VOL-2 ........................ p 461 N86-23937 " #
R84AEB380-VOL-3 ........................ p 461 N86-23938 * IF
R84AEB460 .................................... p 237 N86-16222 IF
R84AEB570 .................................... p 469 N86-23371 * #
R84AEB570 .................................... p 469 N86-23372 " IF
R8602 .............................................. p 439 N86-22574 " #
SAE PAPER 841463 ......................
SAE PAPER 841464 ......................
SAlE PAPER 841465 ......................
SAE PAPER 841466 ......................
SAE PAPER 841467 ......................
SAE PAPER 841471 ......................
SAE PAPER 841472 ......................
SAE PAPER 841489 ......................
SAE PAPER 841492 ......................
SAE PAPER 841494 ......................
SAE PAPER 841533 ......................
SAE PAPER 841534 ......................
SAE PAPER 841609 ......................
SAE PAPER 841610 ......................
SAE PAPER 841611 ......................
SAE PAPER 841613 ......................
SAE PAPER 841629 ......................
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Nm-I(I_Q _11 p 139
NI6-18671 # p 139
A86-18687 # p 140
A86-18696 # p 140
A86.16464 * # p 198
A86.16469 • # p 193
A86-1(m87 # p 140
A86.10591 # p 140
A86-16750 # p 183
A86-16761 # p 185
A86-16784 # p 140
A86-16787 tlI p 175
A8616821 # p 186
A8_16886 # p 186
A86.1_q8 # p 140
A86-1S851 # p 140
A86-10553 # p 179
A86-16854 # p 179
A86-1(m55 # p 133
A86-1e858 # p 170
,ad_6-16859 # p 133
A8_105_0 # p 133
Nm-10561 _ p 186
A86-16862 III p 170
Ae61(me6 # p163
A88.16867 _11 p 14o
A86.17Oll tlI p 161
A8617031 iiI p 141
A8617082 IF p 186
_)6-170,43 # p 186
A86-170_5 IIl p 141
A86-17069 * # p 141 ,
A86-17000 # p 141
A8617061 # p 161
A86-170_3 # p 157
A86-17057 _11 p 179
A8617068 # p161
A86-17080 # p 141
N)6-17070 # p 161
N)617071 # p 186
A86-17006 # p 141
/_}6-17096 # p 142
A86-17129 Jl! p 142
/_617131 "IP p 142
A8617132 # p 142




A86-17t49 # p 142
A86-17150 # p 142
A86-17172 # p 170
A86-17174 # p 167
A86-17175 # p 176
A86-17379 # p 186
A86-17380 # p 186
A86-17381 _II p 161
/_617382 @ p161




AB6-17490 # p 173
A88-17491 # p 173
A86-17499 # p 183
A86-17522 # p 162
A86-17523 # p 162
A86-17524 # p t70
A86-17525 # p 162
A86-17600 # p t62
A86-17627 # p t42
A86-17636 # p 143
A86-17653 # p 143
A86-17654 * # p 143
A86-17698 # p 162
A86-17738 # p 143
A86-17750 # p 173
A86-17776 * # p 193
A86-17777 # p 173
A86-17778 # p 143
A86-17779 # p 162
AB6-17780 "# p 162
A86-17781 # p 192
A8617783 # p 193
A86-17784 "# p 173
A86-17787 # p 162
A86-17788 # p 193
A86-17790 # p 162
A86-17791 # p 186
A86-17826 # p 143
A88.17829 # p 173
A86-17830 # p 192
A86-17843 # p 173
A86-17845 # p t43
A86.17847 # p 144
A86.17849 # p 144
A86-17886 # p 144
A86-17889 # p 144
A86-18047 # p 144
A86-18121 # p 193
/486-18124 # p 186
A86-18152 # p 144
A86-18355 # p 182
A86-18401 # p 163
A86-184O2 "# p 163
A86-t8403 # p 163
A86184O4 # p 163
A86-184O5 # p 163
A86-18406 # p 157
A86-18407 # p 170
A86-184O8 # p 163
A86-18409 # p 187
A86-18410 # p 187
A86-18411 # p 163
A86.18412 *# p 179
A86-18413 # p 134
A86-18414 • # p 179
A86-18416 # p 164,
/486-18417 # p 134
A86-18418 # p 184
A86.18419 # p 164
A86.18420 # p 164
A86-18421 # p 164
A86.1S422 # p 1(_,
A86-18423 # p 170
A86-18424 # p 164
A86-18425 # p 134
A86-18426 # p 187
A86-18427 # p 166
A86-18428 • # p 165
A86-16429 # p 179
A86-18430 # p 134
A86-18431 # p 187
A86-18432 # p 183
A86-18434 # p 183
A86-18435 # p 170
A86-18436 # p 187
A86-18437 # p 183
A88-18438 # p 192
/486-18439 # p 180
A86-18440 # p 180
A86-18441 # p 180
A86-18442 # p 134
A86-18443 # p 165
A86-18444 # p 185
A86-18445 # p 165
Ace-Is446 # p 165
A86-18447 # p 165
A86-18448 # p 166
A86-18449 # p 166
A86-18450 # p 145
A88-18451 # p 170
A88-18452 # p 157
A86-18453 # p 180
A88-18454 # p 158
A86-18455 # p 171
A86-18456 # p 171
G-2
A86-18457 # p 166
A86-18458 # p 171
A86-18459 # p 171
A86-18460 # p 171
A86-18461 # p 171
A86-18462 # p IS0
A86-18463 # p 171
A86-18464 # p 171
A86-18485 # p 175
A86-18481 # p 195
Nm-le528 ° # 0 145
A8618529 # p145
A86-18534 # p 145
A86-18535 # p 145
A86-18537 # p 194
A86-18538 # p 194
A86-18551 # p 159
A86-18552 # p 172
AB6-18577 "# p 145
A86-18686 # p 145
AB6-1868g # p 193
N)6-18694 # p 172
A86-18695 # p 160
AB6-18696 # p 160
AB6-18721 # p 134
A86-18722 # p 180
A86-1872"J # p 160
A86-18724 # p 135
A86-18725 # p 173
A86-18733 # p 166
A86-18739 # p 187
A86-18740 # p 166
A86-18743 # p 172
A86-1874§ # p 174
A86-18843 # p 158
A861e848 # p194
A86-18849 # p 195
A86-1890'2 # p 146
A86-18g03 it/ p 146
A86-18904 # p 148
A86-18907 # p 187
A86-18918 # p 192
N16-16987 # p 175
A86-189g0 #' p 160
A86-19005 # p 146
A86-12052 # p 195
A86-190e9 # p 158
/_6-19070 # p 176
N_6-19146 # p 146
t_6-19198 "# p 174
A86-19277 # p 166
A86-19278 # p 174
A86-19284 # p 135
A86-19290 # p 166
A86-19301 # p 212
A86-19302 # p 260
A86-19303 # p 217
A86.19305 # p 217
A86.19306 # p 217
A86.19307 # p 217
A86.19308 # p217
A86-19309 # p 261
A86.19310 # p 261
A86.19311 # p 217
A86.19312 # p 243
AS(F19313 # p 243




A86-19319 # p 212





A86-19329 # p 261
A86-19331 # p 218
A8619333 # p 261
A86-19334 # p212
A86-19335 # p 213
A86-19336 # p 261
A86-19339 # p 218
Nm-1934O # p240
A86-19343 # p 261
A86-19344 # p 261
A86-19345 # p 262








A86-19577 # p 228
/U_-19578 # P 229
A86-19580 # p 229
A86-19581 # p229
A86-19583 # p229
A86-19585 # P 229
A86-19586 # p 229
A86-19587 # p 229
A8619588 # p230
A86-19591 # p 230
A86-19597 # p230
/u_1960e # p262
A86-19617 # P 230
A86-18620 # p230
A86-19631 # p 196
A86-19632 *# p219
A86-19633 * # p 198
A86-19635 # p 196
A86-19636 *# p230
A86-19637 • # P 213
A86-19674 # p219
A86.19676 ° # p 198
A86-19677 "# p232
A86-19678 "# p 232
A86-19693 "# p 199
A86-19696 # p 199
A86-19697 # p 199
A86-19620 # p 199
ABe.19699 # p 199
A86-19700 # p 19g
A86-19702 # p 199
A86.19703 # p241
A86.19727 "# p241
AB6-19728 "# p 237
A86-19729 # p238
A86-19730 * # p 200
A86-19731 # p 200
A86.19737 # p 213
A86.19753 # p 2O0
A86-19764 "# p230
A86-19774 # p 200
A86-19789 # p 290
A86-19790 * # p 264
A86-19807 *# p200
A8_.19808 * # p201
A86-19809 * # p 201
A86-19810 * # p 201
A86-19813 # p 213
A86-19814 # p 213
A86-19815 # p 214
A86-19816 °# p 259




A86-19e21 # p 262
A86-19633 # p201
A86-19851 *# p219
A86-1_53 # p 233
A86-19855 # p201
A86-19860 * # p 214




A86-19e73 * # p 202
A86-19880 *# p202
A88-19e88 # p233




A86-19897 * # p 202
A86-19902 # p238
A86-19903 # p 238
A86-19g04 # p 219
A86-1S_05 # p 239




A86-19941 # p 220
A86-19949 *# p 203
A86-19951 # p 203
A86-19964 # p 203
A86-19965 # p 233
A86-19966 "# p203
A86-19970 "# p248
A86-19971 * # p 204
A8620036 # p220
A86-20037 # p 244
A86-20038 # p220
A86-20039 # p 220
A86-20124 # p 2O4
A86-20125 # p 220






A86-20162 # p 214
A86-20163 # p 221
A86-20164 * # p 204
A86-20165 # p 221
A86-20166 # p214 "
A86-20173 # p249
._86-20175 # p 249
A86-20233 *# p203
A86-20235 # p 221
A86-20236 * # p 239
A86-20237 • # p 239
A86-20238 * # p 221
A86-20244 # p 243
A86-20364 "# p265
A86-20369 *# p233
A86-20371 # p 233
A86.20411 # p 214
A86-20446 # p234
A86-20505 # p 231
A86-20516 # p249
A86-20518 # p 263
A86-20520 # p 215
A86-20579 # p 244
A86-20686 # p 244
A88-20688 *# p249
A_6-20649 # p 249
A86-20665 # p 259
AS(F20667 # pLY3
A86-20792 # p 249
A86-20795 * # p 265
A86-20822 # p 221
A86.20921 # p249
A86-20932 # p 221
A86-20939 # p204
A86-20Q46 °# p 2O4
A86-20953 *# p204






A86-21055 # p 197
A86-21056 # p222
A86-21057 # p222
A86-21058 # p 222
A86-21059 # p 2.23
/486-21060 # p 223
A86-21061 # p 223
A86-21062 # p 223
A86-21063 # p 223
A86-21064 "# p223
A86-21065 # p224
A86-21163 # p 231
A86-21234 # p-Y3-!
A86.21246 # p250
A86-21296 # p 244
A86-21306 # p 224
A86-21318 # p239




A86-21606 # p 215
A86-21607 # p 216
A86-2t608 # p 216
A86-21701 # p244
A86-21707 # p 244
A86-21709 # p 250
A86-21710 # p 244
AB6-21712 # p224
A86-21714 # p 250
AB6-21719 # p 245
A86-2177.2 # p 245
AB6-21726 # p 245
A86-21729 # p245
A86-21734 # p 245
A86-21735 # p 245
A86*2173e # p 246
A86-21737 # p 246
A86-21741 # p 246
A86-21742 # p 246
A86-21753 # p 246
A86-21756 # p 246
A86-21826 # p 250
A86-21840 # p 239
A86-21872 # p 266
A86-21891 # p 251
A86-21894 # p 197
A86-21895 # p 251
A86-21896 # p 234
A86-21897 # p 224
A86-21900 # p 239
A86-21996 *# p251
A86-22018 # p234
A86-22020 # p 246
A86-22022 # p 247
A8622023 # p262
A86-22024 # p 234
/486-22025 # p 234
A86-22028 # p 234
Nm-P.2029 # p 235
A86-22035 # p 251
A86-22049 # p 235
A86-22054 * # p 251
A86-22056 # p 251
A86-22057 # p 205
A86-22062 # p 247
A86-22070 # p 251
A86-22071 # p 252
A86-22073 # p252
A86-22074 # p 235
A86-22075 # p 235
A86-22076 # p 266
A86-22081 *# p235
A86-22084 *# p252
A86-22091 # p 235
A86-22092 # p 236
A86-22098 # p 224
A86-22099 # p 252
A86-22101 # p 236
A86-22112 # p 224
A86-22115 # p 205
A86-22116 # p236
A88-22117 # p 205
A86-22126 # p 236
A86-22127 # p 224
A86-22128 # p 197
A86-22129 # p 267
A86-22130 # p267
A86-22131 # p224
/486-22132 # p 225
A86-22133 # p 225
A86-22134 # p 252
A86-22135 # p 267
A86-22138 # p 236
A66-22137 # p 268
A86-2,.2138 # p 268
A86-22141 # p 267




A86-22178 # p 253
A86-22188 # p 241
A86-22169 # p 241
A86-22192 # p 253
AB6-22200 # p236
A86-22261 # p 225
A86-22262 # p 225
A86-22263 # p 225
A86-22303 # p 2O5
A86-22305 # p 263
A86-22306 # p263
A86-22309 # p 239
A86-22311 # p205
A86-22317 # p 239
/486-22318 # p 253
A86-22319 # p 206
A86-22378 # p 225
A86-22382 # p 253
A86-22384 # p 253
A86-22386 # p 231
A86-22391 # p 253
A86.22396 # p 253
A86-22398 # p263
A86-22399 # p 267
A86224O0 # p225
A86-224O2 # p 254
A86-22407 # p 254
ASe-22S26 # p262
A86-22679 # p 236
A86-22681 *# p254
/486-22684 # p 254
A86-22687 * # p 241
A86-22,_,_0 * # p 254
A86-22e_2 # p 2O6
A86-22693 *# p206
A86-22699 *# p265
A86-22700 * # p 254
A86-22701 # p 206
AS6-22702 # p 2O6
A86-22703 * # p 255
A86-22704 * # p 2O6
A86-22706 * # p 247
A86-22716 # p 314
A86-22720 # p 296
A86-22728 # p 296
A86-22729 # p 281
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Nle-26126 "IF ) 270
NI6-26138 IF ) 270
A26-26134 "IF )331
A86-2611M "IF )270
,486-23185 IF ) 283
ABe-23186 "IF )305




















A86-23271 IF ) 285
A86-23272 # ) 296
A86-23273 # J2gg
A26-23274 # ) 312
A86-23275 # ) 2g6
A86-23281 # ) 316
A86-23289 IF ) 322
A86-23291 # ) 323
A8623292 IF )323
A86-23263 # ) 226
A86-23313 # ) 297
A86-23343 # ) 329
A8626346 # )305
A86-232S0 # ) 300
A86-23376 # ) 281
A86-23379 # ) 282
A26-23380 # ) 308
A86-23403 # ) 316
A86-23450 # ) 312
A86-23,50G # ) 300














A86-26670 # ) 300
A86-23674 IF ) 331
A86-23890 IF ) 312
A26-2370e # ) 329
A86-23724 # ) 326
A26-23728 • # ) 297
A86-23726 # ) 2g7
A26-26738 # ) 326




A86-23754 IF ) 301










































































































































































































A86 2S0_ • # )326
A86-250e4 "IF )274






A86-25180 IF ) 288
A86-2610_ iJl ) 286
A86-2616e IF ) 274
A86-251_ IF ) 304









A86-25214 IF ) 280








N_6-23240 IF ) 275
A86-2642_ IF )226
A86.265ee # ) 275
_5_51 # ) 326
._6-25e52 IF )326
A86-25eTo IF ) 275
























A8626030 "# ) 326
A86-26031 # ) 328
A86-26032 # ) 298





















A86-26122 # ) 320
A86.26123 # ) 260
A86-2_124 # ) 2g0






A86.2613_ # ) 299
A86-26133 # )282
ASG-26126 IF ) 307
A86-26126 IF ) 290
A26-26139 IF ) 260
M626140 IF )323
A86-26141 *' IF ) 290
A8626142 IF ) 291
A86-26143 IF ) 291
A86-26144 "IF )291
A86-26145 # ) 291
A86-26146 IF ) 291
A86-28147 IF ) 307
A86-26148 IF ) 310
A86-26149 "IF )310









A86-26180 IF ) 307
ASG-26161 IF ) 292
A86-26162 IF ) 29Q













A86-2(kq28 IF ) 373
A86-26329 IF _373
NN_-26330 IF ) 373
A86-26332 IF _ 373
A86-26324 IF ) 373
A86-2_36 IF _380
A86-26337 IF ) 373
NM-26328 IF ) 374
A26-26370 IF )363
A86-2_171 # ) 363
A86-2640g # )336
A86-26427 # ) 402
N)6-26426 "IF )345
N!8-26440 IF ) 345
A86-26442 IF ) 345
A86-26443 # ) 346
A86-26444 # )346
A86-26474 IF ) 336
A86-26501 IF ) 346
A86-26504 # )356
A86-26507 IF ) 348
A86-2650g "IF )346
A86-26544 IF )3e0
A86-26577 IF ) 396
NI6-2_585 IF )352
A26-26586 # 366














A86-26_37 IF ) 381
N)6-27026 IF ) 335
A86-27076 IF ) 381
A86.27061 # ,365
A86-270e4 # ) 374
A26-27126 # ) 381
A86-27126 # ) 346












A86-27211 IF p 382
NIG27324 IF p 375
A86-27327 IF p 362
Aim-27261 IF p 37§
M6-27247 IF p 382
AB6-27260 IF p 375
A86-27264 IF p 375
A26-27271 IF p 363





A86 27370 IF 376
A86-27371 IF ) 383
486-27263 IF ) 376
ABe-27264 IF 376
A86 27265 IF 376
/_e-27268 IF )376
A86-27446 IF 365













/_6-27661 "IF ) 353
NM-27262 IF _266
A86-27663 IF _353
A86-27664 IF ) 3e6
A86-27666 IF _336
A86-27667 IF ) 337
A86-27668 IF _337
A86-2766_ "# _337
A86-276_1 IF ) 377
A86-27702 IF _377
A86-2770_ IF J383
A26-27730 "IF ) 377
A86-27741 IF ) 363
A26-27754 # ) 377




A86-27804 IF ) 347
A8627813 IF )347
A26-27818 IF ) 368
















A86 26278 IF 37O
,_e-26260 IF 3O7
A26-26261 # ) 354
NM-26303 IF )383
_28306 IF )335
NS6-26307 IF ) 397
NSG-2630e IF )264
,_6-26310 IF ) 354
,4,86-28311 IF ) 348
.4,86-28312 IF ) 348
.4,8_.-28314 IF ) 384
A86-28315 IF ) 384
/_6-28316 IF ) 384
ASG-28_17 IF )364
/_B-28318 IF ) 384
A86-28319 # ) 384
A86-28326 IF )364























































_15 t p 397








Ase_0448 • # p3e6





Nm.26487 # p 37O







Aa&28470 • p 361


















AII0-2M,12 • p 361
AM-2MlS • p396
Ali8-,_8614 • p _66
Ae_m615 # pNI





Nm-21m61 t P 367
A86.2N63 # p387
ASe.28_8 # p 337
N)6.28r_e "# p3_S







AM-28M7 # p 35e
A86-285_ # p3g_
A86-2050g "# p337
A86-285"r0 "# p 387
NM-28571 t p343
Nm-2e616 "# p393




AM-28742 # p 387
AM-28e02 # p 372
A86-28842 # p 361
AM-29864 "# p3g_






Nm-2g_00 • p 351
AIM-29415 # p338
A86-294_7 # p 338
A88-29471 # p388
A86-29474 • p 338
A86-29578 # p351
A86-29783 # p 351
A88-2ge23 # p356
A86-29624 # p 366
ABe-29640 • p338











A062gg72 IF p 448
A86-30006 @ p460
A86-30013 t P 480
A86-30014 iF p 483









AIm-300g7 IF p 418
A86-30213 Ill p 406
.48e-30_12 • p 438
A_6-,30314 • p 421











AN,q0737 IF p 44O
_740 @ p 440
ASe_0748 t p484
A06_Q_S @ p442
Nle-31004 • p 421
A06-31005 # p 419
A_1004 • p48_
Nm-Sl007 t P 421
Nm-3100e # p 421
Nm-SlOOe g p 422
.486._1o10 iii p 467
ASG_1011 iF p419
All6._1019 iF p 447
NM-_1015 iF p '10g
NM-310_0 # p 40e
A86-S1021 # p 40e
Nm-31Q22 # p 4Qe







Aim-31221 # p 426
.486-31226 # p461
NI6-31252 # p 464
A86-31_ # p456
A86-_1258 # p 456
A86-31250 # p 486
A86-_1262 # p464
,_6-31312 # p 4e4
Nm-31323 # p 422
Aim-31324 t P419
A86-31325 _ p419
A86-31328 t P 44O
NM-31330 t P 4O5
NM-31331 t P426
ABe3133,2 # p 426
A86.31333 "it p486
A86-31334 # p 426
A86.31336 # p427
A86-31341 t P 427
_6-31348 # p 438
NM.3_344 iF p 427
Nm.3_348 t p 427
Ae6.31348 # p 427
ABe.31348 # p 448
A8e-31348 # p440
A86-31366 iF p 455
Nm,-31374 IF p 4S5
Aim-31412 iF p 4S5
A86_14t3 III p 427
A80-314t7 Ill p 455
AM-314_ # p 456
A88-31475 do p 450
Nm-315N # p 44O
,M)6-3150_ "# p440
/dm-31666 t p 464
NM-31667 @ p427
AM-31SS0 "# p442
A88-31061 # p 443
A86-310e2 *@ p448
NM-31773 iF p456
A80-31847 • t P 447
A86-31848 # p 4O6
AN-31848 @ p 427
Nm-31921 # p456
ASe-31954 # p 467
NM-31955 # p 461
A86-31956 _ p41g
NM-31957 # p467
AIM-31959 # p 467
Nm-319eo # p 467
A88-31961 # p4_8
N)e-310e2 t p 482
N)6-31_3 iF p 482
Ase-31Sm @ p4_




_70 iF p 419
A86-32074 Ill p 428























A86-32101 iIF p 429
A86-3210_ # p 429
Nm-3210_ iF p 429
Nm-32106 _ p 448
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AB6-32107 *iF p4,_10
Aim-32106 # p 4.q0










JUM-32124 # p 449
N)e-32126 # p 438
A86-32127 # p 422
NM-32128 • p43_
A86-32130 iF p 486
A86-32131 iF p 422
A86-32132 @ p 431
A86-32133 # p431
A86-32134 # p431
A86-32135 # p 448
A66-32136 # p 443
A86-_2137 # p431
Nm-32138 * # p482
A86-32139 "# p443
Aim-32148 # p
A86-3214,?. iF p 422
NM-32148 # p 432
A86-32144 # p 439
ABe-32148 # p 443
AN-.q2147 # p432
A8e-_148 # p 465
NM-_t48 # p486
_160 # p448
Nm,.q21S4 # p 4O9
NM._2312 t p468
A86-32314 # p 466
Ase-_318 @ p 48e
Nm,q2320 t p4_
Nm-a232_ # p48e
,a_6-32324 _ p 410




A86.32S81 • p 423
NN_q2e01 # p 423
Nm-S,_03 # p466
# p4S7
_14 _ p 467
A86_q_16 # p423
Ase.3_18 # p 4S7







A86-32739 # p 410
NM.327_ # p482







A_-32784 ill p 410
A_-32785 iF p 410
AM-32787 *# p482
AM-32788 "iF p482
A86-32789 F p 410
NI6-32823 # p424








Aim-32973 • p 457








NSe-33021 • p 46O
A86-33047 t p44_6
NM.-330e8 # p481
AIm-3_127 • p 486
AM-33134 • p 486
JUM-_178 • p 444
NM-33180 • p 444




A86-33228 • p 412
iF p412










NI6-3324Q iF p 4t3




A86-3324S • p 433
NM-33248 • p444




N_6-33251 • p 44S





















_10 • p 458
NM-33427 • p420
A86-,q3483 • p480
Nm-83480 • p 414
ASe-,.q3683 "# p48e
AM-S36e0 "iF p486
ABe-83741 • p 484
AIm-S3/00 iF p 481
A06-,_le • p 481
Aim,_3ao_ • # p486
• pS20
_14 • p 489
A86.33943 • p51g
_6.33e44 • p 51g
Nm.33eTo • pS0O






A_6,,34158 • p 487
AM-34100 t p 474
A86-34193 • p 507
Nm-341_4 iF pSoe
A86_4106 iF p GIS
AIm-34196 iF p 487
ABe-34276 iF p48g
NM-34279 iF p600
A80-34407 iF p Glg
ABe-34410 iF p $20
/Q_6-34411 iF p 474
AM-34442 • p520
NM-34444 "• pS29











Nm-S4_4 # p 487
N)6.,._,e26 # p5o8
A86-35062 # p 474
A86-_146 # p 534
A86-35151 # p487
N)e-35152 # p 487
Nm-SS153 # p ,S0e
A86.35154 # p 474
AIm.3SI,_ # p SlS
A8e-35163 • p 473
A86.351_5 # p 534
/W6-35166 IF p 515
A86-35167 # p 474
Nm-35168 # p 501
/W6.35170 # p 487
A8_35171 IF p475
A86-35172 # p475
A86-35178 • p 488
Nm-35177 IF p 508
A86-35179 IF p 515
A8(I-35180 # p 515
A86-3511m IF p 501
AM-35165 # p 488





A5O-35207 # p 4gg
A86-35208 • p4lm
A88-35210 • p 488
A86-35213 • p 513
A88-35217 # p 515
A86-35219 • p489
A86-35220 • p 485
A8635221 IF p521
A86-35223 • p489
A86-35224 • p 489
A86-35225 # p 521
A86-3522G • p 516
A86-35,753 • p 475
A86-35293 IF p 484
A86-35326 • p 531
A86-35334 • p 501
A86-35342 • p 5O8
A56-35358 • p 531
A86-3535O "• p 508
A86-35365 *IF p481
Nm-35366 *IF p499
A86-35367 • p 481
A86-35388 # p482
A86-3536g *• p484











A5O-35431 • p 529
A86-35432 • pS2g
A86-354_ IF p4eg








A5O-,_450 • p 482
F,56.35451 • p 482
A86-35452 • p 482
A86-3,5455 IF p 490
Alm SS4S6 • p482
A86-35457 • p 505
Nm-35464 • p485
A86-3,5472 • p 502
A86-35520 • p490
NDe-soe_s3 IF p 5og
/_86-35565 ° IF p490
ASO-35e01 • p 473
,_6.35602 IF pS0g
NM-35e03 • p 490
A5O-35604 ° • p 510
A5O-3Se05 • p 49O
Nm-355oe • p 4gg
Aim-35607 • p 491
AM-3ssoe *• p485
IF p482
A86-35610 • p 485
A86,36611 IF p521
N!635612 IF p ,_
A5O.35615 IF p ,I51
Nm.3_14 *IF p5o2
A86.35615 • p 502
A86-35617 • p 534
.4Jm-35616 *• p 6,34




Nm-35423 IF p 510
ASe-35(_.4 IF p 491
A86-35625 IF p 510





A86-35631 • p 492
A85-355_2 • p 492
A88-35833 *• p475
A86-35634 IF p 475
A86-35¢% *• p452





A85-35_1 IF p 516
A5O-35642 IF p49_
A85-35643 IF p 521
A86-35644 IF p538
A86-35845 • p538
A86-35647 IF p 537
A86-35648 IF p 493
A56-35649 IF p 493
A86-35650 IF p499
A5O-35_1 IF p 521
A86-3rdJ52 • p 453
AB6-35e53 * IF p49_
AB6-35654 IF p45o
A56-356_, * IF p 476
A86-35656 "IF p4&?
A86-35658 IF p521
A86-3565O # p 621
A5O-355O0 IF pS22












A86-35O79 IF p 476
ASe-S5_0 IF p522
Nm-3S061 IF p 495
A86_5553 # p473
A86-35554 IF p 510
A5O-35565 # p 476
/_6-35591 • p 476




/_e.3,_ IF p 522
Nm,-36175 IF p529
A86-36176 IF p522








Aee-3e333 IF p 4ses
A86-36_4 IF p496




A86-36459 • p 478
A86-36467 IF p 535
A81_645O IF p528
A86-36574 IF p 531
A86-36710 IF p
AS&-36725 IF p 500
A88-36741 IF p 503
A86-3675O • p 5t6
A86-36772 IF p 5t0
Mm-3_06 • p522
Mm-36815 • p496
AIm-3G819 • p 45_
IF p455













A86-56944 • p 513
NJ6-36945 • p532
A86-36548 • p496
Al_6 37045 * IF pS00
NM-37050 * • p478
A86-370_ * • p528
A86-37061 * • p 511
A85-37054 "• p4ge
Nm-37(_7 * • p ,423
A56-370_ * • p 517
A86-3"/070 * IF p511
A86-37071 * • p 523
/d!6-37072 * • p









A863710_ • p 523
A86-_710e • p 49e
ASG-_7112 • p 523
A86-37118 IF p 517
A86-37115 IF p 524
A86-_7134 • p 517
A86-37136 • p517
A8637137 • p517
A86-37176 • p 59G
/W6-37177 • I)617
A86-37178 * • p 556
A86-37175 * • p 596
A86-37180 IF p617
/486-37192 ° IF p 541
A/m-37153 • p 588
,A86-37104 *• p 617
Nm-371M • p 541
A8637323 IF p5O_
A86-37326 • p 575
A86-37327 • p 5_6
Ase.373_ IF p 575
A86_73_ # p575
A86-373_0 # p 575
A86-37331 # p 5110
A86.37392 IF p 595
A8637333 IF p588
A8637384 IF p 571
AN-373_ # p 55_
A86-373_ IF p 571
A85-3"/3_ IF p556
A88-37'J_ • p 575
A86-373_ • p 576
Nm-37340 • p 576
A86-37341 • p 588
_B6-37S42 # pSe8
A86-37_ • pS88
A86-37344 • p S00
A8637_45 • p Sg0
/U_-37548 • p e05
A86-37_ • p618
A86-3740_ • p 605
A66-37407 • p
N)6-37451 • p613
A86-37454 IF p 613
A88-374,_ IF p 613
Nm-37458 • p613
A86.37455 IF p 613
A86-37480 IF p 614
/_6-37461 IF p 614
A88-37482 IF p 614
A86-37465 # p 576
/W6-37486 IF p 6t4
A86.37450 IF p 556
A86,37477 IF p 566
A86-37478 • p 566
488-37475 * IF p 586
AS&.37482 • p 5e6
A/m-37484 IF p 614
A86-37485 IF p 614
/_6-37487 IF p 614
A86-37469 IF p 567
Nm-37490 • p 587
Aim-37491 • p 615
A86-37495 • p615
A86-37496 *IF pe15
/W6-37497 IF p 615
A86-37495 IF p 615
N_6-37500 IF pG15
A86-375Ol * IF p 615
A86-37504 • p 616
Nm-37511 • p616
A86-37555 • p 572
Nm-37e25 • p 567
Alm-3770e IF pe01
A86-37765 * IF p 541
A86-37770 * IF p 576
A86-37772 * IF p 576
A86-37773 • p 576
A86.37774 • p 576
A86-37801 • p 541
Nm-37802 *• p 541
,N_-375O3 IF p 542
A86-37804 IF I)542
A86-37005 IF p 542
A86-375O6 "IF p542
_8_375O7 IF p 577
A5O-37809 IF p 542
A86-37811 IF p 542
A86_7813 *• p577
A86-37814 *IF p 577
A86-37815 * • p 543
A86-G7820 • p 543
A86-37821 * • p 543
A86-,t7823 • p543
A5O_7824 • p 543
A5O-57825 "• p544
A5O87826 • p544
/_6-37627 * • p 590
Nm-37826 IF p 5O3
.J_6-375O0 _ p 544
486-375Ol IF p 544
A86-375O2 • p 544
A5O.._7e33 *• pS44
A86-37834 IF p 545
A86-37837 * • p 545
A86-37e38 # p 545
Aee-37e4o * # pS4S
A86-37EM1 IF p 545
N_6-37842 IF p 545
A86-378,13 * IF p 577
A86-37846 * IF p548
A86-37847 * IF p 546
/W6-37848 *IF p546
A86-37845 • p 577
A86-37901 IF p 546
A863/g_ # pST/
A86.37940 IF p 567
A86-38065 IF p557
A86-38070 • p 597
A86-38076 o IF p 597
A84-,38224 • p605
AS(F38228 • p597
Ase-3e235 • IF peos
• • p5o6
_85_8237 IF peO6





,'_e-385ol IF p 5ge
IF p578
Nm-3eso4 • pST8
Aee-38So5 * IF p5_,6
IF p546





Nle-3_15 IF p 547
_14 IF p 547
A86-38315 IF p 547
A86-38316 IF p 547
A86-38317 IF p 620
A56-38318 # p (106
Nm-38319 IF p 595
A8638320 IF p5o6






NI6-38327 * IF p847
A85-38328 • pS,m









A86-35O40 * • p575







N_S-38349 * • p 575
N_6-3835O IF p STII














A86-38371 * • p
A66-36372 "• p 681
A86-38373 • p 581
_F38374 • p 681
• p661





N_3M_ * • pMI





NM_8444 * # pS4g
Nm_5446 IF ps4e
NM_e445 • p645




AM-,Se4_ * • p85o
AM-S64S7 # p 561
A86.38464 • p881
• p561
A86-38473 * # p 551










A86-38513 • p 682
A86-38514 • p 682
A5O-35515 # p




















A86-36701 # _ 583
A86-38721 # 583
A86-38807 # = 618
A86-36822 # )603





A86-38841 # ) 603
A86-38845 # =800
A86-38846 # )584











A86-38893 # ) 584
A86-38894 *# ,591

















































A86-39567 # ) 539
A86-39568 # _592
A86-39570 # ) 539
A86-39597 "# ) 586
A86-39617 # )603
ASG-3gG57 # t 554
A86-39660 # p554
A86-39683 # ) 610
A86-39725 # _592
A86-39762 # p554
A86-39763 # ) 586
A86-39766 # ) 573
A86-39768 # ) 595
A86-39948 "# )598
A86-39979 # ) 610
A86-39984 # ) 620
A86-40106 °# )637
A86-40107 # ) 623
A86..40108 # ) 623








































































































































































































A86-41673 * # ) 670
A86-41684 # ) 862
A86-41685 # ) 683






A86 41694 "# 634
A86-41695 "# 634
A86-41696 *# 638




























A86-42635 ° # _624
A86-42636 ° # _671
A86-42653 # ) 625
A86-42654 # ) 625








&P.R=_ R79 _ n Ra_R
........... r- -
A8642686 # ) 625
A86 42687 "# ) 625
A86-42688 "# )625
A86-42689 # ) 625
A86-42694 # )646
A86-42698 # ) 646
A86-42699 # ) 671






A86-42708 # ) 647
A86-42709 "# ) 626
A86-42710 # _647
A86-42712 "# _663
A86-42737 ° # ,647
A86-42740 "# ) 626
A86-42749 # ) 671
A86-42751 # ) 647
A86-42753 # ) 626
A86-42755 * # ) 647
A86-42756 # ) 626
A86.42757 # ) 647
A86-42758 # ) 647
A86-42759 # ) 648
A86.42760 • # ) 627
A86-42761 # ) 627
A86-42762 • # ) 627
A86-42769 # ) 656
A86-42770 "# ) 672
A8642781 # ) 672
A86-42782 # ) 684
A86-42783 # ) 684
A8642784 # ) 648
A86-42785 # ) 652
A86-42786 # ) 648
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A86-42787 "# ) 648
A86-42788 # ) 648
A86-42789 # ) 648
A86-427g0 # ) 64g
A86-42792 # ) 649
A86-42814 # ) 656
A8642818 # )64g
A86-42819 # ) 656
A86-42822 # ) 627
A86-42823 # ) 649
A86.428,?.4 # ) 627
A86-42825 # ) 627
A86-42826 # ) 649




A86-42871 # ) 680
A86-42877 # ) 680
A86-42899 # ) 680
A86-42912 # ) 680
A86-42913 # 652
A86-42937 # 652
A86 42938 "# 658
A86-42957 # 68O






















A86-43384 # ) 628
A86-43385 # ) 63g
A86-43387 # )681
A86-43389 # ) 639
A86-4339O # ) 650
A86-43393 # ) 650
A86-43395 # 650
A86 43401 # 628





















A86-43501 # ) 687
A86-43502 # _736
A86-43511 # ) 747
A86-43512 # _688
A86-43514 # ) 688
A86-43533 # _688
A8643534 # _ 736
A86-43536 # ) 723
A86-43566 "# )736
A86-43672 # ) 758
A86-43708 # ) 702
A86-43759 # _ 736
A86-43776 # _ 706
A86-43777 # ) 706
A8643779 # _ 706
A86-43784 # _ 736
A86-43785 # _ 706
A86-43786 # ) 706
A86-43787 # ) 707
A86-43788 # ) 707
A86.43789 # ) 736
A86.43790 # ) 707
A86-43791 # ) 73G
A86.43792 # ) 737
A86.43793 # ) 737
A86-43794 # ) 737
A86-43795 # ) 707
A86-43796 # ) 737
A86-43798 # ) 737
A86-43862 # ) 703
A86-43889 # ) 747
A86-438go # )685
A86-4389G # ) 737
A86-,13g06 # )685
A86-43910 # ) 720
A86-43930 # ) 707
A8643938 # )688
A86-4393g # )720
A86-43994 # ) 737
A86-44001 # ) 707
A86-44003 # ) 707
A86-44(X_ # )708
A86-44005 # ) 720
A8644005 # )685
A86-44007 # )720
A86-44150 # ) 746
A86-44238 # )888
A86-44279 # ) 703
A86 44283 # 708
A86-44284 # )685
A86-44291 # ) 685
A86-44380 # 746
A86-44386 • # 708
A86-44399 # 703




















A86-44879 "# ) 689








A86 44932 # 724
A86 44933 # 730

















A86-45058 # _ 724
A86-45059 # _ 738
A86-45063 # ) 686
A86.-45064 # ) 710
A86-45065 # ) 686
A86-45066 # )717
A86-45067 # ) 718
A86-45137 # ) 730
A86-45144 # ) 724
A86-45185 # ) 732
A86-45189 # ) 690
A86-45190 # 69O

































































































































































































































































































































































































A85-47457 ill ) 810
/W6-47464 ill ) 823
A86.474_ IF ) 823
A86-47485 *ill )862
A86.47475 iF ) 823
/W6-47476 ill ) 852
A8647477 ill ) 853
A86-47479 ill ) 853
A86-47481 ill ) 823
A85-47482 *ill )823
A86-47483 iIJ ) 824
A85-47484 ill ) 853
A85-47485 ill ) 702
A85-47488 iF ) 824
A85-47480 * IF ) 824
A86-474go ill ) 824
A8647491 * Ill ) 824
A85-47492 * iF ) 824
A85-474g_ ill ) 825
A85-47494 * ill ) 825
A86-47485 * ill ) 825
A85-47485 ill ) 825
A85-47497 ill ) 825
A85-47S05 ill ) 853



























A86-47654 * ill 827




A86.47852 * # 837
A86-47853 # 837
A86 47854 "ill 838
A85-47855 IF 827
A85-47ee6 • ill 828
A85-47872 * IF 828
A85-47674 IF 828
A86-47675 IF 828
A86-47676 ° IF 828
A85-47677 # 828
A85-47670 # 841
A85-47883 * # 829
A85-47680 # 820











A86 47701 IF 83O
A86 47702 # 83O
A86.47703 # 787
A85-47704 * ill 782
A85-47705 * # 703
A86-47706 * # 831







A86 47722 ill 846
A86-47725 IF _846
A8647727 IF )














A86-47763 IF ) 761
A86-47768 IF ) 794
A86-47769 IF ) 787
A86-4T/78 # ) 704
A86-47777 IF )794
A86-47778 # ) 761
A86-4777g # ) 704
A85-47750 # )810
A86-47781 * ill ) 794
A86-47782 # ) 794
A86.47783 ill ) 795
A86-47784 * # ) 785
A86-47785 # ) 785
A86-47786 IF ) 812
A86-47787 ill ) 705
N_647785 IF )810
A86.47789 # ) 785
A85-47750 IF ) 810
A86-47791 IF ) 838
A86-47702 # ) 838
A86-47793 IF ) 705
A8647794 # )79e
/W6-47785 IF ) 706
/W6-4779e IF ) 706
A86-47797 IF ) 78e
A86.47703 * IF ) 831
A86.,17799 # ) 706
A86-47800 * # ) 706
A86.47801 # ) 796
A86-47802 * # ) 7g7
A86-47902 IF ) 841
A86-47971 # ) 855
A86-48041 IF ) 838
A86-45042 IF )846
A85-45097 IF ) 842
A86.48101 ill ) 812
A86-48102 ill ) 812
A86-48103 IF ) 812
A86-48116 # )812
A86-,18110 # )812
A86-48123 # ) 842
A86-48124 # ) 812
A86-48125 IF ) 812
A86-48130 IF ) 846
A86-48132 # )813
A86-48134 # ) 765
A86-48141 *# )813
A86-48144 # ) 813
A86-48148 ill ) 813
A86-48156 ill ) 813
A86-48159 # ) 842
A86-48163 *# )813
A86.48164 *# )813
A86-48165 # ) 814
A86-48166 # ) 814
A86-48170 # )765
A86-48172 ill ) 765
A86-48173 ill ) 765
A86-48176 # )765
A86-48150 # ) 814
A86-48184 ill ) 707
A86-48188 # ) 765
A86-48202 # ) 814
A50-48210 # )842
A86-48211 ill )814
A86-48216 ill ) 843





A86-48239 # ) 766
A86-48241 ill ) 815
A8648252 # ) 815
A85-48262 # ) 766
A86-48271 *# )846
A8648278 *# )816




ABe-48296 IF ) 818
ABe-48302 ill ) 818
/_BeJ_03 @ )797
A86-48311 # )847
A86-48_12 IF ) 816
A86-483_e ill ) 816
A86-48370 ill ) 707
A86-48371 ill ) 838







A8648465 # ) 767
ASG-48467 IF ) 797
A86-484_ ill )707
A86-48531 IF ) 810
A86-48854 IF )785
A85-48858 IF )767








A50-48647 ill ) 847
A86-48851 ill ) 761
A86-48652 ill )761
















A86-48670 ill ) 831
A86-48671 ill ) 832
A86-48672 ill ) 79e
A86-48673 ill ) 838
A86-48674 ill ) 832
A86-48738 *ill )Tge
A86-48740 ill ) 855
A86-48757 ill ) 816
A86-4875g ill ) 7gg
A50-48760 ill ) 853
N36-,18762 ill ) 767
A85-48767 ill ) 800
A85.487eg IF )767
A85.48775 IF ) 832
A86-48776 ill ) 847
A86-48779 ill )708
A86-48783 IF )785
A86-48787 IF ) 768
A86-48785 # ) 750
A86-48801 # )785
A86-48502 # ) 785
A86-48505 # )500
A86-48506 IF )785
A86-48507 IF ) 785
A86-48803 IF )750
A86-48509 # )7(50
A86-,18812 IF ) 7(50
A86-48815 IF ) 71_)
A8648816 # ) 785
A86.48817 # ) 780
A86-48822 # )785
A86-4882.4 # ) 769







,6,86-48841 # ) 770
A86-48842 # ) 770




A86-48849 ill ) 771
A86-48850 ill )800




Nm-48978 # p 8OO
/_N_18979 _ p 816
# ;)761














A86-48997 * # p 761
A86-48998 # p801
A8e-48999 # p 761
_-49000 # p 762
A8649001 # p848
A864_03 # p848
A86-49(X)4 # p 832
A86.49005 # p832
A86-49006 # p 832
A86-49007 # p 771
A86-4900e # p 771
A86_9009 * # p772
A86-49010 # p801
NMF49011 # p772
A86-49012 # p 772
A86-49013 # p 772
A86-49014 # p 772
A88-49018 # p788
A86-49017 # p 788
A86-49018 "# p 788
A86-49020 # p843
AJ_S-49021 # p 843
A86-49022 # p 801
_S-49023 # p 833
AB6-49024 # p 839
A86-49025 # p 833
A8649026 # p833
A86-49027 # p 772
A86-49028 * # p 772
A86-49030 # p 773
A88-49031 # p 773
A88-49032 # p 773
A86-49033 p 773
A8649034 # p788
A86-4g035 # p 785
A86-49036 # p 785
A86-49037 # p 762
/U_64g039 *# p833
A86-49040 # p848
.AS_.A_A.S p, p 8_3
A86-49042 # p 773
A86-49043 # p 773
A86-49044 # p 774
A86-49045 * # p 774
A86-49046 # p 774
A86-49047 *# p_33
A86-49048 # p834
A86-49049 # p 774
AB649050 # p 774
A86-49051 # p810
AB6-49052 # p 762
AB6-49053 *# p785
A86-49054 # p 785
A864G_o5 # p802
A86-49056 # p834
A86-49057 "# p 834
A8649058 # p839
A8649059 # p 839
A8649060 # p839
A86-49061 # p 839
A86-49064 # p 816
A86-49066 # p 762
A86-49067 # p 762
A86-49068 # p 848
A86-49069 # p 786
A86-49070 "# p 834
A86-49071 * p 834
A86-49074 # p 775
A86-49075 p 839
AB6-49077 # p 643
A86-49079 # p817
A86-49060 # p 775
A8649081 # p 802
A8649082 # p848
A8649063 # p786
A86-49064 # p 762
A86-49065 # p 811
A86-49088 # p 817
G-8
AB6.480e9 # p 817
# p 817






NI6J,00e7 # p 802
A86-4009e # p775
A8849099 # p856
A8649100 # p 802
A86.49101 # p803
AB6-49102 # p 775
ABe-4.9103 # p 775
A86-491()4 "# p 775
A86-49105 * # p 775
A86-49106 # p 776
A86-49107 * # p 786
A8649106 # p 776
A86-49109 # p 776
A86-49110 # p803
A86-49111 # p 817
A86-49112 # p 818












/_S-49127 # p 849
A8649128 # p 849
/_6.49129 # p 804
A8649131 # p 811
A86-49132 # p 804
A86-49133 *# p 849
A86-49136 # p 849




A86-49143 # p 840
A86-49144 # p 849
A86-49145 # p 849
A86-49148 # p 849
A86-49149 # p 811
A86-49174 # p 776
A86-49244 # p 835
A86.49245 # p 776
A86-49288 # p 8O4
A86-49441 # p 777
N_F4S443 # p 762
A86-49444 # p 8O4
,_..49448 # p 762
A86.49464 # p 763
A86-49476 # p 835
A86-49478 # p805
A86-49498 # p811
A86-49507 # p 854
A86-49509 # p805
A86-49566 ° # p e56
A86-49571 # p 857
A86-49572 # p 849
A86.49573 p 777
A86-49575 * # p 856
A86-49576 "# p 777
ABe-49577 # p 777
A86-49578 * # p 777
A86-49579 "# p 777
A86-49580 • p 778
A88-49581 # p 778
A86-49582 # p 778
A86-49584 # p 778
/1_S-49585 * # p 778
A88-49586 # p 778
A86-49588 "# p 779
A86.49589 # p 779
A86-49590 "# p 779
A86-49591 # p 779
A86-49592 # p779
A8849593 # p 779
A86-49611 *# p818
A8649614 *# p818
A86-49620 # p 818
A86-49625 * # p 780
A86-49627 • # p 854
A86-49637 * # p 788
A8649638 # p805
A66-49676 # p 780
A86-49681 # p 763
# pTe_
# p840
ABe-49716 # p 858
A86-4N01 # p 780
NM-49602 *# p780
A86-49603 *# p780
A88-4N04 * # p 780
Ae64_s0e *# p856
A86-40e07 # P 780
As6-49e06 * # p805
Ae6-,me23 # p780
/_6-49e24 # p 780




A86-50075 # p 819
A86-50111 # p 805
A86-50122 # p 844
A86-50253 # p805
A86-50254 # p 850
A86-502,55 # p 805
A86-50256 # p e06
N)6-50258 * # p 850
k86-50259 * # p 766
A86-50260 * # p 850
A86-50269 * # p 781
ABe-50347 # p 8O6
N86-12199 # p 76
N8612200 # p76
N86-12202 "# p88
N86-12203 * # p86
N86-12204 * # p86
N86-12205 *# p86
Ne_122_ * # p 86
N86-12207 *# p87
N86-12206 *# p87
N86-12209 # p 87
N86-12210 # p 87
N86-12212 ° # p 90
N86-12213 # p91
N86-12214 # p 91
N86-12215 # p 91
N86-12216 * # p93
N86-12217 # p 99
N86-12219 # p 99
N86-12220 *# p I03
N86-12221 # p 104
N86-12222 # p 104
Ne6-12223 # p 104
N86-12224 # p 104
N86-12225 # p 107
N86-12227 *# p 107
N86-12228 # p 107
N86-12229 # p 107
N86-12230 # p 107
.""._-_;_"3.1 # p 107
N86-12232 # p 107
N86-12233 "# p110
1'486-12234 # p 110
N86-12235 # p 110
N86.12237 *# p 113
N86-12238 * # p113
N86-12239 *# p 113
N86-12240 * # p113
N86-12241 # p 113
N86-12242 # p 113
N86-12259 *# p 116
N86-12271 # p 118
N86-12272 # p 116
N86-12399 # p 122
N86-12405 # p 111
N86-12434 # p 87
N86-12446 # p 122
N86-12450 # p 99
N86-12495 # p 122
N86-12552 # p 123
N86-12580 *# p 123
N86-12585 # p 123
N86-12595 # p 123
N86-12620 # " p 123
N86-12680 # p 125
N86-12744 # p 125
N86-12915 # p 125
N86-12968 # p 125
N88-12973 # p 126
N86-13051 # p 128
N86-13219 "# p 130
N86-13220 # p 130
N8613235 *# p 130
N66-13286 * # p 76
N86-13287 ° # p 87
N86-13288 # p 88
N86-13291 *# p88
N86-13292 "# p 88
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX




N86-1329e * # p89
Ne6-13299 * # p 69
N86-13300 *# p89




Ne6.133oe # p 91
Ne6-13300 # p 93
N86-13310 "# p 93
N86-13311 "# p94
N86-13312 # p94
N86-13314 # p 94
N86-13316 "# p 100
N86-13317 *# p 100
N8(F13318 "# p 100
N86-13319 "# p 100
N86-13320 * # p 100
N86-13321 * # p 100
N86-13323 # p 101
N86-13324 # p 101
N86-13325 # p 101
N86-13326 # p 10t
N86-13327 # p 10t
N86-13328 • # p 108
N66-13329 "# p 106
N86-13330 * # p 108
N86-13331 # p 106
N86.13_12 * # p111
N86-13334 # p 111
N88-13335 il_ p 111
N86-13837 # p 113
N86-13839 # p 113
N86-13407 * # p 117
N86-13616 # p 123
N86-13617 # p 92
N86-13618 # p76
N88-13677 *# p 123
N86-13704 # p 124
N86-13756 # p 124
Ne6-13832 # p 125
N86-13890 # p 126
N86-13892 * # p 12_
N86-13906 # p 126
N86-13922 * # p 128
N86-13944 *# p 128
N86-13946 * # p128
N86-14006 *# p 129
N86-14007 * # p 129
N86-14078 "# p 130
N86-14104 "# p 128
N8614111 # p 131
N86-14213 "# p 131
N86-14216 # p 135
N86-14217 # p 146
N86-14218 *# p 146
N86-14220 *# p 146
N86-14221 "# p 147
N86.-14222 *# p 147
N86-14223 *# p 147
N86-14224 "# p 147
N86-14225 # p 147
N86.1422_ # p 147
N86-14227 # p 148
N86-14229 # p 148
N86-14231 # p 148
N86-14232 # p 148
N86-14233 # p 148
N86-14234 # p 148
N86-14235 # p 148
N86.14236 # p 149
N86-14238 # p 149
N86-14239 # p 149
N86-14240 # p 149
N86-14241 # p 149
N86-14242 # p 149
N86-14243 # p 149
N86-14244 # p 187
N86-14245 # p 150
N86-14248 # p 150
N86-14247 # p 150
N86-14248 # p 150
N86.14249 # p 150
N86-14250 * # p 150
N86-14251 # p 150
N86-14256 # p 151
N86-14257 # p 151
N86.14258 # p 158
N86-14259 # p 158
N86-14260 # p 158
N86-14261 # p 158
N86-14262 # p 159
N86-14263 # p 159
N86-14264 # p 159
N86-142_6 # p 160
N86-14267 * # p 167
N86-142_8 # p 167
N86-1426g # p 167
N86-14271 * # p 174
N86-14272 *# p 174
N86-14274 # p 174
N86-14275 *# p 176
N86-14276 *# p 176
N86-14277 * # p 176
N86-14278 *# p 180
N_-14279 # p 181
N86.14262 # p 182
N86.14314 * # p 164
N86-14317 * # p 184
N86,14391 # p 184
N86-14402 # p 184
N86-14422 # p 151
N86-14423 # p 151
N86_14449 # p 181
N86-14514 # p 188
N86-14532 * # p 188
N86-14538 # p 188
N86-145,54 "# p 188
N8_.14555 * # _) 188
N86-14615 # p 188
N86-14687 * # p 189
N86-14826 # p 191
N86-14960 # p 192
N86-14982 # p 192
NSe-15003 # p 192
1'486-15053 # p 194
N86-15113 *# p 194
N86-15200 * # p 193
N86-1S205 # p 195
N86-15240 # p 135
N86-15241 # p 151
N86-15242 # p 151
N86-15243 * # p 152
N86-15244 "# p 152
N86-15245 "# p 152
N86-15246 *# p 152
N86-15247 '# p 152
N88-15248 * # p 152
N86-15249 *# p 152
N86-15250 # p 153
N86-15251 # p 153
N86-15252 # p 153
N86-15253 # p 153
N86-15254 # p 153
N86-15256 # p 153
N86-15257 # p 153
N66-15258 # p 154
N86-15259 # p 154
Ne6-15260 # p 154
N86-15262 # p 154
N86-15263 # p 154
N86-15264 # p 155
N86-15265 # p 155
N86-15266 # p 155
N86-15267 # p 155
N86-15268 # p 155
N86-15269 # p 155
N86-15270 * # p 155
N86-15271 *# p156
N86-15272 # p 156
f_6-15273 # p 156
N86-15274 # p 156
N86-15275 # p 156
N86-15278 # p 159
N86-15277 # p 159
N86-15278 *# p 160
N86-15279 # p 167
N86-15280 * # p167
N86-15281 "# p 176
N86-15282 "# p 176
1',186-15283 *# p 176
N86-15284 *# p 177
N86-15285 *# p 167
N86-15286 ° # p 177
N86-15287 *# p 156
N86-15288 " # p 156
N86-15289 *# p 157
N86-15290 * # p 167
N86-15291 *# p168
N86-15292 * # p 168
N86-15293 *# p 157
N86-15294 * # p 177
N86-15295 * # p 177
N86-15296 o # p 177
N86-15297 * # p 177
N86-15298 *# p 157
N86-15299 *# p 177
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N86.15300 * # plM
N86-15301 • # p 177
N8615302 "# p 178
N86-15303 "# p178
N86-15304 "IF p168
N86-15305 * IF p168
N66-15306 IF p l(m
N86-15307 IF p 188
Ne6-1530e # p 16e
N86-15309 # P 168
N86-15310 IF p 169
N86.15311 IF p t(m
N86-15312 IF p 172
N86-15313 *IF p 174
N86-15315 # p 175
N86-15316 # p 175
N8615317 IF p 175
N86-15318 IF p 178
N861531g *ill p 178
N86 15320 * # p178
N86-15321 # p 178
N86-15322 # p 17g
NSe 15323 "IF p181
N8615324 IF p 181
N8615328 IF p 181
N8615346 IF p 164
N86-15350 *IF p 184
N86-15412 * # p185
N8615415 IF p 185
N86-15416 # p 185
N86-15447 IF p 18g
N86-15449 IF p 164)
N8615450 IF p 1(,)
N8615518 IF p 18g
N8615526 # p 189
N86-15575 III p 189
N86-15625 * # p lg0
N8615626 "# p 190
H8615627 "# p lg0
N8615647 IF p 190
N86-15651 *IF p190
N86-15668 * IF p190
N86-15671 IF p 191
N8615771*IF plgl
N8615838 # p lgl
N86;15886 IF p 191
N8615947 IF p 172
Ne616053 IF p 194
N8616167 *iF p 197
NSG-1618e # p 1N
N8616189 # p 19e
N86-16190 # p 196
N86-16191 IF p206
N86-16193 * IF p 207
N86-16194 "# p207
N86-16195 * # p 207
N86-16196 * # p 207













N86-16214 IF p 231
N86-16215 # p232
NSG-16222 # p237
Ne6-1622'3 IF p 237
N86-1622.4 IF p 237
N6616225 IF p237
Ne616226 IF p 237
N8616227 # p237
N86-16228 * IF p239
N66-13229 IF p 240
N86-162"J0 IF p241
N8_16232 * IF p 242
N86-16233 *IF p242
N86-16235 IF p 242
N8616236 IF p 242
N86-162"J7 IF p 242
N86-162"J8 IF p 242
N86-16243 *IF p243
N86-16273 IF p 247
N86-16276 iF p 247
N_,.16277 IF p 247
N86-1627g IF p 247
N86-16315 IF p247
N86-16374 IF p 248
Ne616428 IF p 255
N86-16486 "IF p255
N86-165,71 IF p 255
N86 16553 * IF p2r_
N86-16595 IF p 255
N8616611 *IF p255
N86-16613 *IF p 256
N86-1_16 # p 256
N86.16617 IF p 256
N86-1661e IF p 2S6
N86-1061g IF p256
N86-16620 # p 256
NSe-1_S25 IF p 256
N86-16e27 IF p 256
N8616646 IF p 257
N86-16647 IF p 257
N86-1665S IF p 226
N8616674 IF p257
N86-1674g IF p 25g
N86-16750 IF p 25e
N6616751 IF p280
N8616757 IF pLY0
N_-16M3 IF p 2S0
N86.16854 IF p 260
N86.16944 * # p263
N86-166e9 IF p 264
Nse.17007 IF p 2s4
N86.17014 * IF p264
N86-17046 IF p 2G4
Nee.17076 IF p 265
N86-17077 *IF p265
N86-17061 IF p265
N86-172"33 IF p 267
N86.17271 IF p 20e
N86-17273 # p209
N86.17276 IF p 20g
N86.17285 IF p 2O9
N86172ffi) # p29g
N86-17290 IF p210
NI86-17291 # p 210
N8617292 IF p210
N86-172g3 IF p 210
N86-17294 IF p 210
NM1729S IF p21O
N86-17296 IF p 257
N86-17297 IF p 226
N8617296 IF p226
N8617299 IF p 22¢5
N6617300 IF p211
N86-17305 IF p211
1t88-17307 IF p 211





N86-17321 IF p 212
N86-17324 IF p 214
N8617325 IF p 215




N86-17333 IF p 216
N86-17334 IF p 216
N8617335 IF p216
N86-17336 IF p 226
N86-17337 IF p 226
N86 17338 * IF p227
N8617340 IF p 227
N8617341 IF p227
N8617342 IF p227
N86-17343 IF p 227
N86-17344 IF p 227
N8617345 IF p 227
N86-17346 IF p 227
N8617347 IF p228
N86-17348 IF p 228
N861734Q IF p226
N86-17350 IF p 228
N8_17351 *IF p232
Nee-17352 IF p 232
N86-17353 IF p 232
N86-17354 IF p 232
N86-17355 IF p 237
N8617357 IF p240
N86-17358 * IF p 240
N86-17485 IF p 248
N86-17486 IF p 248
N861749_ IF p248
N86-17496 IF P 248
1486-17568 IF p 257
N86-17637 IF P 257
1486-17648 IF p 256
N86-17666 IF p 258
N86-176gg IF P 258
Ne6-17700 IF p 258
N86-17702 IF p 258
I_61772Q IF p 2S8
N861Tt74 IF p 258
N8617806 IF p 25g
N86-17809 IF p 25g
N8617816 *IF p 280
Nee17915 IF p2eO
Ne618000 IF p 264
N86-1e058 IF p 2_t
N86-18121 *IF p265
N86-18129 IF pLY6
NM-18130 IF p 266
N8618131 IF p266
N8618133 IF p2e6
N86-18252 IF p 267
1486-18284 # p 270
N86-11_e6 IF p 320
N86-16287 IF p 276
N86-18289 * IF p277
N_-18294 IF p 277
N86-18296 IF p 277
N86-1B301 IF p 277
N86-18303 IF p 277
N86-18304 IF p 277
Ne6-18306 IF p 2eo
N86-18307 IF p 280
N86-18306 IF p 281
N86.18309 IF p 281
N66-18310 IF p 281
N86-18311 IF p 282
N86-16312 IF p 262
N86-18316 IF p 293
1486-t8317 IF p 293
N8618318 IF p293
N86-1831g IF p 294
N8618320 IF p294
N86-18321 IF p 294
N86t8322 IF p294
N86-18323 IF p 294
N86-18324 IF p 294
N86-18325 IF p 294
N86-18326 * IF p311
N86 18329 "IF p311
1486-18333 IF p 311
N8618370 IF p 320
N86..16441 * IF p 313
N86-18448 *IF p314
N86.18449 * IF p314
N86.18451 IF p 314
N_-18588 IF p 321
N86-18509 IF p 321
N86-18630 IF p 321
N86..181_9 IF p 321
N86.-18728 IF p 321
N8_18795 IF p 323
N86-18861 IF p 323
Ne6-18894 IF p 323
N8618Nm IF p 324
N66-1eg00 # p 324
N8618_K)2 IF p324
Ne61e_0s) # p 324
N86-18910 IF p 324
N86-18912 # p324
N86-18921 IF p 325
N8618923 IF p 325
N86-18924 # p 325
NS&18933 # p 325
NS&lg00e * IF p330
Ne6-I_45 IF p 33O
N86-19123 IF p 331
N86-19125 *IF p331
I'486-19127 IF p 331
N8619136 IF p 3_2
N86-19143 IF p 332
Ne619283 IF p 277
N86-19284 IF p 278
N881928S IF p 278
N86-19287 * IF p278
N86 19288 * IF p278
N8619291 IF p278
N86-19292 IF p 278
Ne6-1929_ # p 27g
N8619234 IF p27g
N86-19297 IF p 279
N86.1929e IF p 279
N86-19299 IF p 279
N86-19303 IF p 262
N86 19304 * IF p283
N86-19305 IF p283
N86 lg306 * IF p2e3
N86-19_)6 IF p 283
N86-19312 *IF p294
N86 19313 "IF p295
N86 19314 * IF p295
N86-19315 IF p 295
N8619316 IF p 295
N8619_18 IF p 295
N86-19319 IF _295
N86,,19321 IF ) 299
N8619_3 # )305
N8_19324 *IF )307
N8619325 * IF 3O7
N86.19026 IF 306
N86 19380 "IF 311
N86-13447 IF 314
N86-19400 IF ) 321
N86-19583 IF ) 322
NSe-19634 IF _330
Ne6-19642 IF _322
NSe-19e56 IF ) 322
N86-19657 IF _322
N86-19_61 *IF )322
N86-19e06 IF ) 325
N86-19e36 # ) 295
N86 199e8 * IF )330
N8620006 IF )330
N86 200e6 • IF )332
NSe 200e8 * # )332
N86200e9 "IF 332
N86 200g0 IF 339
N86 200_4 IF 333
H86200_ IF )33S
N86.20165 IF ) 333
N66-20196 # ) 312
N86 20842 * IF )336
N8620343 # )336
N86 20S44 "IF )338
Nee-2o_4s * IF )339
N86-20_,i6 "IF )339






N86-20358 * IF ) 340
_-20360 * p340
N86-20361 *IF )340
N86 20362 p 340
NSe 20364 IF 341
N8620368 IF ) 341
N86-20371 IF )341
N8620374 # _341
N86 20_77 IF 343
N86-20378 IF _343




Nee-20_14 * IF )352
N86-203_ IF 356
Ne_203M • IF _57
N86-20387 IF ) 361
N86 20388 # S61









N86-20410 IF p 371
N8620485 * IF p 372
N8620499 * IF p 378
N86-29506 * IF p376
NSe20S22 IF p 378
N86-295e0 * IF p376
Ne6.205e_ IF p 378
N86-20580 IF p379
Ne6.20e58 IF p3eS
N86.20671 * IF p 388
N86-2075g IF p 388
Ne6-20797 * IF p 386
Ne6.20e13 "IF p389
Ne6.20e88 IF p393
N86-210eg * IF p393
N86,.21076 IF p 394
N86-21064 IF p 394
N86-211_ IF p 39g
N8621219 IF p399
N86212'32 IF p 3gg
N_S-212_3 IF p 399
N86-21260 IF p 399
N86-21279 IF p 401






Nee..215oe IF p 341
N86-225rdS
Ne6-21509 * IF p 341
N86-21510 *IF p 342
N86-21511 "IF p34,?
N86-21514 *IF p342
N86-21516 * IF p 342
N8621518 *IF p 342
N86-21521 IF p 342
N86-21525 IF p344
N86-21526 IF p344
1_6-21527 IF p 344
N86.21528 IF p 344
N86.215_9 IF p 345
N86215_0 IF p345
N86-215_1 IF p 352
N86.21532 IF p 357
N8621533 lip p 357
N86-215..q4 *# p357
N8621535 *# p357
N86-21536 IF p 357
N86-21537 IF p 357
Ne6-215_ # p 3Se
N8621540 IF p358
N86-21541 IF p 356
N8621542 IF p362





N86-21551 IF p 370
N86-21553 IF p 370
N8621555 IF p371
N8621556 IF p372
N66-21615 IF p 379
NM-216e2 IF p 379
N86-21ee6 * IF p 379
N88-21704 *IF p 37g
1486-21707 # p 379
N8621728 IF p38g
1186-21755 * IF p 389
N8621916 IF p38_
N86-21917 IF p 38_
N86-21916 IF p389
N86-21919 IF p
N86-21923 IF p 3g0
N86-2t933 *IF p 3_0
N86-21934 "IF p 3gO
N86-21935 *IF p3g0
N86-21936 * IF p 390
N86-21937 *# p3g0
N86-21936 * IF p 3gg
N86219_9 * IF p 390
N86-2t940 * IF p 391
N8621941 *ill p400
NSG21942 * IF p 391
N86-21943 "IF p391
NSG-21944 *IF p391
N8621945 * IF p 3_1
N86-21946 *IF p382
N86-21947 *IF p_2




N86-220e1 IF p _4
N86-22064 IF p_4
N86-22067 IF p _4
N8622110 IF p396
N86-22115 *IF p 396
N86-221_ IF p 4OO
N862220e IF p400
N86232S8 IF p343
N8622302 IF p 401
N8622304 *# p 401
N86-22305 *IF p 401
N86-22306 *IF p 401
N6622312 IF p401
N86-22441 IF p 402
1466-22448 # p402
N86-22450 p 40_
H86-22537 # p 407
N86-22538 IF p 4O7
N86-22539 IF p 407
N86-22540 IF p 407
Nee-22542 IF p 4O7
N8622543 # p407
N86-22545 IF p 4O7
Ne6-225_ IF p 414
N86.22rrj48 IF p 414
N86-22550 "IF p414
N86-225_1 IF p 414
N86.22552 * IF p 415
N86-225_3 *IF p415
S_6*22r'_4 *# p41S
N86-2_SS # p 41S
N_._S6" # p 415
G,,9
NM-22S6e
Nee-22fdw • # p420
NSe-22569 "g p420
NM-22550 # p420
NM-22M3 * # p4o5
# p436
NM-22M6 # p435
NM-2250e # p 424




NM-22572 # p 4,%
NM-22573 # p 4,_
NIM-22S74 "# p 4,_
N88-22575 @ p 439
N_-225Tt # p 441
N88-22578 III p 445
N86-22579 *# p445
N88-22580 * # p 445
Ne6.2_B1 *# p446




N86-22621 # p 451
N86-22642 # p451
N86-2264O # P 451
N50-22e51 # p 451
N86-22U7 * # p452
N86-22710 # p 452
N86-22713 *# p452
N86-22724 # P 452
N86-22729 # p 45e
NB6._)735 @ p458
N86-22T36 # p441
N86-227'37 # p 448
Ne6-22775 # p 4O7
N86-22914 *t p458
NSe-22947 # p450
Ne6.22N4 • # p4o9
ms221m # p450
N66.25012 # p 459
N86.23013 # p459
N86.23014 # p 459
N86-23016 # p 450
_86-23159 * # p4o2
4M-_ # I)465
_86-25321 * # p 466
_B6-23322 "# p450
_6-23323 "# p 466
_6-23325 "# p466
F_-2"3350 "# p4o6
N86-23371 * # p 469
N86-23372 * # p 469




N86-23553 "# p 408




N86-23565 * # p 416
N86-2"J566 ° # p 416
1'486-2"3567 ° # p 416
N86-23566 * # p 416
N86-23,569 "# p417
1'486-23570 # p 417
1'486-23571 # P 417
N86-23572 # P 417
N86-23573 # P 417
N86-23575 # P 417
N86-23576 # p418
N86-23577 * # P 420
N86-23578 # p 42O
N86-23580 # p 424
N86-23581 # p 425
N86-23582 # p 425
H86-23583 # p 425
N86-23584 # p 425
N50-23585 # p 436
N86-23586 * # p436
N8_23587 * # p 436
N86-23550 * # p 436
N86-23589 # p 437
H86-23550 # p 437
N86-2351)1 # p 437
N86-23593 # p 437
N86-23594 # p 437
N86-23595 # p 437
N86-23596 # p 439
N86-23539 # p 442
1486-23601 # p 442






N86-23714 # p 452
N50.23749 * # p459
N86.23753 # p 4O0
N50-23773 I p 450
N86-23774 # p 436
N86-238_. "t p4o0
N86-23862 # p 418
1_6-23873 # p 480
N86-_874 # p 480
N86-23906 "# p4o0
Nlm-230_7 *# p4o1
N86-23g_6 * # p4ol
N86-23071 _ p 461
N86-23997 # p 462
N50-24O_0 * # p4o3
N86-24091 * III p 463
N86-24100 # p 463
N86-24215 # p 463
N86.24221 # p 463
N86-24233 # p
N86-24277 * # p 46e
N86.24354 # p 467
N50-2_ "# p46e
Ne6-24393 * # p4_)
N50-24O94 * @ p 47O
N86,24457 # p 470
N86,24579 # p 470
I,_6,24,,K80 # p 470
N86..24584 # p 470
Ne_24532 # p 471
N86-24852 # p 474
N86.24657 * # p 478
N86-24658 * # p 478
H86-24(_9 * # p 478
N86-24861 * _ p 478
N86-24863 * # p 479
NSe-24O64 * # p 479
N_F248_5 * # p 479
N86-24e_6 # p 479
N86-24O67 * # p 479
N53-24_66 # p 479
N86-2,1_ # P 479
N86-24O70 # p 48O
H66-24672 * # p 483
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1'486-24702 * # p 511
N86-24703 *# p 512
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H86-24706 # p 512
N86-24707 # P 512
N86.24708 # p 512
1'486-24710 * # p 514
N86-24722 * III p 515
N86-24760 ° # p 517
N86-24781 # p 518
N86-24788 # p 518
N86-24818 * # p 518
N86-24821 # p 518
N86-24863 # p 524
N86-24897 # p 524
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N86-24936 # p 524
N86,24944 # p 524
N86-24955 * # p 525
N86.249e4 # p 525
N86-2499Q * # p 526
N86.24991 * # p 525
N86-24992 * # p 525
H86-24997 # p 525
N86-25003 * # p 526
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Ne6-25153 * # p503
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NM-2S220 * # p536
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NM-2534O # p49e
Ne6-25341 # P 496
N50-25342 "# p504
N_-2534_ * # p504
N50-25344 * # p504
N88-25345 "# p504
N86-2534O * # p504
N86-25347 * # p 505
N50-2504O "# p505
Ne6-2534O * # p 505
Ne6-25350 "# p505
N86-25051 * # P 5O5
N50-25352 "# p505
N96-25353 * # p505
N86-25354 *@ p506
Ne6-25055 "@ p506
N86-25350 * # p 506
N86-25350 # p 506
N86-25361 # p 606
N86-253_ # p506
N86-250_ # p506
N_-250_ # P 507
N86-253e_ # p 507
N86-25370 # p 518
N86-25371 # p 526
m6-25073 # p 526
N86-25375 _ p 52_
N86-2537O # P 519
N86-25378 # p 507
N86-2537O # p 5O7
1,486-25380 # p526
N86-25381 # p 527
N86.25384 # p512
N86-25365 # p 514
N86.25502 *# p519
N86-25534 # p 480
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Ne6-25558 # p480
N86-25560 # p 481
N8_25562 # P 481
N86-2._)0 # p 527
N86-25601 # p498
N86-25602 # p 498
N66-25603 # p 513
N86-25793 ° # p 527
N86-2r-j823 "# p 527
1486-25826 * # p 527
N86-25831 "# p 527
N50-25838 * # p 527
N86-25856 "# p529
N50-26030 # I) 533
N86-2_074 # p 533
N8_-26150 # p 534
N86-26161 # p ,534
N86-26162 * # p536
N86-26153 *# p
N86-26276 "# p 537
N86-26277 * # p 539
N88-26278 # p 539
N86-26279 # p 539
Ne6-2_250 # p54o
N50-26281 # p 54O
N50-26282 # p54o
Ne6-262S3 "# I)540
Ne6-2628S "# p 554
N86-26288 * # p555
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N86-27678 # p 613
N86-27727 * # p 616
N86-27835 * # p 616
N86-27851 # p 617
N86-27855 * # p 617
N86.27926 # p618
N86-27929 # p 618
N86-27930 * # p 619
N86-27969 # p 620
N86-27970 * # p 620
N_6,27972 # p 620
N86-28049 "# P 622
N86-28050 "# P 622
N86-28051 * # p 622
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NM-29240 • ) 677
N86-29241 • ) 677
Ne629242 • ) ee6
N8_29243 • 678
N8_29244 • ) M6





N8_29271 * • ,676
N8_29279 # ,678
NS&29466 * • ) 679
N8_29508 "# ) 679
NS&29547 "• ) 682
N8_29579 * • ) (182
N8_29580 "• )682
N8_29630 "• e83




N84_29762 ° • _087
N8_29763 • ,687
N8_29764 • ) 887
N8_29765 * # ) 892
N86-L_766 "• ) 693
N8_29768 * • ) 683
N8_2976g "• ) 683
N8_29770 "• ) 693
N8_29771 * • ) 693
N8_29772 * • ) 693
N86-29773 * • 694
N86-29776 "# (Ig4
Ne6-29777 "# . e94
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N8&29814 "# 714
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N8_29616 # 719
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N86-29818 * # ,721
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N8_0722 "• p 716
N86_072_ "• p 717
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NG6-30725 • p717
Nim-30726 • p 717
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_28 • p71g
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